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Foreword

F

or over a century Samoa has been marketed as and is therefore
generally perceived to be a South Pacific Island Paradise.

While there are certainly aspects of Samoa that offer the visitor a magical
'bums-on-beach' tropical island experience, there are also aspects of the
Samoan Tourism industry that are far less savoury. I touch on some of them
in this eBook, but in a nutshell, there are two sides to Samoa, and the 'other'
side is rarely talked about, except behind closed doors and in gossip sessions
around a meal or a beer. Occasionally, like a scandal, it will bust out into the
open, usually to be hushed up again as deals are done and 'we are all friends
again'.
As I detail in the book, the main local media outlet, while happy to report and
stir up muck when it suits them, are either clueless or unwilling to take a positive stand. They are certainly
unable to come up with practical solutions to any challenges the country faces building their tourism.
The government I note, has actually done quite a bit, and the Samoan Tourism Authority (STA) has been doing
things, but we would be fools to trust them with being creative or taking risks. Politicians are first and foremost,
politicians, and bureaucrats will always err on the side of keeping the status quo.
I have no secret source of inside information. I am not well connected in government circles. Employees of the
Government of Samoa have plenty of experience protecting themselves from the intrusion of inquisition. Sure,
I have met many people though and like any visitor, resident or citizen in Samoa. I have free access to officials
who are willing to see me.
However what I have had that is quite powerful, and limited to only a few of us in the business, is extensive
experience on both islands meeting, chatting, and discussing with individual operators, businesses and the
industry. I've been actively doing this since the week following the 2009 Tsunami; that is now almost four years.
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Most people are guarded when they talk to me; others speak more freely. While I might not get everything right
the first time, I never give up, I always ask good questions, and I have extensive experience in working with
small business, so I always 'get it' in the end. This book and analysis of a difficult business and political situation
is as 'real' as you can get.
My predictions are not pretty. I'm sorry for that because I would do a lot to be able to report differently, but
presenting reality is more important than trying to drum up unrealistic hope. Change some attitudes and pop
some egos however and Samoa COULD become a true leader in the tourism space. In the meantime I'll stay
with the 'I predict no meaningful change' message and just get on with helping those who do want to work with
us.
I'm not alone in my thoughts with Mata'afa Keni Lesa, editor of Samoa Observer penning similar sentiments1:

The undeniable reality is this; tourism in Samoa has been in trouble for some time now. The
fact it has reached a "crisis” point is hardly surprising.
and

. . . we’re destined for trouble, which is scary if you ask this newspaper.

I've learned over time the value in speaking my mind fearlessly and while I am fascinated with political power
plays, I have an aversion to politics, which is essentially the art of playing with power. This approach places me
directly alongside the ways of Christ. He chose not to use His powers against the authorities of the day. But it
pits me firmly against those who want to misrepresent reality. On the other hand, by shooting straight, I am
giving them a resource that they can rely on when they really want to know something, or how to fix or achieve
something. Like an undertaker or a dentist or a last rites priest, I am the sort of guy that is widely hated, ignored
and avoided until I am really needed, and then who can often bring relief.
My audience is primarily my own people - the Palagi. I always write with the goal to explain the reality of the
Samoan culture and context, but of course knowing that players in the local industry will be reading and
critiquing every word I write. I therefore attempt to speak respectfully and generously, except when otherwise is

1

http://www.samoaobserver.ws/editorial/5231-tourism-in-crisis
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deserved. Knowing that my detractors will revel in any opportunity to further their gossip and slander, cherry
picking the offensive comments for their own political gain makes me careful to get things right.

My Intent

My intentions are several in writing and blogging.
First, putting pen to paper is what writers do . . . it enables us to be ourselves, and we gain enormous meaning
and purpose from our existence through our writing. I enjoy it and know that there are a few people who really
do appreciate the experiences and wisdom I share. I consciously write for those people.
I write increasingly to counter the constant negative gossip surrounding me - that was highlighted so clearly
when Savea Sano Malifa, Editor in Chief of the Samoa Observer wrote to me ever so eloquently, "I was warned
about you - now I believe!" and then proceeded to tell me to 'piss off' and to trash the articles that I wrote for
his paper2.
My continued publishing of Samoan matters fires warning shots across the bows of my detractors. If it is not
obvious that I will not be silenced, it will be very obvious on publication of my book 'A Little Slice of Paradise engaging with post-Tsunami Samoa'. In it I name names and share a lot of the Samoa that Samoa does not want
the world to know. I want the crooks, thieves, gossips, liars and manipulators that cause me difficulties to know
that their activities will eventually be known, in due course, in my time and in my way. Should they do the right
thing and correct matters (in the best of the Samoan and Christian traditions which means to repent and restore
relationship) then some good will have come from speaking out like I have in this eBook.
Every word I write that hits the nail on the head; every time one more dot is connected in Samoa; every time a
piece of the puzzle comes together for a politician, businessman or church-goer, then one little piece of
goodness (even godliness) is achieved. I'm not stupid and I know that I build my own reputation in the industry
when I truly do help others.
Lastly I want to help set a vision for the future. People rarely stop to think about the future deeply and in
Samoa the immediacy of the moment, be it the passion or the problem takes a very high priority. People often
make two fatal assumptions; they base either the past (i), or the future (ii), on the present. These are dangerous

2

http://www.dennis.co.nz/2013/02/savea-sano-malifa-fooled-by-gossip/
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mistakes and set us off-guard. In regards to the past, scientists genuinely assume that the fairly stabilised
conditions on earth represent past conditions. But my bible tells me that things were better in the past and the
planet is in gradual decay following a major earth-changing event - namely a global flood.
Also to assume that the present sins of the world are worse than the past, may not be wise either. My read of
history is one of a plethora of wars and ungodliness in many generations.
In regards to the future, many in power would like us to believe that they have us captive and we are on a fasttrack to end-times and termination. I'm not convinced that Jesus is coming back quite so soon, nor that He will
"beam me up". Certainly the church around me doesn't look to me like a bride, pure and spotless at the
moment. There is clearly some work to do. Perhaps it will come easier through some troubling times when we
are all humbled a little and actively turn our hearts and minds to Him.
I tend to think that I will live in the type of world that I can conceive and bring about through my own
thoughts, words and actions. Sharing hope, and showing others that I act on my beliefs, is an important part of
being a Christian in a struggling, hurting and sometimes confusing world. I aim to do that in this eBook.
Many have warned me not to take on the people in power, and to tone down my words. Some have talked
about high level efforts to "have my immigration status reviewed" and the consequences of 'p*ssing off' those
in power. Don't I know it! I've paid a very high price from the first day I arrived in Samoa and introduced
myself to people for shooting straight and being helpful to people. A lot of it is detailed in my book, 'A little
Slice of Paradise - engaging with post-Tsunami Samoa'. I know very well the Samoan attitude, actions and
approach to a "smart-arse know-it-all Palagi just come here to tell us all what to do and rip us off".
Believe me; I fully understand the risks of speaking frankly in a country where ultra-political diplomacy is the
norm but the truth is the truth, and the law is the law, and I never give up - just ask the Samoan Police who
have taken two years, one hundred and thirty five (135) phone calls, visits and written communications
including a formal complaint to the Ombudsman over just one set of crimes not dealt with properly!
It's not that I'm out to rebel, or that I despise diplomacy or the Samoan culture. On the contrary I talk often
about the lessons that the world can learn from giving respect. But the point for me is that I hate deception,
and when people hide from reality, or attempt to distort it for personal or political benefit, if I am aware of it
then I will talk about it. The truth is that the Samoa tourism industry is and always has been a small struggling
one overseen by inefficient leadership. The truth is that many business operators are struggling with large debts
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and unrealistic expectations. The industry definitely lacks vision - certainly compared to what it could have. So I
speak firmly and factually.
This eBook is not intended to be an academic work, nor a complete 'fix-it-all' handbook for every tourism
operator. It was originally written as blog posts in response to a reportedly concerned industry and will be
updated or modified on request i.e. E & OE. Let me know if I've got anything wrong and I'll look into
rectifying it.
I write from a Christian worldview. If this is not your take on reality, please just ignore the faith thing and work
this into your own world-view.
If I cause offence in the ways that I've spoken, I'm sorry. I always attempt to speak generously but I am a
straight-talking Palagi, and always will be. That I do understand the Samoan ways though, should be taken from
the wisdom of the words, not from the way that I say them. Note that understanding Samoan things does not
actually mean that I must do things the Samoan way. Just as Samoans object to the way Palagi tell them how to
live their lives, I object to being told how to act or speak. While I care about, understand and make efforts to
accommodate the Samoan diplomacy, effective inter-cultural relating needs tolerance to cut both ways and to
that end I am not, and never will be, a Samoan.
The last point of this foreword is that this book is designed to help set
the scene for further SWAP engagement in the industry. Despite
official antagonism, adversity, and other stuff I won't go into here, the
SWAP Foundation has always been open to work with anyone,
anywhere and at any time. We just don't play politics. We are a nonprofit Samoan Registered Charitable Trust and can and will always help
anyone in government or business or other organisations. Fact!
I personally guarantee that we will exercise the ultimate
professionalism in all regards and at all times.
Enjoy reading!
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Executive Summary
The Samoa Tourism Crisis

S

Introduction

ome have claimed that there is a crisis in Samoan Tourism. There is no "crisis” as the Samoan tourism
industry is, and always has been, a small struggling one overseen by inefficient leadership. Added to this
are business operators struggling with large debts, unrealistic expectations and lack of vision in a proud,

highly political third world country.
Samoa struggles in the areas of marketing and strategy; the STA is a government bureaucratic entity lacking
creativity; many of the industry players have unrealistic expectations and a poverty mentality; local commentary
is shallow. The difficulties commenced with the 2009 Tsunami and a government that trusted advisors who
predicted a bounce back. They have been compounded with a global downturn, increased accommodation
capacity, a cyclone, increasingly ineffective marketing and obfuscation of reality by the authorities who have a

vested interest in painting a rosy picture.
I predict that no substantive change will occur in the next few years.

Lifting Samoan Tourism

1. Leadership

The bucks stops with the PM, and Minister of Tourism. He rightly blames the industry and challenges them to
step up to the mark and lift their game, but covers for his CEO who actually rules the roost and goes defensive
or into hiding when challenged to be accountable. The industry blames the STA and the SHA (not without
good reason either) but expects too much of them and is unrealistic with their business expectations. Selfcentric petty politics from many parties leads to my prediction that without multiple personality changes and
humility, again nothing meaningful will change.

Lifting Samoan Tourism

2. Vision
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Samoan politics is brutal. Political leaders are politicians first, visionaries a distant second. Bureaucrats also fear
criticism and/or exposure and employ people and non-threatening strategies, often copying others. Samoan
culture is also more concerned with diplomacy than business-like risk-taking in their decision-making. In the
Western world decision-making is based more on clear pragmatism, a good grasp of reality and strong vision
setting.

Lifting Samoan Tourism

3. Three basics

SWAP's core teaching is the need for tourism businesses to develop Niche Marketing, undertake strong
Productisation, and work Collaboratively. This can be summarised with the acronym TET – Targeted, Easy
and Together. Using TET principles can lift any business, sometimes with remarkable simplicity and little cost.
The business can make good gains without governmental or third party involvement.
Targeting niche markets helps focus marketing efforts, with good niches (VFR, sports, music, geographical etc)
helping to generate repeat, referral and often uncontested business, particularly as they are narrowed and refined
over time. Productisation, the art of developing products from services, forces vendors to imagine things from
a buyer’s perspective making it much easier for buyers to buy. Trying to encourage cooperation with others is a
nightmare in Samoa where there is very little mutual trust, but even starting to work with just a few others, will
start to open doors and reap rewards.

Lifting Samoan Tourism

4. Creativity

While creativity abounds in some areas of Samoa, creativity in business is sadly lacking. Inverting problems into
solutions is a core entrepreneurial attribute. Applying creative thinking into problems within a specific business,
and the industry as a whole is absolutely vital – easy for some, but in Samoa, only very few achieve this. Those
who lack creativity should use others who have experience and the aptitude to do this, then learn ways to lift
themselves into the modern world that seeks, even demands and most certainly responds to creativity –
especially with Internet-based technologies.

Lifting Samoan Tourism

5. Strategy

Strategy is the art of planning HOW to achieve a goal, in this case growth of Samoan Tourism. Like playing
chess, we use the various components of a business mix (time, technology, resources, markets, desires, goals
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etc) to plan. This role should be that of the Board under the guidance of the Minister and should not be
delegated to the CEO, who should be responsible for implementation. No amount of passion or willpower can
replace experience and a good understanding of business principles and STA has failed to set a consistent,
coherent or effective strategy making many serious strategic blunders – attempting to tackle an experienced
opposition head-on and failing to capitalise on its own strengths. A tired, old, flat, copy-cat, feel-good, lookgood approach with limited vision will ensure that Samoa Tourism stumbles from year to year, grasping at
straws, grabbing a few opportunities that come its way, but failing to fire or meet its potential.

Lifting Samoan Tourism

6. A Samoa Day

A Samoa Day, an internationally recognised day to celebrate the people, country and culture of Samoa has
merit, and if developed creatively, carefully and with intelligent use of available resources will generate plentiful
goodwill and clean business for Samoa. Talked about for years, SWAP presented the concept to the Minister,
who authorised the project that has been stymied by the STA. The two unique aspects of the SWAP project is
the deliberate use of the goodwill and passion within the Samoan Diaspora, and smart use of modern Internet
technology to coordinate, promote and disseminate information about international Samoan activities. Samoa is
in a unique position to make a strong statement, in many ways. Commercial opportunities can be tied in with
the annual event and real measurable benefit can be gained for the industry.

Lifting Samoan Tourism

7. Value Adding

It is crucial to understand the principle of value-adding in business. Opportunity abounds around us and Samoa
misses simple opportunities to benefit. Zero or low-cost ways to develop tourism; connect people with
opportunities; increase turnover and profit; create a better value product or experience all abound, if we just
understand the supreme importance of value-adding. This goes more than simply upsizing a meal. It affects the
whole tourism experience from initial presentation, the initial sales process, the multitude of experiences
available while on-island AND to follow-ups, feedbacks and referrals.

Lifting Samoan Tourism

8. Voluntourism
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Work generates income but systems create wealth. Establishing systems that connect the enormous goodwill
with the needs in Samoa will generate long-term benefit for many and while a little harder to establish, plan and
manage than simple commercial offerings, the repeat business and social benefits from voluntourism are far
greater and have a much higher Return On Investment. Benefits can range from encouraging short-term
visitors to spend a few extra days helping in a village, or a school or a resort, to longer-term visits specifically
designed for gap-year or the philanthropic markets. Tapping into a different kind of investment market too –
one with social benefit rather than financial reward – is wise and this is also a form of voluntourism. Ignoring
the voluntourism market is tantamount to throwing opportunity away.

Lifting Samoan Tourism

9. Relationships

Samoa Tourism does give lip service to one of the most important characteristics of the Samoan culture – that
of the people and relationship building. Building and maintaining relationships needs to be systematised at a
country/industry level. Hospitality can be extraordinary; the Samoan smile can be infectious; a experience can
be great at one level, but there is a gaping hole in the Samoan Tourism industry that can be filled with a little
concerted effort once the importance of systematising relationships is understood. Palagi too want to establish
and build relationships, from simply knowing the name of a restaurant waitress to engaging more deeply with
village people and Samoan life. Systems that increase real relationship building, such as name badges (at the
lowest level), through deeper personal relationship building activities, to full deep-immersion Village
experiences will help fill the void that exists, as well as build a richness and uniqueness that is sadly missing in
the industry.

Lifting Samoan Tourism

10. Projects

SWAP has a range of ideas to assist Samoan Tourism, the crown jewel of which is the international Samoa Day.
but includes developing Village Stays (Samoa Home Stays), turning the current negative Sunday experience into
a positive, developing a decent portal website, supporting a range of events throughout the year, plugging into
and extending the Sponsorship and Investment sides of Samoa, helping with Sales and Marketing and more.

Lifting Samoan Tourism

11. Wisdom
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Plugging into the heart and mind of God in any given situation increases our wisdom. If we accept that the
Lord wants Samoa to return to its traditional roots of hospitality and the gift economy, then operators who
truly connect with this message will be trusted, loved and appreciated by their guests. They will build their
businesses on a solid foundation, and will live full and content lives. Those comfortable with deception, greed
and self-interest will continue to poison the well, for not only the country but also themselves, and thus struggle
in business.
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The Samoa Tourism Crisis

I

’ve been prompted by some to comment on the media reports of a
crisis in Samoan Tourism. My comments, advice and predictions
follow. In summary, the situation is not as simple as some would like

to think. There is no "crisis” as the Samoan tourism industry is and always
has been, a small struggling one overseen by inefficient leadership, and

with business operators struggling with large debts, unrealistic expectations
and lack of vision in a proud, highly political, third world country.
The Samoan media has reported on consensus at a recent informal meeting
of concerned tourism operators that the Samoan Tourism Industry was "in
crisis”.
The concerns expressed include:
Claims of inaction by officials (primarily the Samoa Tourism Authority, but
also the Samoa Hotels Association)
Frustration with claims of misinformation whereby only selected positive data is published
Serious concerns with falling (or consistently low) occupancy rates
Having been involved in Samoa Tourism for three and a half years (I wrote my first 3,000 word report for
Tourism Minister, Misa Telefoni immediately following the Tsunami in October 2009), none of these issues are
new. The current situation is not only the same (or worse) than in 2009, it was fully predictable and should be
no surprise to any thinking or informed person.
I know. I predicted it, in writing, in 2009. Again, I predict that the situation will very likely be the same again in
another 3 ½ years.
It’s not just a case of a corrupt government that has failed to act, nor as a result of any one item such as a global
downturn or a Tsunami, and an aggrieved, innocent industry suffering as a result. The situation here is not as
simple as some would like to make it.
The Prime Minister has blamed the industry for infighting and not being competitive.
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"What seems to be happening is the industry is fighting amongst itself and its members,” he
said.3

"If you make your packages more attractive to New Zealand and Australian visitors than your
Fijian competitors, you will certainly get the visitors and fill your hotel rooms,” he writes.4

The industry blames the government.
The local media just asks questions and has little clue as to what is going on.

Maybe there is too much bureaucracy within the STA? Maybe they’re spending too much time
meeting about meetings? Maybe there’s just too much talk but little action being taken to
implement those talks? Maybe they’ve got their focus completely wrong on how to go about
promoting Samoa? Maybe they’ve got too many people working there the Authority ends up
spending all the money that should be used to promote Samoa on administration costs and so
forth? Who knows?5

The situation

Samoa had a young but well-developing tourism industry in 2009. Some operators had done well and the
government over the decade or two prior had reversed the role of the Tourism Authority from an agency
designed to keep the influence of tourism to an absolute minimum to actually promoting it. Yes, you read that
right! According to an early Palagi immigrant investor the original mandate for the STA was to actually keep the
potential resort operators/investors OUT of Samoa and thus presumably maintain the Fa’a Samoa (the Samoan
way) and the status quo.
3

http://www.samoaobserver.ws/home/headlines/5323-tourism-in-a-bad-state

4

Ibid.

5

http://www.samoaobserver.ws/editorial/5231-tourism-in-crisis
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The desire to better oneself is widespread in Samoa, but the desire to maintain Fa’a Samoa is stronger, thus
tension exists between some in government and some business people who want economic growth and others
who are less motivated or committed to the consequences of change through 'economic progress’, especially
when 'the going gets tough’.
Contrary to the official commentary, the 2009 Tsunami decimated the fledgling tourism industry, and
government predictions that the industry would bounce back in due course following the Tsunami have been
proven nonsense. You don’t generate a billion dollars of negative press over three days, then realistically expect
a small South Pacific Island Paradise struck by a lethal Tsunami just a few years after the big Asian Tsunami to
"bounce back”. The sad thing is that I know that the government and STA actually believed it, as they they do
their own current propaganda!

I will not refrain from blowing my own trumpet here. To the government and the STA, I
remind you that I told you so at the time but you listened to fools who spoke nonsense to you,
ignoring common-sense, foresight and wisdom. These experts are long gone of course!

Operators in the Tsunami affected regions currently report 20% occupancy of their pre-Tsunami days. Others
say that 20% of previous levels is a rather generous take. Some well established resorts are doing well (or at least
OK) in peak season but all report serious drop-offs in the shoulder and off-peak season.
The STA and government have had and have the ability to obfuscate a clear picture of reality with exclusive
access generation of and access to the official statistics. Until recently the raw data collected from arrival cards
did not differentiate between the VFR market (primarily Samoans Visiting Friends and Relatives) and other
tourists! Even now that difference is still a contentious issue. Anecdotal evidence strongly suggests that
Samoans themselves make up the bulk of visitors and that the tourism market is small, uncommitted, largely
unlikely to return and has increasingly less discretionary income than previously. Our exit surveys mirror the
mixed Trip Advisor reviews indicating a mixed satisfaction with their Samoan experiences, and an astonishing
50% intent to never return. This probably means that actual returns may be in the order of 5%, but who
knows? Returning visitors though do show a very strong connection with Samoa and you could say have fallen
in love with the place and will be friends for life.
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Samoa has definitely earned a place on the South Pacific travel map but it is a very late arrival. Fiji, Bali, New
Zealand and the Gold Coast have decades of investment ahead of Samoa with generally very positive feedback
reinforced during their tourism development. Samoa on the other hand for various reasons has delivered a
decidedly mixed bag.
The government has been active in presenting tourism as a growth industry and the economic hope of the
future. It has attempted, largely unsuccessfully to attract foreign investment, but growth in accommodation and
tourism related outlets has resulted from local Samoan business activity. The likes of Members of Parliament,
high government employees, lawyers, other successful business people tend to want a resort, almost like a status
symbol.
Many of the Tsunami affected resorts have rebuilt, some increasing their services. A few Palagi have also
relocated to Samoa and established new businesses, but their impact in the whole scheme of things is minor.
Samoa as a whole struggles in the areas of marketing and strategy and considers peace and the maintenance of
relationships with family, extended family and their village more important than the largely opposing
characteristics that make successful businesses. Cold clinical analysis, common-sense (to the Western business
mind anyway) and business basics such as honouring a basic agreement, working together for the common
good, and integrity in marketing are rare. Their tourism efforts reflect this cultural bias, so that people who have
jobs and power protect their position, employ those that are 'close’ to themselves, and naturally act in a way that
is natural to their own culture, no matter the consequences in business. This takes a lot to understand but is
crucial to the full understanding of reality in Paradise!
Samoans’ failure to understand the needs of the travelling public are legendary. Short-term thinking, such as
charging for the use of a beach for a swim or double charging for access and then parking indicate a cultural
insensitivity to the market. I recently copped a charge equal to 20 sene per second from a supposedly friendly,
cooperating resort operator for the privilege of bringing four guests to her beach fale for a few hours. My
clients purchased their lunch from her restaurant at healthy rates mind you, yet still got pinged for the use of the
beach! I actually paid the fee for them because I was so ashamed but those people will never return. Even worse
was that half the reason we stopped there, and several other places was to find a beach fale that they could
come to stay for a few days next week. [Get a grip, Samoa!]
A concerted long-term ego driven campaign to compete head-on with incumbents Fiji, Bali and the Gold Coast
is strategic insanity in a business sense, but while the pretty white sand, coconut and blue lagoon images of a
handful of beaches here can give a small reward to visitors, the vast potential of cultural, adventure and other
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niche tourism markets is pretty much avoided. A fia-fia show at a resort, a little cultural village in town and a
string band on arrival are all a step in the right direction, but the STA and their leadership clearly has no idea
how to tap into the vast cultural potential that does actually exist here.
Samoa tourism is not a total disaster – the country has improved its infrastructure enormously and the streets of
Apia are certainly much better than before. There is a global recession, stresses all around and more resorts
competing for the same volume of tourists, but the problems are very real.
Now to the players . . .

The Samoan Tourism Authority

From STA’s perspective they have little choice but to paint a rosy picture and defend their actions. The Samoan
culture precludes the willing acknowledgement of any failing or error, and especially so in a politically charged
environment such as tourism. Over the leadership reign of the current CEO I have heard and seen constant and
extraordinary defensiveness. The Minister of Tourism (the PM) too is extraordinarily defensive.
Short of fessing up to their failures and seeking help from those that can help them, there is little more that
STA can do but defend themselves, cherry-pick positive news and report what they can. You will never hear
any acknowledgement from them that there has been a failure on their part or even a problem in the industry.
This will simply never happen. Politicians and bureaucrats, especially in Samoa cannot do this sort of thing, for
they think that they will lose their power and influence if they do.
The CEO has scored her third three-year term in a row and this appointment clearly has the support of the
Minister of Tourism. He therefore must be happy with her performance. Gossip abounds on this topic but rest
assured that if he didn’t want her there, she wouldn’t be. Her management style is highly autocratic, from what I
have observed exercising her power with fear and intimidation – certainly not in a manner conducive to
inclusiveness, openness and honesty. Neither does it engender cooperation or widespread support. In more
than three years of actively seeking feedback from the industry I have yet to meet one person who speaks well
of her or her performance. To be fair, one was actually neutral, but the rest ranged from mild dissatisfaction to
outright contempt, or worse.
Skilled in oratory, she has the capacity to present reality in the way that she wants it to be seen, thus bureaucracy
can justify its existence and grow in size and power.
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I would note that that claims that the STA do nothing are not themselves free from criticism. The STA does
have a large and increasing budget that they clearly have used, so they must be doing something. Of course
WHAT they do with their money and how effective they are as an organisation can only be measured by the
results. In this regard the string of politicians and bureaucrats involved in the industry over the last few years
have clearly failed when the rubber hits the road. Like the tourist operators have reported, the tourists are
simply not a-coming!

The Industry

I can empathise with tourist operators hurting through global downturns, disasters and the pressures of
business in tough times, and a lot of what I have been doing with the SWAP Foundation has been to offer hope
and a means for people to lift themselves.
They have in general though a poverty mentality and virtually across the board they exercise that destructive
Samoan trait to complain and blame somebody else, usually the STA, or the government. While common, and
to some extent understandable this is just downright stupid in several ways:
First, relying on any government department to understand business is unjustified.
Bureaucrats are risk averse and their role is primarily to maintain status quo. As a government authority STA’s
approach and performance exemplifies this point. Big talk. Big money. Status Quo. Over the years I’ve been
involved in Samoa Tourism I’ve heard the comments many times from leaders and key people talking about the
STA along these lines:
They’re only in it for themselves
They don’t understand
They don’t listen
What they are doing is not working
We need new initiatives
I guess you could say that everybody in the industry knows very well here how things really are.
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Even taking into account the Samoan tendency to grumble, complain
or gossip, these comments certainly ring true to me too. I have
shared specific stories in regards to the STA and their leadership in
my book "A little Slice of Paradise – engaging with post-Tsunami
Samoa” and it makes for very sad reading, but they do support the
industries contention that all is not well within the ranks of
officialdom here!
The point though is that if everybody knows that the STA has been
failing for years, especially under the current CEO’s watch, then we
are dreaming if we expect things to change or to be different all of a
sudden. We will definitely be disappointed. Just as a TV with no
power cannot show us the latest rugby game, neither too can a
government department bereft of creative ideas, unwilling to face reality and with a questionable track record,
suddenly produce any meaningful results.
Businesses must find creative ways to do it themselves, or to work the system for their benefit or to achieve
their objectives. If the STA constantly drop the ball, then this actually creates opportunity for others. While I
hurt for businesses wanting just a few more clients watching millions being spent in questionable ways I do feel
like saying "Just get over it guys and get on with it yourselves!”
In regards to the STA, one top operator said as much to me in the early days when I first arrived here, "Oh
Dennis, we just ignore them and do our own thing!” It’s no coincidence that he’s one of the few who have
succeeded.
Secondly, any business is a risk by its nature. Blaming a government for business stress denies the reality that a
risk taker attempting to profit must take full responsibility for their investment. Surely a road builder, car
manufacturer or beer producer cannot be held liable for a boy that drinks, drives on the road and then kills?
Likewise with a government and private enterprise.
A person or company that invests capital to develop a business does so in the full knowledge that there is risk.
Failure to measure that risk correctly is the primary cause of stress. Few tourists means little business.
If building a resort or a tourism business has been based on false, misleading or faulty information (which I
know has actually occurred more than once), then this is certainly grounds for concern, but that is more a case
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of "buyer beware” when using STA’s information. Warn others of the misinformation being fed to you or
others by all means but do not expect the STA leopard to change their spots overnight.
Thirdly, most tourism operators in Samoa are protective, untrusting and self-centric. With a few exceptions,
they do not understand the basics of marketing, and certainly not the three pillars of SWAP teaching, niche
marketing, productisation and collaboration.
It is rare that I have found people who are ready to pay the price to gain success and lift their business to where
they want it to be. There is a major disconnect between expectations and reality here – from the top of
government, through the departments, business and to the general public. This does not bode well for the
industry.
Hand outs and the poverty mentality prevent people in business from creative, productive marketing efforts in
the environment of governmental failure or incompetence.
As I said before, it’s not as simple as some would like to make it out to be.

Commentators

Most commentators I have seen have a shallow view of the situation. The questions of the media (quoted
above) are typical. They know that something is wrong but don’t know what. Those who do know the nature
of problems within the STA, government and industry don’t speak about it – certainly publicly.
Additionally I’ve actually yet to meet a commentator that understands AND has or can do anything as they are
not in Samoa, nor able to 'get their hands dirty’.
Anna Pollock’s teaching of the last three years however has been solid, and parallels mine but has never been
implemented. It requires the STA to do things that will never happen, certainly under the current leadership
that has just spent the last two weeks avoiding the media!
Anna writes:
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As a guest in your country for three years in a row and a tourism professional, I can affirm that
tourism in Samoa is indeed in crisis.

Acknowledgement is the first step to a solution.

Not only acknowledgement is required, but a proper diagnosis. STA and the government are and always will be
defensive. They struggle in this area. The key message of this post however is that there is no crisis. The word
crisis assumes a major change for the worse. The situation is just situation normal following the Tsunami.

But the next step is NOT to cast blame and divide what is already a small, vulnerable
"industry.” There’s no single cause but several – external shocks (tsunami, global recession,
cyclone one after another), loss of air access, lack of unity, internal fragmentation between
industry and government, radically changing markets, fierce competition from Fiji that can
"sell” sun, sand etc. at scale and therefore discounted prices etc, etc.

Anna clearly has a good grasp on industry issues here. I’m surprised that she puts loss of air access up there
with the others (the loss of the Air NZ, LA/Apia flight a couple of years ago), but it may have had a small
influence. Speaking of the "internal fragmentation” as she does dilutes the real issues as I see them. I think this
is very diplomatic of her, and probably the reason that she can be a returning visitor! I’m a little more direct in
this matter. I’d see it more that the industry can’t stand the CEO of the STA and certainly doesn’t trust her. If
that’s better left unsaid, or rephrased to talk about internal fragmentation, well so be it!

Another mistake would be to copy Fiji – just because they are bigger and growing faster than
Samoa. You’d lose that game.

A message lost on STA and leadership that wants to think big.
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Most of the income from tourism leaks out of Fiji because it is based on international
investment and an industrial model that duplicates the tropical island experience available
around the world.
This is true, and is grounds for questioning the strategic wisdom of efforts to obtain foreign investment but is
actually a red herring.

The crisis provides an opportunity – NOT copying the old, tired, models that have ruined so
many cultures (look at Bali’s experience of tourism success for example) but forging it’s own
unique style that reflects the best of Fa’a Samoa.

Anna has always spoken this message – the same one that I have hammered for three years. The difficulty
comes with implementation of this though. It’s a big call when egos and agendas get involved, and in the
Samoan context and culture it becomes an impossibility. As I will address in my predictions shortly – don’t hold
your breath waiting for meaningful change!

The overseas tourism market is constantly shifting. The number of people who seek
authenticity, a slower, richer experience, who want to learn, engage with their hosts and
support local businesses is on the rise.
They do exist. They will pay more.

But it will take new ways of finding, attracting and delighting them. It will also take a
collective effort.

On these points I agree with Anna, but only partially. That the niche markets seeking adventure and authentic
experiences (and more by the way) exist and are growing is agreed. That they will pay more may be true in some
situations but not all. I think the expectations for authenticity and value have increased across the board. It’s
not necessarily a unique or new sector. Collaboration (a key plank of SWAP teaching is very important) but is
not the only way. Individual operators can do it on their own despite the inaction or inability of their leaders.
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Of course the more and the better the collaboration, the more effective they will be. Again though, in Samoa,
don’t hold your breath.
Overall though, I find quality commentary on Samoa Tourism a little hard to find, especially in Samoa.

Causes of the crisis

If we look at the Samoa Tourism industry objectively and intelligently, then the crisis spoken about recently
does not exist. Sure, there may not be as many people visiting as some want but some still do visit and STA is
doing something!
In business, things go well when we provide something that people want at the right time and place, in the right
way at the right price. Samoa has failed to do that for years. Nothing is essentially different. Nothing has
changed. The people with no business today had no business yesterday, or the day before.
In February 2010 I spoke with the marketing manager of a large successful resort. "Dennis” she said, "February
is always a quiet month, but this is the quietest February ever!” Exactly a year later, we had the same
conversation. She repeated the same words for 2011. In February 2012 I asked her how things were going. "It’s
the same again,” she said. "The quietest February on record!”
The simple equation is that more resorts and less customers means less business for each. If people listen to a
government that says that Noni fruit, Left Hand drive cars or tourism is the way of the future and then the
Noni fruit distribution company is found to be unsound and folds; that the Right Hand drive vehicle is actually
the vehicle of the future and people take a loss with their newly purchased LHD vehicles, and if tourism
actually takes a dive after a tsunami and global recession . . . what is the lesson inherent in regards to relying on
the wisdom of any government, especially in business matters? Enough said!
The Tsunami of 2009 caused a major drop-off in tourists. Anyone with half a brain could see that this would
happen. The downturn in the global economy of 2010/2011 caused a reduction in tourism globally – fact – but
the root cause of the so-called crisis is not the Tsunami, nor the downturn. Believing the spiel from a
government in a highly political environment that things would return to "normal” or that it would generate a
gazillion dollars in tourism and foreign investment is actually the cause of disillusionment. Dashed hopes and
unrealistic expectations based on overly positive outlook from leaders with a vested interest in presenting the
truth in a way that is beneficial to themselves is the primary problem that I identify.
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Now for those of you who doubt the authenticity of what I say, I have spoken directly with STA Marketing
Manager Dwayne Bentley and STA CEO Sonja Hunter on their projections, and hopes for Tourism in Samoa.
My wife and I walked out of that meeting a long time ago with our mouths wide open and scratching our heads
for a week! STA probably does something good somewhere, sometime with what they do but I can tell you that
they are certainly away with the fairies and in la-la-land when it comes to measuring reality!

Samoa Tourism solutions

One operator cries before me (literally) when I talk about solutions that she can see are sound, logical, biblical,
creative and doable. Humbling herself, listening to me and trusting me have given her hope.
Another sees nothing but trouble ahead and comments that nothing but a miracle can change things. Miracles
are easy to affect when you have been there and done that. Just as an experienced eye surgeon can perform a
miracle to a blind person in the backblocks of a third world country, so too can an experienced business person
affect a miracle in a business that lacks marketing or strategic capacity.
Others have given up hope, struggle with peanuts, hide their losses through other income streams, pay their
loans with offshore funds or turn to acts of anger in desperation.
Still others just do their own thing and hope for the best. Some succeed.
In prescribing any effective solution to a problem, we must first identify the problem accurately.
Identifying the problems to be cultural, strategic, political and those of unrealistic expectations brings
responsibility to affect change back to the people in business. Individual businesses CAN do things to help
themselves and affect change. It is nothing to do with government or any 'authority’.
SWAP teaching is that any tourism business in Samoa that understands and implements the three key factors
mentioned above will lift themselves, and I repeat that this can be done independently of any government or
other influence.
Identifying niche markets requires some serious thinking but can be very rewarding when developed, as broad
niches can develop into narrower uncontested, self perpetuating business given time.
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Developing products out of services gives increased opportunity to attract business and close a sale.
Productisation requires an operator to think things through from the clients’ perspective and simplifies the sales
process enormously. Never underestimate the power of productising a service.
Operating collaboratively opens doors that Samoa can only dream about. I could talk all day about the benefits
and biblical basis for this but it always falls on deaf ears here!
I think the two areas that Samoa really struggles with are strategic thinking and marketing. I do not know of one
tourism operator in Samoa who truly understands the concept that people buy the sizzle, not the steak. Virtually
all resort operators have a fixation on promoting their resort, not the experiences. Any business seeking
assistance in both these areas will reap big rewards.
Humbling ourselves, seeking help, doing sensible things, exercising wisdom and acting in faith is how miracles
happen.

Samoa Tourism Predictions

Some of the marks of a successful business trouble-shooter are a ruthless honesty (they will call things exactly as
they are – no matter the politics of the past); firm decisive decision-making based on reality (people will be fired
if they do not or cannot perform and losing operations will be closed down) and a clear vision will be set for the
future.
Samoa struggles in all three areas I’ve just mentioned.
I therefore predict that nothing will change meaningfully. In three years the industry will still be struggling with
low numbers and complaining about the STA. The STA will still be justifying itself and its actions and
obfuscating reality by cherry-picking the good news of the day. Repeat business will still be very small and
reviews about Samoa will be mixed. Some operators will grow and a very few will thrive. Most will only just
survive. Expectations of operators, the STA and government will still not match reality. The government will
still be seeking foreign investors, who will all still largely stay away, and some will get their fingers burned if they
do enter and listen to the "silky words” of the leaders of the day. If the Prime Minister is still PM, the current
CEO will secure a fourth term at the helm (if she wants it) and there will be continued talking, grumbling,
backstabbing and a plethora of reports. The government will continue to think big, talk big, increase expediture
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in marketing and justify its existence and performance. Commentators will still pontificate. SWAP will still exist
and preach the same message, providing assistance to a few operators who truly 'get it’, but most will not.

Further comments

This should not be seen as a pessimistic outlook. It is simply pragmatic realism. Many people will agree with the
majority of what I have written here but few will endorse them publicly.
I’ve had extensive contact with many dozens of tourism operators throughout Samoa in over 3 1/2 years. Some
of them have been productive but most a waste of my time and some a total disaster. I’ve talked about a lot of
these experiences in my book, which is currently pending publication (awaiting the outcome of a complaint to
the Ombudsman in regards the Samoan Police).
In general businesses in Samoa do not trust any one, any where for any thing. Help from an outsider, especially
a Palagi is only accepted if it is risk-free or doesn’t require anything meaningful in return. Most business minds
from the Western world work on a win-win scenario where people work together for the combined good of the
business. While the talk here is always along these lines, I have found this to be rare in action in Samoa,
certainly for any length of time, hence the scenario exists that people like me are perceived to be outsiders and
therefore a threat – a threat to individual power-bases but also to the culture and country.
I’m comfortable that I speak with a good working knowledge of the industry but there may be tourism
operators that do not fit the above descriptions and assessment. I look forward to meeting them in due course
if they wish.
Unlike the Samoan Tourism Authority (STA) which has had the same CEO for the two 3-year terms and with
whom I’ve had enough exchanges to know and understand very well, the Samoa Hotel Association (SHA) has
had multiple leadership changes and my involvement with SHA has been limited to a couple of pretty cold
encounters. I am unwilling to comment on their conduct or potential to improve the status quo.
This should not be seen as a pessimistic outlook. It is simply pragmatic realism. I think that many people will
agree with the majority of what I have written here.
In my next post I explain how people issues are the ultimate responsibility of leadership, and what they must do
to affect positive change. As always the words are to the point and challenging.
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I would note that should others wish to quote me here that they are welcome to but must at all time refer back
to my website as explained in my Terms of Usage:

You may quote any part of this website in any media format (print, radio. TV or online) as long
as you refer to the online source of your copied/quoted materials with a functioning hyperlink
or reference to "www.dennis.co.nz”.
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Lifting Samoan Tourism 1. Leadership

S

ome have claimed that Samoa Tourism is in
crisis with the Samoa Tourism Authority (STA),
the Samoan Hotels Association (SHA), the

industry and a range of external factors all copping the
blame. I’ve noted in the previous post that as the word
'crisis’ implies a sudden change or something out of the
ordinary then Samoa Tourism is not in a crisis, rather that
this is situation normal – perfectly predictable and a natural
consequence of 'ostrich behaviour’, small thinking and selfcentricity. The obvious major business stresses in the
industry at the moment are caused through inefficient leadership, unrealistic expectations and social/cultural
practices that are not conducive to good business practice unable to respond positively when adversity has
struck.
Having identified where the real problems lie – with people issues, not so much external factors – I share here
the broad principle that should be applied to 'fixing’ the so-called crisis – humbling ourselves and (as they say
here) 'coming down’ – especially the industry leaders.
The good news is that while there are and always will be external factors causing stress, local issues can be dealt
with constructively. The bad news is that historical precedent and cultural intricacies render change for the
better pretty unlikely. Readers conversant with Samoan culture and business practice who digest the following
words will likely chuckle and understand why I predict that nothing will be changing here in Paradise, certainly
in the next few years!
The buck always stops with the top man. Tuila’epa took over the Tourism portfolio from previous Minister
Misa Telefoni and I think is very unlikely to ever delegate it. He has appointed Sonja Hunter, to CEO for her
third three-year term on the trot. Despite any spin of transparency, due process during employment etc, she is
his 'girl’ and Samoa knows it. As I’ve said before, if he didn’t want her there, she wouldn’t be.
Fixing Samoa Tourism requires Tuila’epa’s vote of support. I’ve found him to be astute and reasonable. From
what I have seen he can recognise good ideas and to some extent take advice but tends to play politics a lot – of
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course! He’s also quick to say, "Yes!” but I’ve found him, like most government and business people here, poor
on follow-through. I see him badly hamstrung by his aversion to political risk-taking, which he perceives as a
necessity for political suvival. This is a deception but he believes it, has no alternative, so makes it a reality for
himself. Add in the Samoan propensity to avoid public apology or confession of weakness, or heaven-forbid
failure, then you have a good explanation for his defensiveness, and widespread murmuring.
In the tourism space, his CEO rules the roost.

I’ve found [Tuila'epa] to be astute

She knows it. The industry also knows it and

and reasonable . . . but tends to

she lets them know it too, nicely with a lovely

play politics

smile of course. Her belief system mirrors that

of the PM in regards to the Samoan-Christian world view which is that God has appointed her to the role she
has secured (or been given). I’ve observed that certain less than ideal personal traits follow that theology but
that is the way things are in Samoa.
The politically astute know that bureaucrats the world over have ways to delay, railroad or even override
decisions of a Minister. It would be rather naïve to think that Samoa is any different. Furthermore, if a
relationship is compromised in some way as well (which is all too easy to do in Samoa) then this can become
pronounced – specifically in this case the Samoa tourism portfolio.
Personal Experience
We experienced this power play first-hand in 2010. After discussions with the PM, SWAP presented him with a
proposal to develop an internationally celebrated annual Samoa Day with a rolling sequence of Samoan-driven
international events integrated into Internet based and Social Media marketing initiatives. We envisaged an
international 48 hour Samoa Day extravaganza that would become an annual event, funded, owned, managed
and run by the people of Samoa throughout the world.
The PM liked it, authorised it (in his letter of instruction, "Cabinet approval a formality”) and instructed us to
proceed with preparations and to establish a close working relationship with the STA. We got started with
planning and brought in three experts all keen to get their teeth into it except for one small matter, for many
'various’ reasons the CEO of STA simply didn’t want it to happen! Six months of constant obfuscation and
petty politics and the PM supposedly gave up on getting Sonja behind the Samoa Day idea. Two years later and
surprise, surprise, it still hasn’t happened. I share the details of this extremely painful but educational encounter,
and much more in my book.
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That power politics exists within the Tourism industry is without question. No meaningful progress will be
made unless the petty politics inherent are dissolved once and for all.
Not only does the Minister have to step up to the mark and sort things, the leader of STA too needs to front up
and take a true leadership role. A key part of effective leadership involves listening, empathy and gaining the
trust of stakeholders. Sonja clearly fails in this regard. The message that the industry tells me, but is too scared
to speak about openly it that she desperately needs to 'come down’, get real and reverse her ultra high-andmighty approach to her role.
I understand that the media has sought a response from her for two weeks and she has then postponed an
interview. With the industry crying out "crisis”, the media publishing and feeding the gossip, AND the PM
covering for her by blaming the industry, it’s a disgrace and perfectly in keeping with her style that the CEO is
AWOL for a couple of weeks saying that she is too busy to talk and then postponing an interview! As I
mentioned before, while she may have the support of the PM and a close circle of contacts she is not well
respected and not widely trusted. No matter the spin, not fronting is a sure sign of weak, insecure leadership.
Then throw in constant defensiveness in the face of a hurting, non-trusting industry and you’ve got very serious
leadership & people issues sitting at the core of the industry.
I know that others have experienced the same nonsense as we have where she has used her position and power
to feather her own nest at the expense of others. It’s not only SWAP that has struggled to build good working
relationships with STA. Just ask people involved why both the SSTA and SHA struggled to build them and the
true picture will emerge for investigators. Respected ex-staff of both organisations should be their first point of
contact.
Regardless of her extensive experience, her

The PM is right . . . but . . .

actual strengths (and I’m sure she has some) or despite any successful activities in the role of CEO, if she
continues with her defensive, nose-in-the-air ultra-political conduct she will continue to engender mistrust,
dislike and create division. The PM is right that the industry is fighting amongst itself and needs to get its act
together. He must however take responsibility for environment in which the rampant dissatisfaction has bred.
A true leader properly committed to the development of Tourism in Samoa, would have pushed through the
petty politics of the day and sorted these people and ego issues. The honourable thing, which is fronting up;
confessing a failing and initiating change costs nothing (except swallowing our pride) and sets the scene for
effective teamwork into the future. His speech along the following lines would set a precedent and open the
doors to everything that the country longs for:
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Minister of Tourism:

People of Samoa . . . I’ve reflected on your recently aired concerns regarding a so-called crisis
in the Tourism Industry. I care about this country deeply and I want the tourism industry on a
solid footing. I think that I may have erred somewhat and perhaps have been a little dismissive
of your plight. I may have been more concerned about what people would think about me or
this government than getting to the crux of the issue, which is to deal with the effects of the
reduced tourism numbers following the Tsunami and other stressors. I guess that may be the
default position of a politician but it need not be.
I have therefore today instructed that the CEO undertake a change in approach to your
concerns. I have asked that she explain more clearly what we have done, what we plan to do
and what our issues are as a country in developing and building the tourism industry. More
importantly though, I’ve asked her to actively listen to you, and work with you much more
effectively.

Except from a political satarist (I’ve just started it off here!), I don’t really expect to hear these words though in
Samoa.
The day I hear the leader of the country speak like this will be the day that I can predict serious societal change,
and for the better. Should the speech include reference to the conviction of the Holy Spirit thus ascribing the
motivation for that newfound humility to the Lord will be the day that I know the desperately needed true
revival has started here!
People issues in Samoa are usually pretty simple to identify. Just think 'ego’.
Samoa does relationship things well in some ways as sitting down and talking issues through is natural to the
Samoan and is a cultural strength. It is also the biblical way. That however doesn’t make it easy. Proud political
people don’t naturally want to 'come down’ and fess up to their failings.
In this latter regard, Samoa fails badly, with the ever-present diplomacy failing to ascribe the correct cause of a
problem (usually to save face and avoid embarrassment) and thus failing to ever deal with the real issue.
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Corporate trouble-shooters hamstrung with
politics like this will always fail to affect positive

The politics of power
will continue

change. Thus, no advisor to the current
administration would likely help in anything other than an insignificant way as the people here pay power games
and politics before getting real. No amount of talking, obfuscation or defensiveness will take away the fact that
STA does not have the best people on board; they do not have the respect of the industry and that they alienate
many that would, and even should be able to assist.
From my perspective, this is how I see and have experienced Samoa today. While simple to identify and talk
about, it is nigh on impossible to see this sort of thing in effect here. I therefore predict no change of substance
within the tourism industry. The politics of power will continue.
In my next post I share the challenges of vision-setting - what Samoa needs to do and has failed to do, and why
it is so hard for her to do it.
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Lifting Samoan Tourism 2. Vision

I

n previous posts I have explained that the crisis in Samoan
Tourism was predictable and that ineffective responses to
external challenges have more to do with government and

industry issues than those of global market conditions or tourism-adverse
events. I explained that in order to affect meaningful change, the current
leadership would need to eat humble pie and get real. In this post I share
the challenges of vision setting – what Samoa needs to do and has failed
to do, and why it is so hard for her to do it.
Political leaders with true vision are rare. The reason is that while

visionaries are by nature risk takers, politicians however are by nature
risk-averse. Tuila’epa (Samoa’s Prime Minister and Minister of Tourism)
is a politician, but I am an entrepreneur. He is risk averse and lives to
protect the world as he knows it from the past, but I like in a different world. I risk all with thought only to lift
people into a world that I see in the future. Tuila’epa protects his people – from political ambush, from their
own past stupidity, or other threats perceived. A large part of his life is putting out fires. He talks incessantly
about his achievements and loves to tell stories, almost entirely the past. There’s no problem with that. It’s his
lot in life but despite his best efforts to present otherwise (politicians the world over talk up their capacity to see
and act for the future) expecting him to suddenly turn the 'economic growth globalism mantra’ about face, stop
the big project borrowing and plan for a truly sustainable future would be insanity. He’s caught in a career and a
system that limits his vision to only that which the IMF, World Bank and United Nations lays out for him (or
what he can retain, or squeeze through in his negotiations) and his colleagues in the public service too generally
have their vision limited to that which their own influencers seek, and what will grant them power.
On the other hand I have vision. I am a possibility thinker. I see opportunity; have a can-do attitude and share
with others how they can lift themselves, 'go for it’ and achieve. I’m not constrained and am constantly making
suggestions to people on how they can do more, better and helping them with ideas and sharing wisdom. In
business I take risks. If I am interested in a project and believe in an idea, I just do it. Sometimes I win. Other
times I lose, but this is the role of a visionary. It’s not necessarily better, but it’s very different.
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FIJI (vision) vs SAMOA (politics)

You could not get a better comparison of two leaders who have crossed swords in the last few years than
Tuila’epa and Bainimarama (of Fiji). Nothing could be clearer in comparing the roles of the two South Pacific
island leaders. Both countries have strong leaders. One is a politician. Another is a visionary. Both have taken
great steps forward for their countries but in two totally different ways.
Tuila’epa has spent a decade tidying up the roads and infrastructure, building buildings, putting in bureaucratic
'stuff’ and buying into the globalisation machine that is all so politically correct. Climate Change agendas;
MDGs and civil society stuff; political things through and through. Debt has risen as a result but everything is
honkey dorey (as far as he presents it) and corruption does not exist, or is a thing of the past.
Bainimarama on the other hand has offended probably everyone on the planet politically but has pushed
through so many positive reforms in such a short time that the people are actually in shock at the changes and
the benefits as a result. Rarely on the global scene have we seen such vision from a leader as that which
Bainimarama has shown us. Step by step, in the face of enormous flak (Tuila’epa one of the most vocal) the
military man has showed his visionary nature, setting out not only a stunning vision for his country, but a
timeframe and means by which to get there. Edict after edict flowed from the so-called 'dictator who used the
military for his own benefit’ yet while those that he ousted have generated much noise the vast majority of
Fijians respect and deeply appreciate his efforts at sorting out a country that, like Samoa, was corrupt to the
core. Not one factor in the measurement of a countries health has gone downwards on Bainimarama’s watch -
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except that of the totally biblically unholy6, but 'thou shalt worship it or else’ mantra of democracy and Fiji’s
political relationship with Australia, New Zealand and Samoa. This trio have simply made fools of themselves
with their constant bleating about a man who is now loved and respected by the vast majority of his country,
and must take the responsibility for pushing Fiji into a tight relationship with the BRICs and PNG. Australia in
particular has made a very messy meal of their relationship with Fiji so much so that it may take a decade or
more, perhaps even never to restore. New Zealand has been shown up to be foolish with the smart sanctions
backfiring big-time and a hardline policy increasingly being recognised throughout NZ for what it was –
arrogance. Samoa had to tow the NZ line of course but the political nature of Tuila’epa’s aggression towards
Fiji’s new leader is pretty obvious. Attacks always deflect the attention away from any political shennanigans at
home. I’m sure he prefers the spotlight to be on a non-democratically elected leader’s issues than examination
of the nature and form of democracy in Samoa!7
The point is not so much that one leader is better then the other, it is that a politician like Tuila’epa can only
ever work with other people’s ideas and with his limited capacity to envision the future, whereas a true visionary
can set the scene, chart the course as he sees it and hopefully then make it happen.
I was heavily involved in the IT scene in New Zealand. I guess you could say that in some ways I was at the top,
New Zealand’s most prolific web developer by a long shot, one of the pioneers of the web development
industry (starting in 1997) and establishing the Web Developers Association in 2006. Newly appointed Minister
of ICT in Samoa, Tuisuga knew some of this, had spent some time with me and invited us to a meeting with
leaders the IT industry and international experts. Yet again small minds prevented us from seeing, let alone even
being involved with the development of the Samoan Strategic Plan. Feedback from the professionals we spoke
to off the record was that Samoa had undertaken an insane and totally inappropriate exercise in strategic
planning, something so ambitious that not even a country the size of Australia would have tackled. "For God’s
sake tell then to 'get real’!” we were implored. Fat chance guys – sorry, this is Samoa!

6

Despite the global mantra that democracy is the best form of government of those available, man-based leadership systems of which democracy is the current popular form

actually gets a very bad rap in Scripture and is actually projected in several portions of scripture for spectacular failure. Christians who support democracy thinking that it is
biblical have obviously not done the research and are in for a rude shock when the man-based systems of government increase their power and influence, bloat, then bust under
the sheer weight of corruption. Note carefully that those who speak loudest for it are either the ones who either control it, benefit from it or those who have been hoodwinked by
the others! Note also the results with concentration of power – the rich getting richer and the poor poorer. It is not for no reason that people in power promote democracy so hard!
7

I view Tuila’epa’s attacks and outrage at Bainimarama as one of his biggest political mistakes equal with his increase of national debt and wholesale buy-in to the globalist

agenda. It would have been far better to just 'keep Mum’ and do the minimum that NZ required of him at the time. He now has not pretty much not only singlehandedly
alienated the two South Pacific islands, but forced division within all South Pacific countries that will likely remain for many years after he is gone. Should Bainimarama be
elected, Tui will have a difficult road to recovery. I doubt that he will attempt to restore relations in a hurry or want to pop across to say congratulations to the good Colonel! The
truth is that if Tui took a lesson or two out of Bainimarama’s book Samoa would be much better off for it and, believe it or not a more godly one too, but that is another
political lesson and Sermon from Samoa for another day!
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The point was that a 'very important advisor’ had recommended this to be industry best-practice and the
Samoan committee had paid them handsomely to do the big plan and make it look good. Practical or realistic –
nope. Politically Correct and looking good – yup! The report and plan will hardly ever be read and has little
chance of being implemented more than a cursory 'whatever’ but it is politically safe and sound.
True visionaries bring a good measure of reality into their visions. Politicians are usually more about
perceptions and other such things.
Samoa really struggles with some things. Apart from the obvious problems like honesty and thievery, top of the
list in business struggles are those of strategic thinking and marketing. Thinking strategically, planning how to
go about things to achieve a desired objective seems to be soooooo bloomin’ hard here. It may be to do with
the strong well-developed systems within society that have covered for that need over centuries, but sitting
down with people day after day and talking with their businesses, it’s obvious to me that planning and thinking
strategically is a big challenge to Samoans. That’s probably why Strategic Plans, reports and huis (I’m not sure
what the Samoan word for a big pow-wow is, sorry) are made such a show of.
The other thing that causes difficulties here is the basic understanding of cause and effect. There seems to be a
real disconnect between perception and reality. It’s a widespread trait that people will say things and do things
for show. Saving face; paying for things that they cannot afford but because they think that society expects
them to is the norm and hurts society here very badly. Thus for the STA to acknowledge that they have little
clue in a particular area, or acknowledging that they actually need help in an area can be very threatening. The
truth of course is the polar opposite of this deception. It is only when we acknowledges that we need help that
we can be helped. Thus people who play the game and are no threat fit in with such weak leadership quite well
and people like me who know actually their stuff will be sidelined. [Don't talk to me about it!]
It means that planning within Samoa Toursim will always then lean on people who can give the answers that
look good and present well to the world will dictate the direction of the industry. True leadership with good
vision setting is a big ask as far as I can see. There are a few people who have some clues but they are mostly on
the outside.
I’ve spent enough time with the PM to know that while he’s astute and can recognise a good idea and put a
certain person into a role for political benefit, that he does NOT sit at a Board Meeting of the STA and set out
goals and a strategy. He will listen to others, and tick off their suggestions. This form of leadership is political,
but not visionary. As I said before – not bad per se, but not what is really needed.
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Setting a vision for Samoa Tourism also requires a sensitivity towards the cultural needs as well as the economic
and business needs. Not everyone in Samoa wants increase in tourism when push comes to shove. They might
like some of the benefits of work opportunities, but self-interest abounds, and anything that affects a Samoan
negatively today will quickly get the flick, even if there is benefit to others, or is further down the track.
My vision for Samoan Tourism would be to actually maintain status quo – seeking only certain types of quality
smaller foreign investors and putting serious efforts into developing the existing infrastructure and offerings
into something unique. In assisting a business, the worst thing you can sometimes do is increase it. Building up
a small bad business often just makes a bigger bad business and it’s often far better and usually more profitable
to turn a small bad business into a small better business. It’s also infinitely easier to build a small good business
into a bigger good business than try to fix a problem that has just grown into a bigger problem!
I have a plethora of ideas, some of which others share and talk about too – but I have many that are ultra
creative and original. Before I get into the creative department though we need to get the basics done right. So
in my next post I share on the three core teachings of the SWAP Foundation – niche marketing, productisation
and collaboration and give examples of how these principles can be applied into the Samoan tourism industry.
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Lifting Samoan Tourism 3. Three basics

S

ome claim that Samoa Tourism is in crisis. I say it’s not, rather a
struggling industry is just the way things work here in Samoa with
inefficient leadership, unrealistic expectations and inability to

think strategically. I’ve suggested that it’s far better than to make a small
bad business better than to make it bigger. In this post I share more
about the three key teachings of the SWAP Foundation, the importance
of niche marketing, productisation and collaboration.
Core SWAP teaching is that Samoa Tourism operators can lift their
businesses with three simple things:
Developing Niche Marketing

Strong Productisation, and
Working Collaboratively – Collaboration
Those are the big words but you can help yourself remember these three points with the acronym TET –
Targeted, Easy and Together.
Before we get into the details let me say that I believe that any good business principle (and by good I mean
biblically based) should be straightforward, logical, universally applicable and widely beneficial in the long-term
with a win-win scenario. I find it extraordinary and 'typical’ of governments and bureaucracy that despite STA
bringing in a string of experts that have pretty much been teaching the same things as I do, yet seems to have
totally failed to grasp the importance of these points and actively heads in alternative directions!
As I work through the three points I will show how they can apply at a personal, individual business, local
region and national level.
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1. Niche Marketing

The principles behind developing niche (or vertical) markets are that when you target or specialise in a certain
area, you build a reputation, increase your understanding of, empathy with, and service levels to a certain sector.
Flow on effects are that you can more easily generate repeat business, referral business becomes easier and then
in time you can develop still more refined niches. You become perceived expert or specialist in that niche which
then in turn becomes a strong component of your marketing efforts. Much or your business will also then be
uncontested.
A broad niche may be businesses sports, music, the arts, food, religion or culture. Geographic based niches can
be working the USA, Aussie, European or NZ markets. Demographic niches can be based on relationships –
servicing and working extended family contacts, or the uber-rich, or ultra-budget markets.
It actually doesn’t matter what the niche is or indeed how many you have. The important thing is to just target
one to start with, learn to 'work’ that market understanding their needs and how to satisfy them and then apply
the same principles as you develop more and dig deeper refining niches still further. I advise people to start with
what they already have rather than to seek something glorious and unrealistic. If an accommodation provider
has had great success with hosting a sports team for example, then specifically working those contacts to build
repeat or complementary (even competing) experiences is targeting and developing a niche. Over time that
sport or becomes a strength, and is a niche.
Smart business operators will do this naturally to some extent but recognising this as a vitally important and
desirable strategic activity in business is rare. You can tell that most operators fail to understand the significance
of their niches by viewing an accommodation provider’s website. Ninety nine time out of a hundred you will
see a resort with only one website that contains one generic self-centric message, and little mention of a niche.
At the very minimum there should be one dedicated Search Engine Optimised page focussing on each niche,
and certainly it is rare to find dedicated websites on a particular niche.
I run a backpackers operation up towards Aleisa. It’s a small, ultra-budget operation but I have several niche
markets that each have their own dedicated websites. The reason? I know how important that those niches are
to my business so well that I’d be crazy not to push them at every opportunity. For those interested, they are
our Village Stay experiences and Voluntourism through the WWOOFing and SWAP programmes.
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My Samoa Village Stays niche market has been ticking over for three years now. It’s a tricky, dare I say it, a very
difficult business to operate but it’s a very rewarding experience for the punter, and having developed the niche,
we are seen as leaders in the field. That helps us in business.
Voluntourism, the business of volunteering while travelling the world is a growth industry internationally. Again
it is not an easy business to run. It can be jolly hard work at times, can be a little contentious with shady or
selfish operators giving the industry troubles internationally, but we’ve been doing it well and it is a clear niche
market that we have successfully developed in Samoa.
While Camp Samoa has it’s own core website pushing the Samoa Budget Accommodation or Samoa
Backpackers themes we also have dedicated websites for each of the various niche markets. Samoa Village
Stays, SWAP Voluntourism (Volunteering in Samoa) and WWOOFers (Volunteering on Samoan farms or
plantations). I will continue to produce other websites for other niche markets and products & services as we
develop them. The point here is that I do this because I know the importance to my business of developing and
effectively 'owning’ the online space in the niches that I have chosen. I teach that others should do the same as
well.
Niche marketing can happen by accident but should be no accident. It should be a permanent primary focus of
every person, organisation and the entire tourism industry in Samoa. Few understand this. Even fewer actively
implement it.
If a rank outsider like me can establish and build three niche markets inside three years on his own, then how
much more can a well-connected Samoan tourist operator do – if they understand the importance of what I
have just shared. At an individual level a business can do it. At a local regional level people can do it. SSTA
struggled to get off the ground in Savaii, but given an even break and if they apply some 'smarts’ they should be
able to draw more people to Savaii. Multi-resort beaches are also quite capable of developing niches – be it the
upper-end, budget, music, VFR or whatever!
At a national level, Samoa has pretty much been all talk as far as I can see. I’ll never forget Misa’s beam when he
told me that Cabinet had allocated $500,000.00 to marketing efforts following the Tsunami. He was thrilled to
also get a few minutes of primetime on Australian TV letting that country know that Samoa hadn’t been entirely
wiped off the map and would bounce back. I flushed with embarrassment for I knew that half a million dollars
of advertising would just go up in smoke as nobody would actually visit as a result and the media organizations
would thank Samoa profusely for helping them out with a donation to their business!
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Working the VFR market is not as sexy as competing head-on with the likes of Fiji, Bali and the Gold Coast,
but developing that niche will secure far, far greater returns than a broad, bums-on-beaches approach. I’ve
noted a couple of single events that STA has been involved in but pretty much stopped looking for creativity or
the niche marketing of Samoa from SAT materials. It’s clear that they simply don’t get it. The board should be
asking the CEO, "What efforts have you/we undertaken to develop niche markets for Samoa?” and then
examining the answer to determine the source of and quality of advice that continues to hammer away at
competing with strong incumbents.

2. Productisation

Creating products from a service basically makes it easy to do business. ANYthing that helps people to see what
you have to buy and facilitates a purchase is a form of productisation.
Henry Ford productised the vehicle. The Model A Ford was $X and simply came in black if you were unlucky,
or if you were lucky . . . black, but he turned vehicles a commodity. It was then much easier to sell and to buy.
McDonalds restaurant pioneered and systemised this concept remarkably well in the retail fast food industry
with their combos and meal options. "I’ll take Meal Deal #3, please” is a vast improvement from "Can I have a
hamburger with cheese and onions, $2.00 worth of chips and a small coke”.
Value adding is also facilitated enormously with productisation. "Would like to upsize that sir?” is simple and
generates enormous extra business and wealth as a result.
Putting on a show on a certain night is a form of productisation. It’s creating a product that can then be sold.
Developing any weekly, monthly, quarterly or annual event too can be effective productisation. Packages are
also effective. You can package and bundle anything you like! Join wine with the full moon, or a limousine with
fun, or music with a beach, or volleyball with a school visit – the sky is the limit!
In the tourism industry some have productised the transport offering. $25.00pp on the shuttle to anywhere in
town from the airport, is much simpler than, "How much for a taxi to Hotel Elisa?” Any industry can be
productised. In the accommodation space, offering a weekend getaway, a five-day package including X,Y & Z
bonuses, or bundling in value-adds into fringe or off-peak season deals is a form of productisation.
Unfortunately I do not see much creativity in this area in Samoa.
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Discounting by the way is just nuts! I was in a top resort the other day and saw a chalkboard outside the spa.
"20% off today!” it said. First I bet the same sign was there the day before AND the next day making it
marginally misleading advertising. Secondly it gave me no reason to buy; no information on how much it would
cost me, nor what I would get or would save. Third it screamed desperation at me. I could have increased the
turnover and profitability manyfold by just encouraging a little creativity and by simple productising.
Just one possibility could have been, "Your next drink at the bar is on me, with your massage today.” The new
product offering combines a drink and a spa. No discount is good. We have effective emotional connection as
everyone wants a drink and appreciates a deal. Three needs are met – thirst, muscle relaxation and the need to
be appreciates (with a deal). No begging, just a serious offer. If the drink cost the resort owner less than the
20% discount he offered then not only is he winning by getting more spa customers he is making money by
saving on the discount.
There are multitudes of other ways to make business easy too.
As an aside, I am reminded of the supreme importance of the art of copywriting when one of the pioneers of
the industry added just three words to a blind beggar’s sign and turned his life upside down with an instant
miraculous turnaround in donations. The three words he added? To the sign that read:

"I am blind!”

he just added,

". . . and it’s spring.”

Whereas people passed by before with a 'so what’ attitude, when they realised that he could not see the newly
risen flowers or young birds or other such springtime events, many more connected with the blind man’s plight
and stopped to cough up a copper or two.
That’s marketing 101, something that is sadly and badly lacking in Samoa. STA should be practicing this at a
national level too. I’m not aware of what they actually do so cannot comment in detail here, but what I see
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points to nothing very effective. If they truly understood the principle of productisation I would see it applied at
a national level and flow through to local businesses. In the absence of evidence, I can only assume the worst.

3. Collaboration

If Samoa struggles with strategic thinking and marketing, working collaboratively is nigh on impossible here.
I’m more into trying to lift people than knock them but we have to be honest about this, Samoans rarely want
to work with others. They simply do not trust and often fear others especially in business. Apart from simply
being proud about it, there is actually good reason for this mistrust of course, but regardless of the environment
we all have to work in the price for this mentality and trait is very high.
At some stage we will have to start trusting others.
The point though is this . . it is that the principle of working together with others can work at any level – even
at the lowest level personally. Even just two businesses coordinating their marketing efforts, working together,
helping each other does work for them. I know of people here who do feed business to each other and look
after each other a little but widespread cooperation does not exist.
Even just two or three businesses on the same beach working together can achieve major gains for themselves
(and of course eventually the whole industry) when they truly understand the power of cooperation. One of the
things that the leadership of STA simply does not understand is that trust can never be legislated or established
from on high. It can never be sold. It is always bought.
The industry does not trust the STA, and does not work with it effectively because STA has not earned the
right to have that trust. When they start listening, truly caring about the industry and less about their own
careers, perks and maintaining or building power, then they will find a lot less negativity, and a truckload of
hurting and motivated people to get involved.
Never underestimate the commitment and access to resources available when there is pain involved. The more
the pain, the more that things can be done, but tapping into that potential takes a certain type of person and a
specific leadership approach that is currently absent from the political scene in Samoa Tourism.
My prediction is again that nothing will change much in political circles and my advice is for proactive people to
consciously implement the three core SWAP teachings. A commercial plug now for the SWAP Foundation: I
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am available for consultation and can help businesses work through their issues creatively. I’m very good at
what I do, shoot straight, know my stuff and enjoy helping others. It’s certainly a political risk to engage with
SWAP as there are people with power who would prefer us not to be here but that’s generally a relatively simple
thing to measure and deal with! We just get on and work with those that want our help.
So, to recap: TET – Targeting your markets, making it Easy with simple offerings and working Together.
In my next post I share the impact of thinking outside the square, turning problems into opportunities and
achieving miracles with simple inversion techniques.
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Lifting Samoan Tourism 4. Creativity

I

n previous posts I have shared that claims of a crisis
in the Samoan Tourism industry do not stand up to
scrutiny. Sure the industry is struggling, but this is

status quo. I’ve identified people issues to be more
important to its health than external factors such as
tourism-adverse events and economics. I talked about
leadership issues within government and the STA; then
advised on the three simple things that Samoan tourism
operators should be doing to lift themselves independently of the authorities – undertaking deliberate niche
marketing, ensuring strong productisation of their businesses and commencing collaboration, specifically in
their marketing efforts.
In this post I get creative, sharing the impact of thinking outside the square, how to turn problems into
opportunities and to achieve miracles with inversion techniques.
First, a story about realism and a realist:

An optimist, pessimist and realist were having a drink one day. An argument ensured over whether
their partially consumed glasses of beer were half full or half empty. The argument was
predictable with the pessimist claiming that their glasses were half empty. The optimist
claimed of course that they were in fact half full. The realist agreed to hear both their
arguments and adjudicate on the winner. His reward was agreed to be the loser’s half-glass of
beer.
Their argument became heated but the realist listened with great attention and eventually
delivered his verdict, you are both wrong he said, thanked them both for their contributions to
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his beer consumption and promptly slugged down the remaining beer from both contestant’s
glasses!

Taken aback a little they both watched the realist enjoy the last half of their beers and
scratched their heads pondering, "How could they BOTH be wrong at the same time?” Well
the realist finally admitted they were also both right too, but the beer had of course long gone
by then!

Note that realists always win over those with single dogmatic agendas – in the end.
The point is that if you think you can or if you think you can’t, then you’re probably right. If you think that it
can’t be done or if you think that it can be done, then you are probably right. Having noted the value of realism
over pessimism or even optimism, let’s apply this into the Samoan context.
Samoans as a rule lack creativity but are enormously energetic at producing something important for show – we
call it 'keeping up with the Joneses’ in the Western world. If one family sets up a BBQ (a common roadside
business here), rest assured that others around about will follow shortly after. If one Matai establishes a shop or
gets a car (or a new car), or rebuilds his Fale, again you will see repeat behaviour from those around in quick
succession.
While this predictability and conservatism maintains a safe equilibrium in society and has ensured stability as a
culture, they are not generally conducive to developing a business, especially in fast-changing times.
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Supporting a large loan on a new resort for
example built for show or with little commercial

predictability and conservatism . .

forethought (it may have no or little income of

.

its own but be funded from offshore funds or

are not conducive to

family or another income stream) would be a
source of shame to a Palagi. In Samoa however it

developing a business . . . in fast-

is just the way things are, so that deals are done,

changing times

people usually family help out or work extra hard

just in order to save face and retain the appearances of success. I do not here pass judgement on this practice,
although obviously I have an opinion on it, but I share this here because the highly predictable, peer-driven
behaviour influences negatively on the capacity to think outside the square.
This negative impact on the confidence and creativity of most business leaders in Samoa is chronic. I have sat
with business people here who have expressed nothing less than astonishment that I could see things,
conceptualise things and think things that they knew were sound, logical even stunning for their business, but
they did never, and will never do it – unless of course someone else does it, in which case everyone will copy it,
or try to copy it and therefore keep up with appearances.
Thinking creatively in business is perceived as a major strength in the Western world. In Samoa it is a
disadvantage.

Inverting problems

That said, let’s talk through the principle of inversion. Any problem can simply be viewed as a business
opportunity. The bigger the problem is, then the bigger the opportunity is that exists. Put another way, an
opportunity is a solution waiting to be found.
Taking the 2009 Tsunami as a biggest and best example of tapping into a 'force’, with a billion dollars worth of
negative press towards 'that poor little third world South Pacific Island that got obliterated in the Tsunami’
Samoa either has a devastating problem to deal with or it has been gifted an enormously powerful force to use
for its benefit. If you are pessimistic, then it’s the former. If you are optimistic, then it’s the later. As with the
half-glasses of beer in the story above, both can be right.
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A realist however will look at the tourism industry and acknowledge the negative impact, admit that it is likely
to be a major long-term influencer, but then work to use that opportunity for long-term benefit.
Samoan leadership at the time essentially chose to stick their collective head into the sand.
Samoa makes an art form over saying thank you. Following any adversity it excels in its capacity to receive gifts
from its friends, but this is simply charity, and has only short-term benefit.
While systems and procedures for tapping into the goodwill generated following the Tsunami are well refined
and worked exceedingly well in 2009 and following, not only did the government and the STA miss the
opportunity to tap into international goodwill that was in the stratosphere, they totally torpedoed it by spinning
the yarn that they were first fed, that tourism will bounce back in due course. Hmmm. Funny that – just the
words that they wanted to hear.
I totally cringed when the then Minister of Tourism told me how tourism in a certain country on the other side
of the world had bounced back after their Tsunami, and that his advisors were sure that things would be the
same here. Bollocks. I told Misa in very clear words that this would never happen and that the setback would be
serious and long-term. I put it in a 3,000 word report and also published it online. He ignored it and all
subsequent leadership in tourism has failed to grasp the opportunity that exists by tapping into that goodwill,
and inverting the problem.
Bitching session over now, I promise!
So this is the situation – a major tourism adverse event, astronomical negative bad press (believe me that if it is
on the front page of the newspapers and lead story on TV in Uzbekistan, Outer Mongolia, Iraq and New York
for three days straight, it’s a billion dollars worth of negative press!) and a huge, massive potential of
international goodwill. How to mobilise it and tap into it? Before we get creative I’ll set some ground rules and
presuppositions.
I’m assuming that there are countries that have offered support. I’m assuming that English is the spoken word.
I’m assuming that there will be Samoans in every country ready and willing to help and that petty politics are
put aside for a little while. I assume that first phase giving/emergency response teams deal with the immediate
needs. I’m assuming that commercial enterprises will all be happy to help somewhat but that there are still
commercial realities to address. I’m assuming that there is effective visionary leadership that is committed and
long-term thinking. [please stop chuckling and just run with me along these lines for a minute]. I’m also
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assuming that the STA is willing to accept the advice of their own experts who for years have tried to encourage
a unique cultural niche destination in their strategic planning.
Let’s get creative . . .
The first thing we do is speak as frankly, fearlessly and as accurately as we can.

"Dear world!” sort of thing. "Samoa has taken a major hit, and we a hurting for the losses
[enter appropriate thanks, acknowledgements and so on here]. We are deeply concerned that a
once in a hundred year event will impact negatively on our young and growing tourism
industry but with your help this may not necessarily be so. We know that there are millions of
people around the world that would love to help us if only they could. Well . . . you can!
Become a friend of Samoa right now. Slip along to www.samoarocks.com [or whatever is setup] and
register your interest now. We’ll keep you posted on our progress to recovery and give you a
gazillion ways that you can connect with this amazing little South Pacific Island Paradise! We
would be absolutely stoked if you would like to visit us. Are you are builder, manager,
entrepreneur, Internet marketer, good with photography, people or plantations? Maybe you are
well connected or know Samoans in your community? Perhaps we could work together? Join
us at [website name] and we’ll talk about it more!”

That’s it! Trust me, just like adding the three words "and it’s spring” to the beggar’s message turned his life
around, this message has massive power. It connects to where the people are, is humble and very compelling.
The call-to-action is simple with a low barrier to entry, yet it has the potential to generate enormous benefit at
source. It also gives the country a massive resource from which to tap into long into the future and prepares for
any future tourism-adverse event that may occur.
Now assuming that the marketing people have found the best way to tap into the goodwill, the delivery or
logistics people would need to step up to the mark. Hundreds if not a thousand ideas could easily flow from
such a network. Crowdfunding and the various Social Media tools are plentiful, well used and easily available.
Organising villages to host guests, activities and marketing efforts initiated, operated and funded by others
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offshore would bring a string of guests with full occupancy plus village-based volunteers for the next year
straight – peak, shoulder and off-peak seasons.
All Samoa would need to do would be to coordinate and deliver their normal goods and services as people
wanting to help would self-fund and help organise themselves and others. One hundred permanent volunteers
nationwide for a year would be easily doable, or double that. You could also with a bit of experience and effort
get that up to a thousand or so permanent Ambassadors. That’s the theory anyway!
A message along the lines of "Please don’t just send us money! Use what you’ve got available to get involved
and help bring others to Paradise” would actually stop people in their tracks and many would want to engage, as
it is a totally client-centric, as opposed to a self-centric message along the lines of "Please visit us”, "We’re a
wonderful place to visit”, or worse still the essentially negative message that "We weren’t totally wiped out.
We’re still open for business” that the STA wasted their first $500,000.00 on!
Now there are many ways of implementing the concept of tapping into international goodwill. Red Cross,
SWAP, AusAid, Peace Corp as just some examples out of many, all have their own styles, funding methods,
systems, objectives and processes but the important principle is that Samoa will only tap into a resource when it
understands that resource. We must be creative to do this.
Creativity doesn’t mean that we should be stupid but sometimes it does necessitate taking a risk and trying
things. One of the first rules of marketing is that we should never do anything in marketing unless we can
measure it. STA has never in any of its presentations or events that I have seen detailed actual financial value of
various kinds of visitors to the country nor justified their specific expenditure. As a Board member I would be
asking to see these things and make them public. The reason is simple, if we spend $1m on a TV campaign,
$500k on a printe media campaign and $100,000.00 on web related marketing, we have a $1.6m investment. I
want to know how to measure the return on that investment (value of a visitor) and the relative value of each
maketing cost.
I can tell you that there is NO WAY that STA has any correlation of their different forms of marketing to
actual results. The reason is that there is no track-back mechanism directly connecting the marketing activities
with the actual results. Now this is not hard to do, especially with integration of online technologies but the
absence is simply because they and their marketing people lack creativity – deliberate or otherwise is a call for
those on the inside – I’m not!
A well-known top businessman in the United States famously said:
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I know very well that 50% of my advertising is totally wasted. My problem though is that I do
not know which half it is!

If we do not know which component of our marketing is actually producing the results in this day and age, we
are fools. We’ve been able to track this in detail for over ten years. Samoa his a decade behind the eight-ball.
Don’t think they don’t know it either. They certainly do! Ask STA how many new visitors arrived as a result of
which advert or promotion and you will never get a direct answer, for they themselves do not know, and can
never know without some creativity and a little risk taking.
I on the other hand, with my simple little backpackers and voluntoursim business, can give you the
demographics, age spread, nationality mix, booking methods, sources of business/referrals and all financials
down to profitability per person per night per country back to my first day in business. The only other tourism
operator who I’ve met and know in Samoa who does this well BTW is the Craterman. He’s nailed it and can tell
you the number of different countries visitors have come from, the numbers of visitors per month, by month
back over a decade to the first month he started and more. Why? Because it’s important to him, as it is to me.
We simply put creative systems in to track it all.
Creativity is a necessity when the going gets tough. They say that it’s insanity to do the same thing over and
over and to expect different results. I recall (yet another) mouth-opening meeting a couple of years ago with
Sonja and Dwayne (STA, CEO and Marketing Manager) in which we were talking through ways to lift the
Teuilla Festival. One of the topics we raised related to the airlines. I proposed a meeting with the two
companies to talk through ways that we could work together and build bookings for extra flights around the
festival dates. "We can’t do that!” I was informed. "Oh? And why is that?” I asked. The reply, "Commercial
sensitivities!” finished that conversation. We got the picture and later received a very helpful and enlightening
two page letter from the PM explaining why people in government cannot get involved with business-like
conduct. They have to protect their backs from inquisitions by auditors, the media, adversaries and more
seemingly all out to keep a lid on their activities, keep them accountable and pretty much make their life a
misery! I got the picture pretty clearly. It was good of him to explain reality to me. We pretty much left the STA
to their own devices around that time.
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There’s a difference however between being creative (which means by its very nature doing things differently)
and undertaking unreasonable risk (which may be something different but can equally be maintaining status quo
and denying reality, a typical precursor in business to bankruptcy).
A high-profile tourism operator said to me over two years ago, "Dennis we desperately need some innovation
here. What we are doing just isn’t working!” That was reality then. It’s reality now with reports from the
industry players echoing the same sentiments, and unless there is are major attitudinal changes at the top where
creativity and risk-taking become not only accepted but preferably the norm, it will likely be the same in another
few years too.

Up for a million dollars in Samoa?

Let me give you an example of stepping outside the square (or the box) and inverting a problem. The principle
of creativity and application of common-sense logic is the important thing here, not the details. Imagine the
problem is that the STA doesn’t know how effective their advertising is (like the US businessman above). This
is actually the case but let’s use it hypotheically for this idea. We may want to get better results, measure them
more accurately and then reward those who actually generated the results.
Say for example STA has spent $2m on advertising in a 12 month period in a certain target market, and maybe
things are not quite as healthy as we would like. Taking the next 12 months then, chopping that part of the
budget in half and putting it up for grabs to those who actually deliver would be an amazingly simple thing to
do and could generate massive exposure for the industry AS WELL as huge business growth. You could create
a massive monetary prize for the company that brought in the most $$$ or who brought the most tourists or
the best investors or gained the sexiest marketing exposure (or any other goals that you wanted to achieve).
Simply seek the proof of their delivery (no fudging figures here – we’re talking about real proof from the
industry) and pay out the $1m to the people who delivered. Rewarding people who deliver is common in
business – it’s just called commissions. Paying marketing and advertising companies on deliverables that they
prove to you is simple and creative use of an advertising spend. If you can prove that your TV advertising
works and you can have a financial return, a free famil, or a marketing contract for the next year. Trusting that a
radio advert, magazine article, TV advert or even a website will generate business simply because it looks good,
costs a lot, gets high exposure, or that 'the salesperson said’ is very old-school and to be honest just – dumb in
this day and age!
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There are a gazillion other creative ways to lift people’s game if we’re serious. Take the churches and their
international travel for example. Who will they be booking their flights with for the next year? One simple
challenge the airlines to bring in xxx more guests and secure them the entire church business travel for the next
year could work wonders at motivating an airline to consider Samoa as a desirable destination.
There is no limit to the extent that creativity can assist people who truly 'get it’. Please don’t just assess a few
simple ideas here, try to get the big picture and the principles behind the ideas!

Industry

Now I’ve pinged STA and the two Minsters of Tourism pretty hard in these posts. They’ve certainly deserved it
but it’s not just a risk averse politician, an ineffective board and a defensive CEO that is the problem. Lack of
creativity abounds in the entire tourism industry.
There are pockets of class here.

The Lupe Sina Treesort brings a
little fresh air in but they are

Lack of creativity abounds
in the entire tourism industry

Palagi imports. As far as I can
see a few operators are developing nice little niches and doing OK and of course experienced operators with
scale and resources can ride the best and worst of times better, determining and servicing their own target
markets independently of the authorities activities.
Let’s throw some creative curlies out there at an individual resort level. Please do not consider these ideas
polished and don’t charge out there and do it just like I say without good guidance and advice. Rather take on
board the way that the creative thought processes work for benefit and how they can open up business
opportunities for individual businesses.
I’ve found that envisioning like this helps generate hope, and gives operators motivation to push on and lift
their businesses. Sadly they usually try to do it themselves, effectively stealing the 'golden eggs’ from me and
rarely build good relationships with the 'goose that lays the golden eggs’ but that’s just Samoa for you eh?
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Let’s take a hypothetical 4/5 star resort with minimal occupancy in February/March and again in
November/December, possibly January too. It will likely be a loss-making business during this time or barely
break even if it is lucky. I walk into the owner and tell him that I will fill it with full occupancy for any month or
months that he chooses. He will have a full resort with paying customers, full employment, and that we will
guarantee that he will not make a loss. We will only guarantee that he will have a totally full resort and that he
will not lose, but not that he will make a million!
That will still have his attention, though.
Now we state that we will generate fully moderated Internet feedback from every single one of his guests that is
honest, genuine, authentic, helpful, constructive, and with high Internet exposure forever. We will also
guarantee that every single one of his guests will tell no less than ten other people about their experiences and
recommend his resort if it is appropriate and actively solicit business and repeat bookings for his resort however
he so chooses.
If the conversation is still going, he will be wanting to know what’s up; what’s the catch; how’s it all going to
work?
We’ll do this . . .

SWAP Creative Idea #142:

If a resort owner is prepared to give me his entire resort for one week, I will fill it for four – the
entire month, say, of 'March Marketing Madness’. I will then make three weeks available to
three teams in three countries who will all compete to run the resort, market the resort and
produce value for both the resort and Samoa and then I will give the last week away to the
winners for their reward to do whatever they like with next year.

To make this creative idea happen, the resort owner simply has to stand back a little bit, then help and watch
three teams of people (most likely hospitality students and Internet marketing people in training) bring in their
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mums & dads, family or friends, service their needs, create their own marketing packages, menus, prices,
budgets, entertainment and operational rules.
You don’t think it’s done before – closing down an entire resort? Aggie Greys did it twice for a commercial
benefit did they not, and during peak season?
What about letting juniors run the show? Many resort operators in Samoa struggle to find staff willing to work.
let alone trust and a team of 20 top university students from Australia, New Zealand or the States in a high
profile fully filmed and documented competition would probably lift the performance of the local staff through
the roof!
And marketing?
The industry does famils all the time. It’s
flat. It’s boring. It’s immeasurable and

You heard it from me . . .

everyone in the industry knows that it’s a

Famils are a con

con – a freebee for the tourism industries
mates, cobbers and spouses, and there is again, simply NO ACCOUNTABILITY! As one operator said to me,
"Dennis, we really don’t know how effective it is but we’ve always done it this way!” Sorry guys, but if I invest
into some form of marketing I want to know whether it is going to work, or at least to be able to measure it to
see if it did work and how good it was. You heard it from me straight. Famils are a con. Just give me the resort
for a month or a day or a week, it matters not what and with a little bit of creativity I will find ways for you to
get real tangible, measurable, practical benefit in return. That’s creativity in business 101.
And what about the money thing? Structure it however you like. Establish what you will invest into the deal (to
get a full house and the March Marketing Madness in your off-season). The more that you can offer the better
the value of the experiences to the guests. Personally I would prefer to see some real generosity and a big
collection donated at the end to the people who deserve it the most.
I share more about the principal of givers gain, and the significance of working the gift economy in the next
post but Samoan style giving would be great whereby guests tip the hotel owner, and the hotel owner tips the
students and the locals tip the guests, but details can always follow the big picture.
There’s just one idea. It’s doable, creative, a risk to be sure, but with good planning it could be pretty secure to
go off well. The great thing about an idea like this is that it need not be a big thing with high risk to start with.
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One resort, one month and it can be proven to work or not, and then tweaked as appropriate for wider uptake,
If the STA supported the idea (heaven forbid!) then there’s nothing stopping Samoa becoming known as the
place to be in March where resorts country-wide are participating in the Samoa Hospitality Intern programme.
www.madmarchmarketing.com could be the event of the year in Samoa in due course with participating resorts
reaping the rewards for years.
I call the underlying principle herein "inversion” – turning things upside down. No amount of begging and
pleading and expensive marketing has ever filled a resort to capacity in March that I know of in Samoa. By
giving it away, we invert the entire business model from begging to making something valuable and available
but only if the conditions are met. Just as inverting a problem creates an opportunity (i.e. solution) in the case
of the goodwill generated by the negative press surrounding the 2009 Tsunami, so too does the problem of
ultra-low bookings become an opportunity when we give something valuable away. Google knows and proved
this business model very well in the last decade and a half.
Ideas along the same lines, giving what we have in return for something else of value can be used creatively in
many ways. We can exchange excess inventory in return for construction equipment, or marketing services, or
portion-pack foods or furniture.
There is literally no limit to the possibilities. One just has to have creativity, then exercise it. If you don’t have it,
simply do what everyone else has to do to be creative if they’re not – secure it from those who do.
I want to finish talking about creativity with the
comments that understanding the power of the
Internet is now vital in business and that

the Internet is
now vital in business

operators who engage with the Internet creatively
generate themselves enormous power and influence. On the bottom right of my home page there is a simple
tracking system that shows the world in real-time which country viewers have visited my website from, how
long ago they visited, which page they viewed immediately prior to landing on my website and which page or
pages they visited.
My blog posts on Samoa get a steady readership from around the world. My post entitled Savea Sano Malifa –
fooled by gossip and posts on Brendan Battles, Ormita and others have all had very steady traffic. There is good
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reason for that. I am seen online as an authority8. Search Engine algorithms are now very sophisticated and their
capacity to use heuristics and process large volumes of data are simply stunning. Anyone serious about their
business must exercise creativity and show commitment to their online presence or they lose. I can tell you that
there are MANY people who have learned the skulduggery of people who have ripped me off and failed to
address the issues meaningfully. The only way that Savea Sano Malifa, Brendan Battles, Mike Hart, Peter
Vandever and possibly others in due course can fight back against the online authority that I hold by nature of
the thousands of words, hours and effort I have invested is to do more, or be more creative in their own online
activities.
Businesses MUST be creative and committed to build and protect their online presence. Allowing a negative
presence to develop uncontested is just a sign of ignorance or defeat. Having no digital footprint is simply
foolishness as the best way to counter a negative message is to have a strong online presence of your own and
we must be creative in what we do and how we use the technology. I simply cannot emphasise the importance
of this enough.
In my next post (and last in this series on Samoan Tourism) I share the power of faith and the wisdom of
tapping into the heart and mind of God in specific situations. Understanding the times and seasons that we live
in helps us to make wise decisions. Despite a high church presence, Samoa has dropped the ball quite badly
here, but with increased understanding of what the Lord wants for her, people who connect with His purposes
always receive His blessings. It’s an important but challenging message.

8

Authority here is not legal or moral authority, it is a term used by Search Engine Optimisation industry to refer to the view of a website taken by a Search Engine,

recognising quantity and quality of online material relating to that subject, therefore measuring the degree of authority, or importance to the subject. Fresh, Unique and
Meaningful are the keys.
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Lifting Samoan Tourism 5. Strategy

S

trategy is simply planning to achive a stated purpose or goal – working
out HOW to get something done. Sadly, to put it simply, STA has
consistently failed to develop wise strategies.

No amount of willpower or wishful thinking could stop the waves when King
[Cnut] Canute got wet. His actions demonstrated ably that his 'royal advisors’
lacked strategic wisdom.
No amount of passion, commitment or money will achieve the goal of lifting
Samoan Tourism if the thinking behind the actions is flawed. Strategy, the
thinking behind human efforts and expenditure requires wisdom, experience
and understanding of not only business, but the times we are living in, the
needs and wants of the stakeholders as well as the role of governance and
leadership.
It’s a big ask because the politics of power (with it’s aversion to loss of power), the nature of bureaucrats (with
their aversion to risk) and the Samoan culture (with it’s diplomatic tendency) all conspire to sabotage strategic
wisdom.
The role of strategic thinking should best be undertaken by the STA Board, under the guidance of the Minister,
and not the CEO.
In many regards the STA Board appears to have failed to think creatively; has abdicated it’s responsibility (to
the CEO, whose role should be to advise, work with and implement Board directives) and failed to secure the
required experience and expertise required to lift the industry. The chairman (The Minister of Tourism) must
take responsibility for this situation for he has the ultimate power.
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Apart from this structural problem, there are some entrenched strategic blunders within the STA, best
summarised by the phrase "Lemming-like infatuation with tackling the opposition head-on thus attempting the
impossible at the expense of achieving the possible".
As a relative newcomer, I have heard STA’s own experts repeat the same message ad infinitum that Samoa has
a unique offering that should be capitalised upon. STA persists however with a dogmatic determination to copy
and compete with the big-boys at their own game. This is a strategic blunder of suicidal proportions that only a
serious back-tracking and humbling will be able to address.
When thinking well strategically, a business owner should incorporate all components of the business, sit back
and then play a game with them all like a game of chess. We observe the strength of each component (chess
piece). We consider their position and strategic relevance. We consider the objectives and then make considered
moves, one by one to get the result we want. It’s actually a little more flexible than this in real life because we
also have the freedom to set the objectives of the game as well!
Components of the real-life game of strategy include:

•

The products that already exist

•

Potential new products

•

Available capital, cash on hand and capacity to secure additional funds

•

Physical assets

•

People-related resources, in-house, available on contract or obtainable by collaboration

•

The market conditions – expectations, historical investments and experiences

•

The competitive situations and threats

•

Our own skills, strengths and weaknesses

•

The owner’s passions, goals and objectives – in the case of Samoan Tourism the owner is referred to as
the stakeholders

•

Timeframes

It’s a potentially challenging and confusing situation too when there are disparate groups with their own
agendas, interests and objectives. Put in a high degree of stress from within the industry and the political
environment within Samoa you’ve got an extremely challenging situation in which to think strategically. Some
of the best strategic minds on the planet would cough and splutter for a moment, if given the challenge!
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The strategic blunders that I see from the STA fall into two categories – the overall strategic purpose, and the
actual implementation – stated thus:

It is strategic insanity to attempt to tackle a strong, entrenched opposition head on, especially
when the country struggles to deliver to its own strengths.

The subject is too large and complex to address completely here, but in a nutshell the strengths of Samoa are
the people and the culture. There are plenty of other assets such as the beaches, nature, South Pacific location,
international goodwill but the people and the culture are the bullseye. The tourism industry from the top down
give lip-service to this idea but fail to deliver in the manner and form that meets the needs of the customers.
You just can’t tack-on people and culture to a sick industry and expect it to deliver results. One cultural village,
and a string band at the airport is an excellent start but there needs to be hundreds of such activities and
opportunities integrated into all existing operations with widespread understanding of the need to give the
tourist what they want – genuine interactions with the real McCoy – for an effective strategy to affect
meaningful change.
This failing begins at the top, with limited vision and continues to fail through an industry that in the main
needs a lot of assistance in delivering the service that the customer wants. Attempts to rectify this situation need
to go way more than just eradicating the poor "I don’t give a sh*t” type service from staff at a resort. It needs to
go way more than just trying to change the guard at the STA, or simply sticking a cultural show into a Beach
Fale environment.
Strategy is totally crucial to the direction and health of a business, and the direction of an entire industry.
As a business strategist, specialising in structuring the use of modern Internet technologies for business use, I
am bemused at the efforts of the existing 'powers that be’ to put coherent creative thought into the struggling
tourism industry.9

9

For the record, I encounter two outstandingly clear sentiments around Samoa in regards to the STA, summarised thus: "We don’t trust them” and "They don’t know what

they are doing”. Both sentiments are not entirely without some foundation.
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A tired, old, flat, copy-cat, feel-good, look-good approach with limited vision will ensure that Samoa Tourism
stumbles from year to year, grasping at straws, grabbing a few opportunities that come its way, but failing to fire
or meet its potential.
For the record, I and the volunteers of the SWAP Foundation have been and are available for any business,
agency of department that seeks assistance.
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Lifting Samoan Tourism 6. A Samoa Day

A

Samoa Day, an internationally recognised
day to celebrate the people, country and
culture of Samoa has merit, and if developed

creatively, carefully and with intelligent use of available
resources will generate plentiful goodwill and clean
business for Samoa.
In the early days of my involvement with the Tourism
industry in Samoa, veteran of Tourism in Samoa, the late
Bev Barlow shared several sentiments and ideas that have
substantial merit.
I learned many things from Bev but not all of them suitable for public dissemination, especially since she is no
longer here to address my words, but she was one of the first to help me to see, how shall I say it, the 'other’
side to the industry. Working hard for the benefit of Samoa Tourism, supporting her company and staff to the
end, I respected her and listened to her carefully. As always the quality of the conversations resulted from my
tendency to asked her some pretty direct questions, like, "How effective are famils for Aggie Grey’s?” and
"What are the real concerns that your prospects have about coming to Samoa?” To these she could answer
openly and directly. On the more sensitive subjects such as, "Strategy, direction, performance or vision” she
was always careful to avoid causing controversy or offence.
In these conversations surrounding the desperate need for innovation here, Bev once shared with me the
concept of a Samoa Day, an internationally recognised day to celebrate the people, country and culture of
Samoa. She spoke little of the detail, but did express a sadness (professionally of course) that the idea had never
been taken up by 'others’. This was her politically correct, culturally sensitive and professional way of pinging
the STA of course.
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As a professional in the 'department of truth’ I told her at the end of our conversation that while I would take
up the cause under the SWAP Foundation, I would be sure to credit the idea to her. She replied that it wasn’t
her idea, but that she was just one who most vocal and had kept raising it.
I don’t want to go into too much detail here, as it’s fully covered in my book "A little Slice of Paradise –
Engaging with post-Tsunami Samoa”, but SWAP did take the proposal to the Minister of Toursim (Tuila’epa),
who liked the ideas, instructed SWAP to get started with Cabinet approval promised as a formality and to build
a close working relationship with the STA. The project has been in limbo for two years and one suspects that
there are political issues why this is so. STA can no doubt explain very well why the delays and resistance to
making it happen, as instructed by the Minister of Tourism. Rest assured that I have my own take on the whole
sorry saga!
The idea nevertheless has merit and can be understood thus:

The Samoan Diaspora extends globally – from the South Pacific to Europe, the Americas, Asia
and more. The patriotism and energy resulting from any initiative to reconnect and perhaps
assist 'home’ is virtually unmeasurable from these people. International goodwill from others
too towards the tiny South Pacific Island 'Paradise’ that has been hit by a Tsunami and more
recently a Cyclone, is in the stratosphere and will be increasingly. A genuine interest, curiosity
and even a desire to help Samoa has resulted. Modern technology such as Internet Social
Media systems can easily facilitate socially driven activities, connections and programmes – be
it crowd-funding, feel-good/philanthropic activities, connectivity or just plain commercial
opportunity.
The concept of an international Samoa Day therefore 'has legs’ for both social or
commercial reasons.

Implementation of the Samoa Day has been proposed by the SWAP Foundation to include a strong Internet
base whereby activities, participants and commercial opportunities are centralised online with activities in local
regions fully autonomous. Basically we can do the central planning for the event from within Samoa, using
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standard Internet technologies, but Samoans around the world will conceptualise, fund, promote and run local
events for whatever purpose they wanted within the guidelines established by Samoa.
Putting this all into practice would look like this:

Any Samoan anywhere in the world can initiate an activity or event that would be a part of the
celebration. Throughout the world as the sun rose and then set (a 32 hour period) people
would be doing things Samoan in their communities, then posting images, stories, feedback
and so on online. Commercial opportunities would dovetail into the event so that locals would
liaise with their local travel agencies, air flight agencies, wholesalers and so on taking part in
one global soft-marketing event.

There is enormous potential to generate exposure for Samoa, with minimal outlay and serious long-term ROI if
done well.
It certainly can be done well and if there is leadership commitment and community buy-in there is no real
reason why the project cannot be unleashed, effective and up and running within 6-9 months. No large funding
is required however quite a bit of liaison and planning work would need to be employed.
SWAP is able and willing to step up to the mark and make a Samoa Day happen but we cannot do it by
ourselves. Our expertise is strategy, particularly in the use of Internet technologies and developing creative ways
to engage disparate interest groups with a common focus – a complementary role you could say to the current
STA skillset and practice!
While this idea has been knocked around for years, we were the ones who were willing to step up to the plate;
who took it to the Minister of Tourism; and hounded him to get the thing started. He approved it. We
commenced the work, bringing experts up to Samoa within weeks of his instruction to proceed, but then the
project got shafted by the STA.
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As the industry is looking for creative answers the delays or railroading of this project is both a crying shame
and a nonsense. It’s one of the better ideas I’ve heard, highly practical, potentially a very high ROI (if done well)
and with long-term benefits to the entire country.
The tourism industry outside of STA should be pushing the concept hard, but also ensuring that there is real,
tangible, practical and measurable benefit to the Samoan Tourism industry in Samoa as a result of any Samoa
Day initiative or activity.
There are many ways how to do that, such as value-adding, product development, sponsorship opportunities,
promotional activities and of course direct sales but they all come secondary to getting the core concept
moving.
As a worthy idea to help lift Samoa Tourism it scores a very healthy 10/10 in my books. The timing, with
Internet technologies having developed well in this space could not be better, and could easily become a market
leader in the niche demographics of Samon VFR, FIT, Voluntourism and more. Is there for example an
international Fiji Day, or Australian Gold Coast Day with a ready international distribution of passionate
supporters able to kick it off and run events in their own city/locale? I think not!

Go! Go! Go! Samoa.
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Lifting Samoan Tourism 7. Value Adding

O

ne of the simplest ways to increase the
health of a business is by value -adding.
Applicable at all levels from a simple street

vendor through all aspects of the tourism industry to a
national level. I explain this important business principle
and how it can be applied and used practically in Samoa.
A principle is not an idea (like the Samoa Day idea we have
been working on), but it is a system, or a way of thinking
about our business that we can use creatively, time after
time without limit.
Samoan businesses tend to copy others and grasp at ideas rather than to understand the power in a principle,
but when we learn how to apply the principle and see how it increases our own enjoyment, client satisfaction
and often the business bottom line, it is truly compelling.
Adding value is the essence of all business. We take a beach and put a Beach Fale onto it, thus increasing the
value of it to a visitor who will then pay for the use of the Beach Fale to stay overnight. We add value to a piece
of frozen chicken by cooking it on a BBQ, packaging it with some taro or rice making it ready to eat. This is
simple business.
Take for example a piece of canvas. Value: x. Now paint a picture on it. Value: x + y. Then put it into a nice
picture frame. Value: x + y + z. Lastly autograph it and issue a certificate of authentication – proving a
genuine/original one of a kind. Value: x + y + z. This increases the value of the item every time we add some
value, but now . . .
Put it into an exhibition with an auction by a celebrity auctioneer. The value is now way more than x + y + z
because we are moving outside of simply a product and we are understanding our clients emotional needs!
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Buying a piece of art from a celebrity auctioneer and getting your photo with him is almost worth – well, as
Mastercard says – it could be priceless!
By stretching the standard business to offer extras, we can usually increase the business quite easily. By
thoughtful value-adding it is easy to increase turnover by 10%, usual to be able to increase turnover by 20% and
some businesses can increase their turnover enormously. I increase my turnover by more than a 100% with
value-adds that exceed the value of the initial purchase. While a budget backpackers experience in Samoa may
cost peanuts, when clients add a guided tour, village stay10 or Sunday To’onai option (often worth much more
than the original budget accommodation price), the average spend by a client can double, or even triple, with a
better, richer experience making client satisfaction much higher to boot.
McDonalds is the master at value-adding in retail fast food industry . . . "Would you like to upsize that today
sir?” Google is the master at developing value-added income from a zero-cost service, and the freemium11
business model is a well-proven value-adding business model in the Internet software/service space.
In 1990 one of my companies developed a business accounting software suite in New Zealand (Kiwi Accounts)
that eventually sold over 500x copies. The software industry at the time was young and competitors marketed
their offerings at $995.00 with all the best features and functions. We offered ours at $695.00 but it was a basic
version without confusing bells and whistles. Our average selling price however was actually a massive (in those
days) $1,600.00 because we understood the power of value-adding.
Offering to upsell with a range of some 70+ Modules did several things for us:
We kept the initial sale simple and easy to understand. The big complex systems of our competitors confused
the prospects. People liked us because by breaking things down and keeping the starting point simple, we
showed them that we understood them, and we made it easy for them to do business.
When people chose to add Modules to their initial order, there was strong client buy-in, so that they could
justify in their own minds the actual price paid, Module by Module. Price became secondary to understanding
what they were buying and there was a strong relationship between the purchaser and the product. The
competitors however were always struggling with people thinking that they had paid too much for things they
never used or wanted.

10

www.samoavillagestays.com

11

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freemium ~ Get one level of service free, then upgrade to a paid version when you need/want additional services.
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We were perceived as a bigger, better, smarter system. In fact except for a few important design things, the
technology and offerings were not too different betwen us all but we were perceived as a more switched on
operation.
Our bottom line was much healthier.12 Instead of going for a mass-market commodity, we positioned ourselves
as experts, and our income was on average 160% more than our competitors** and almost 200% more than our
list price.
There are different reasons for value-adding. Obviously increasing ones’ turnover and profit is one. Mentioned
above also is the likelihood that client satisfaction will increase, but another good reason is to differentiate our
business from the crowd. Five Beach Fale operators on one beach all offering the same or similar product can
differentiate by offering different value-adds, and it need not be a case of either/or as co-opetition can work
well for buyers and sellers alike.
Tours, cultural experiences or specialty services such as catering to niche, music, sports or religious interests can
be not only additional income producers, but also differentiators. One can be known for dance value-adds;
another for art or artistic value-adds; another for specialty food value-adds; another for historical or cultural
value adding. The sky is the limit here, but the principle is that when we think about our business from the
customer’s perspective, and then structure a value-added service into our sales processes (online, pre-sale, postsale and while onsite) we can generate enormous opportunities.
Once into the value-adding routine, there are big benefits in working together with others and their valueadding services, even our competitors. More on that though later!
There is not a business on the planet, from a small one-man-band BBQ in the back blocks of Savaii, through
every accommodation provider in Samoa, to the entire Tourism industry of Samoa that cannot improve their
turnover, client satisfaction levels and most likely profit with very little effort and expenditure.
I’ll say that again another way, and personalise it with a challenge. . .
I can walk into any business in Samoa, and show the business operator how to make more money and keep
their customers more happy at the same time by the simple principles of value adding. Test me if you don’t
believe it.

12

On a per customer basis.
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Here are just a couple of ideas off the top of my head . . .
A passenger in a taxi wants to light up a Pall Mall but has no lighter or matches. "Got a light mate?” he asks the
driver. Taxi driver will say "Nah, sorry!” OR loans him his own lighter OR stops off at the next shop, waits for
the passenger to pop out and buy a box of matches or a lighter. Costs to driver: Lost opportunity, lost lighter
fluid and/or lost time/petrol while waiting. Solution: Pop a couple of boxes of matches into the glovebox and
put a small sticker onto the dashboard advertising the fact that he has the solution at hand. Cost: Virtually NIL.
Benefits in happy punters, no losses as before and if it only happens once every two days, that makes 180x a
year x the profit that he makes on the boxes of matches. If this is an ongoing problem to taxi drivers (and I
don’t know this but can assume that it is based on the number of times I hear the words "Got a light?”) then
value-adding has worked.
A well-known resort in Samoa floats flowers artistically in vases in a prominent place. It’s a lovely touch that
always draws out our guests’ cameras. While maybe not a profit-making value-add, simply adding a small sign
behind or to the side of the flowers that says:

Today’s flower art is proudly provided by:
[Staff member's name here with whiteboard marker]
Ask for her at the bar and she would love to pose with you in your photos.

This little value-adding idea does several things.
It’s a sign. Palagis always look for and read signs. Even just a little sign shows the Palagi that the resort
understands their need for written information and cares enough to communicate with them.
It prompts people to take a photo. Many will do so on their own accord but not all will. Prompting (also called
the power of suggestion) is a strong driver of action (also called a Call-to-Action).
It personalises the entire artistic experience. Meeting and talking to the artist, obviously a Samoan, getting to
know them by name and chatting to them is an important part of the Samoan tourism experience.
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If coordinated with good upselling techniques it can easily lead into highly valuable upselling opportunities. If I
was sales manager of a resort like this, I would be teaching the staff and showing by example how to lift the
onsite sales of anything and everything on offer. Only metres from these vases was a chalkboard with the totally
horrendous advertising message: "20% off Spas today”. Taught how to upsell, I would use the little sign to put
my best sales people into a public liason role, with the intent to upsell from a personal encounter. Once the
photo was taken, I would teach the staff member to engage with the guests, solicit feedback and build
relationships so strong that they were selling and upselling much more than just a photo opportunity. Things
like, the staff members name, how long they spent doing the flowers, the reason that management cares about
the water flower art, the number of people she had been photographed with and all the various countries that
they had come from would lead into the supreme importance of Samoan hospitality, possibly even more drinks
at the bar and a "mate’s rates, special offer that’s only available from her” ready waiting for them at the Spa and
so on.
Value-adding is one of the best forms of structuring a business with probably the highest ROI possible short of
outright theft!
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Lifting Samoan Tourism 8. Voluntourism

V

oluntourism is a growth industry worldwide – the
combination of tourism and volunteering. Sitting
somewhere uncomfortably between corporate, NGOs,

Religious and government endeavours, voluntourism can be formalised
(like VSA, Peace Corp, AusAid or SWAP) or it can be as simple as a
direct barter between a willing offshore donor and a recipient business in
Samoa (I’ll help you with your [needed goods/services], if you give me a
cheap/free holiday, sort of thing).
SWAP is the home of voluntourism in Samoa facilitating the arrival and
engagement of guests who wish to assist in the field of Organics
(WWOOFing13) or Marketing (SWAP Ambassadors14) or in fact any
discipline in which Samoa benefits. Visits can extend from mere days or
weeks (the typical WWOOFer) to months (SWAP Ambassadors) to years (Peace Corp etc).
Work generates income but systems create wealth. Establishing systems that connect the enormous
international goodwill that exists outside of Samoa with the needs in Samoa will generate long-term benefit for
many.
Systems that tap into the international goodwill must recognise that there are specific needs that voluntourists
have that MUST be met professionally and as agreed beforehand. Unfortuantely selfish attitudes out to 'get free
labour’ from voluntourists abound around the world and cause enormous ill-will and concern within the
industry. Seeing Samoan business-people’s eyes light up when they realise that they could 'use’ voluntourists
make my heart sink and causes me to avoid placement, for the value exchange must be more than simply
financial benefit to the recipient country/business/organisation.

13

www.wwoofsamoa.com

14

www.swapsamoa.com
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Structuring support is also a major exercise in logistics and no small drain on human resources, but it is a vital
role in the service. Speak to any Peace Corp volunteer and they will tell you how important the support is they
get!
While a little harder to establish, plan and manage than simple commercial offerings, the repeat business and
social benefits from voluntourism are far greater and have a much higher Return On Investment.
Benefits can range from encouraging short-term visitors whoo spend a few extra days helping in a village, or a
school or a resort, to longer-term visits specifically designed for gap-year or the philanthropic markets.
Tapping into a different kind of investment market too – one with social benefit rather than financial reward –
is wise and this is also a form of voluntourism. Helping people who are interested in Samoa connect and
achieve good things is a key part of the voluntourism scene. It also helps with deepening the VFR market as
relationships are given good opportunity to develop.
Systems need not be national either – there is nothing stopping an individual tourism business developing their
own internship programme, or 'extended famils’ or barter/trade programme.
While not so much related to tourism, government and businesses outside of the tourism industry can also
benefit from such endeavours where individuals, companies or businesses outside of Samoa are encouraged to
help those located here.
Voluntourism is not mainstream tourism and it might never be, but ignoring the voluntourism market is
tantamount to throwing opportunity away. Samoa is in a unique position to develop its voluntourism markets if
it can develop and maintain good systems that provide a win/win that will give both parties what they need and
want.
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Lifting Samoan Tourism 9. Relationships

W

hile there are tourists who prefer to
remain aloof, and to see the Samoan
people and culture from a distance, most

visitors to Samoa wish to engage. Building relationships is
central to the Samoan culture and fits naturally with the
desires of the market. Building and maintaining
relationships needs to be systematised at a
country/industry level.
As a rule, Samoans are well skilled at making people feel good. Friendly, smiling, asking questions and showing
interest are lovely attributes that open the way for good relationship building. A taxi driver who chats away
(even in limited English) will invariably strike up a conversation that has a strong memory for a visitor.
Samoa Tourism does give lip service to one of the most important characteristics of the Samoan culture – that
of the people and relationship building but this is assumed, accpeted and in the main left for what it is – a
happy memory.
This though is missed opportunity.
Building and maintaining relationships needs to be systematised at a country/industry level for while a fleeting
relationship may bring a smile, it is only when those relationships go deeper and strong ties are developed that
the industry can/will capitalise on one of Samoa’s greatest strengths. Hospitality here can be extraordinary; the
Samoan smile can be infectious; a experience can be great at one level, but there is a gaping hole in the Samoan
Tourism industry that can be filled with a little concerted effort once the importance of systematising
relationships is understood.
Many Palagi want to establish and build relationships, from simply knowing the name of a restaurant waitress to
engaging more deeply with village people and Samoan life. Systems that increase real relationship building, such
as name badges (at the lowest level), through deeper personal relationship building activities, to full deep-
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immersion Village experiences will help fill the void that exists, as well as build a richness and uniqueness that is
sadly missing in the industry.
There are many ways to systemise this relationship building – capturing contact details; inviting feedback and
providing tools to build those relationships; developing fishing techniques for those who want deeper
relationships; creating services and products that feed strong relationships (such as the Voluntourism ideas) and
the use of Internet based connection tools, such as Twitter, FaceBook, LinkedIn and so on are all little ways to
help build relationships.
Our research and my experience tells me that there is i) a great demand for increased intimacy from more than
half of our guests, ii) that potential investors struggle to meet, know and break in and iii) that any system that
increased relationship building would have a good ROI.
The questions that should be on the mind of every tourism operator are:
How close does a visitor want to get to the people and culture of Samoa?
It may be that a Fiafia night is fine for some guests, but to meet and befriend a local boy/girl/family may
increase the value of a tourist experience. A Village experience, be it a Sunday To’onai, or a full Village Stay is
appropriate. A long-term relationship involving marriage, business relationships, investment, town-to-village
sponsorships and so on could however be suitable for some. Without systems in place to find and capture the
facts, this is left to chance and opportunity is often lost. It is said that, 'if you never ask, you’ll never know’.
What business goals can be achieved through deepening the relationships between local
and tourist?
Relationship building is a two-way street. Just because a tourist wants to deepen a relationship, this does not
mean that a business in Samoa wants to go deeper though, but if a business wants to develop longer-term
relationships, they should be thinking through what’s in it for them. Planning should be undertaken to build or
tweak a local business to capitalise on relationships with foreigners. Thinking out how to use, or work with expats, offshore based families and friends is an important aspect of professionalism. Any business with a readyto-roll offering will present to a potential tourist much better than one who develops ideas, products or services
on-the-fly. The SWAP Foundation for example has an Ambassador programme with systems in place and is
ready at all times for people to step up to the mark. It is flexible enough that potential Ambassadors with
interest in the arts, sport, religion, business, nature or ANY area of interest can be involved, but the point is that
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the systems exist, are well thought through and present professionally. Businesses in Samoa need to think
through HOW they will achieve their goals with deeper relationships so that when opportunity does arise, they
can roll with it on the spot.
How can a tourist operator (a taxi driver through to a full resort) increase the depth of
relationship building that occurs in their business?
SWAP has many ideas on how to do this in various industries and is able to assist businesses capitalise on one
of the greatest assets that Samoa has – its capacity to build relationships easily.
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Lifting Samoan Tourism 10. Projects

O

ver the 3 1/2 years I’ve lived, worked and played in
Samoa I’ve seen many opportunities to lift Samoa and
Samoan Tourism at a local, regional and national level.

Projects to develop better marketing of great resorts, natural resources
and tourism-related experiences need not be complex or expensive but
usually require vision, commitment and in many cases cooperation.
Most of them therefore have remained simply ideas, for Samoa struggles
with all three.

The crown jewel

I consider the Samoa Day project to be the crown jewel of ideas for Samoa Tourism.
It probably has the greatest ROI and potential of all projects SWAP has worked on, unfortunately a victim of
STA politics, but there are others . . .

Samoa Village Stays (Home Stays)

Samoa Village Stays is a programme that has been running since
2010. Visitors are brought into a Village setting for a Samoan
homestay of between one and three nights. Minimum required
standards are simple so most villages can easily participate – a
flushing toilet, a shower with water from above, mosquito proof
sleeping quarters, an English speaking host, Village Chief prior approval and so on. Many guests consider their
Village Stay experience to be the highlight of their visit to Samoa. Our joint-venture partnership model splits
income of $100.00WST per person per night with the host family 50/50 and has worked well. Resort operators
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and other accommodation providers can participate in the same programme and offer Homestays/Village stays
as a complementary or value-added service. Once Village Stays become ubiquitous here, Samoa can with only a
little effort and cost, become known as a country of authentic Samoan Village experiences. Despite the PM’s
encouragement for us to build this business it is an area that STA has not ventured into seriously. Fortunately
while the authorities pretty much ignore the potential and opportunity for Samoa to truly engage like this,
individual operators can simply do it themselves. Even day trip value-adds to an existing operation are a simple
start.

Samoan Sundays

One of the most striking aspects of Samoan lifestyle is the Sunday observance. This includes both church
attendance and the To’onai. The general perception from outsiders is that Samoa closes down on Sunday, put
another way, that there is nothing to do here on Sunday. Samoans too (even within the tourism industry) say the
same thing. This is a foolish and a strategic mistake, missing a lovely opportunity to capitalise on a cultural
strength. It’s a complex dynamic which I won’t go into in depth here, but tourists are often very willing to go to
church, participate in Samoan Sunday experiences and learn more about the Christian faith AS LONG AS IT IS
PROFESSIONAL, respectful and appropriate. Some of the issues (both challenges and opportunities) are:
The idea of doing business on a Sunday, or 'commercialising’ Sunday (how to structure this in a manner
acceptable to both cultures),
Religion – the Christian faith aspect of the culture (tourists are often fascinated by strict religious observance
and genuinely seek answers to a wide range of questions), and
The organising, training and logistics of establishing a nationwide Samoan Sunday (how to enable a groundswell
change that celebrates the culture yet opens the door to increased client satisfaction in the industry on a
Sunday).
Our own Samoan Sunday experience offering includes early pickup, transport to the umu preparation, transport
to and from church, the To’onai and a talk with the host Matai about religion, culture and Samoan life. It is a
very popular offering and feedback from our guests puts this experience at the top of their visit. Nationwide
Samoan Sunday experiences would, once again, systematise an opportunity that is just sitting there, waiting to
happen. Apart from apathy, I see no reason that Samoa couldn’t change its perception from 'Nothing happens
on a Sunday’ to 'Make sure you’re there on a Sunday’.
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The Samoa Story

One of the things frequently spoken of by guests across the board is the striking lack of quality information
about Samoa online. This is one of the reasons that we established the SWAP Foundation. No one person,
agency or department can completely address this for it is too large an issue, but a system in which people can
contribute share and cross-pollinate Fresh, Unique and Meaningful (FUM15) information will return dividends
in the long run. Our efforts to establish a portal information website www.samoastory.com were stymied
through some early adversity, but while the project is on hold pending cooperation from interested parties it has
'legs’ and could make an enormous difference. Being able to access and update information in a central location
(the role of a portal website) is an important step forward to the Samoan Tourism industry.

Events

The creation and sustaining of repeating events has a very high ROI in comparison with marketing efforts
designed to sell one-offs. Passive income is better in the long-term than active income. This is like the
difference between buying a golden egg or getting the goose that actually lays the golden eggs. Give me the
goose any day! Building events, especially establishing repeated events, generates increasingly more effective
income as long as the event grows, matures and gives the punter what they seek, benefits to all involved
increase over time. There are some events that seem to have worked for a season here but have fizzled out.
They keys to getting events effective are 1) to develop systems that support individual endeavours rather than
having one a single driver and 2) to start small. Getting events going well then making them bigger and better is
much easier and holds much less risk than big budget splashes that have a higher risk and can hurt all involved
if things don’t go according to plan. Even just one single event with a dozen happy punters can be a seed that
triggers more and more similar events year after year as satisfaction and benefit is gained by participants. With
48 effective selling weeks in the year, there is nothing stopping Samoa running event after event, week after
week, year after year, so that people will get to know that Samoa is alive, and there is always good reason to
visit.
SWAP developed a concept around the Palolo season in which any operator in Samoa could register their
'Palolo Festival' event and collaborate with marketing efforts. Sports, Music, Food, Drinks, Crafts, Religious,

15

FUM, i.e. Fresh, Unique and Meaningful information, is the essential ingredient to good Search Engine rankings. Google in particular is lookign for quality information

for its SERPs (Search Engine Results Pages).
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Culture and all manner of other Festivals can also be developed with minimal outlay and risk. Again, it just takes
a little vision and collaboration. Unfortunately Samoa to date has found these a challenge!
Siumu Valley development
The Papapapaitai Falls lookout and Siumu valley region is well strategically placed for development. It is a prime
location for a small Skywalk (SWAP volunteers have already conceptualised a 12m cantilevered skywalk using
readily available construction materials) and associated peripheral services. It has a central location, is on a busy
arterial, a short distance from the RLS Museum and Baha’i temple attractions, and perfectly suited to servicing
the day-tourist – cruise ships or day-trippers to the Apia region. Without going into a lot of the details, this
development idea has the potential to offer something very special to the industry, once again a good idea
awaiting the initiative to make it happen.

Sponsorship

While historically Samoa has struggled in the marketing arena, it thrives in the area of soliciting donations,
grants, sponsorship and so on. Historically Samoa has made an art-form of saying, "Thank you!” and over the
years has benefited greatly as a result. Taking this skill and systematising it will reap greater rewards – the secret
being to understand the reciprocal nature of the business of giving. Sponsorship is king in this regard. While
seeking sponsorship is usually an event or a worthy cause seeking business donations in return for signage rights
or similar, this can be taken a step further. This can be structured into for example an 'Adopt-a-Village’
programme, a project SWAP has conceived, whereby town-to-village relationships can be developed around the
world. Developing a 'Keys to the Kingdom’ concept, similar to that undertaken at a national political level, can
also be done by business and communities thus building relationships and tapping into cross-cultural exchanges
that will bring increased commercial activities in due course. Understanding the win-win scenario (where each
party gets what they are seeking) is important to long-term viability. Rotary assistance following the 2009
Tsunami, Habitat 4 Humanity efforts to help rebuild homes and other similar projects are just the tip of the
iceberg. There is nothing stopping a business developing the same relationships for their own and their own
village benefit. Yet again, it just takes vision, a bit of planning and someone stepping outside of the square to do
it.

Investment
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The Samoan government has sought foreign investment in the main with a lot of difficulty. Larger investors will
invest only when they can get a return on their investment, thus the bulk of the benefit of major offshore
funded developments will of course go back offshore. Samoa will get benefit in some ways from offshore
investments with minor taxation and increased employment, but while this form of business is promoted as the
future for the industry, for many reasons in Samoa’s case it is not ideal.
Projects that support smaller initiatives can create better quality opportunities for the investor, the tourism
industry and the country as a whole. Bringing partners in who understand that their investment is as much for
lifestyle, philanthropic and goodwill reasons as it is for profit is a much easier, lower barrier to entry strategy. It
also fits into the Samoan psyche and culture better, and brings direct ongoing reward to the people who want
and need it more than the international corporates. Systems of support, teaching the pros and cons of
investment into Samoa, teaching the cross-cultural issues, hand-holding those who wish to get involved, and
similar activities might not have the gloss of multi-million tala developments, but they are solid with real,
tangible, longterm benefits to all. SWAP initated Club Samoa in Q1 of 2013 as an investment platform for such
investors but individual operators can also open aspects of their business to off-shore partners in a range of
ways, from the crudest, being a land lease, through various forms of equity stake, through to a full partnership
model.

Sales & Marketing

SWAP has proposed several projects and ideas for the marketing of Samoan Tourism, including amongst many:
A travelling roadshow in Australia and New Zealand (the Initiana Konese Bus) simultaneously supported by
and servicing the needs of Australian and New Zealand Samoan communities,
Regional Promotion, so that regions can improve their own offerings and marketing efforts by working
together (a lot of this is the application of the three basics as taught by the SWAP Foundation),
Developing smarter more professional systems and branding for Taxis and Tour Operators,
The creation of a 'Samoa Pass’ that includes specials, vouchers, promotions and combos, and
Barter and exchange programmes so that excess inventory can be traded internationally for goods and services.
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Summary

While it may be depressing for individuals to see large expenditure put in wasteful or unproductive areas, many
individual projects can be initiated and established independent of STA or government decision-making.
Everything helps, and politicians and those in power will often support efforts that are successful because they
can piggy-back kudos on the backs of others’ efforts.
Those involved with Samoa tourism can do many good things if they seek wise counsel, demonstrate humility,
exercise faith and act intelligently.
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Lifting Samoan Tourism 11. Wisdom

I

n previous posts I have shared thoughts on
how to be realistic about Samoa’s Tourism
troubles (the perceived crisis is actually just

'situation normal’ here); the role of leadership
(essentially politicians and bureaucrats are not business
people); how to think strategically (a real mission for
Samoans who have had a highly ordered life for
generations); three practical steps for tourism operators
to help themselves (develop niche markets, create
strong productisation and work collaboratively) and the
importance of applying creativity (again a mission for
people who in the main only do anything if they have to, and pretty much leave their thinking to their leaders),
but I cautioned that meaningful change is unlikely here due to leadership and cultural issues (best summarised
by the somewhat obnoxious but accurate phrase 'proud people’).
In this post I finish my commentary on Samoan Tourism by detailing the key to getting it right when moving
forward, that of plugging into what I believe is God’s primary strategic purpose for Samoa, sacrificial giving

in faith. If we get this right, then we will be acting with wisdom. It’s a hard message (to both elucidate and
probably to receive).
Giving is widely recognised as a good thing. The principle
of giving in business called 'giver’s gain’ and is well

Giving is desirable

known and proven. The bible too talks about it being better to give than to receive. Samoa has been a giving
country for a long time, but has (probably) more recently dropped the ball with greed, corruption, self-interest
taking precedence in pretty much all the sectors of society that I have observed.
Whether this is a recent change for the worse or whether it has been the way of life here forever is debateable.
Giving is . . . good
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I hear many of the older people suggest that things were better 'way back then’, and that the real Fa’a Samoa
was . . . [enter your chosen idealism here]. Personally I think that like many countries in the world, self-interest,
greed, corruption and so on has had a freer reign as democracy and business have received a greater worship
from the people, but that the socio-political systems of the earlier days moderated human behaviour a little
more than currently. My point here being two-fold: first, human nature hasn’t changed since the fall, and
secondly that the 'beast’ of democracy and all other man-made, man-centric idols has and will continue to grow
in power and influence until its well predicted and inevitable demise.
This may all be very interesting to some of us, but in the context of Samoan Tourism and the current 'crisis’, it
is actually a moot point. The real issue is that there exists today an inward-looking country in pain; in desperate
need and from what I can see pretty much in the dark.
In my post sacrificial giving, I detailed my understanding that God is calling the supposedly Christian country to
return to its giving nature, albeit this time in faith. I summarised that message thus:
The Lord is wishing to use Samoa to teach and bless the world through sacrificial giving, returning to her roots
of hospitality and the gift economy, but to do this now in faith, rather than for reasons of culture, religion or
economic benefit.
If this is an accurate analysis (and for many reasons I firmly believe that it is) then any person, business,
organisation or sector of society that commences activities in line with this reality will connect with the
generator of the strategy, in this case the Lord.
If God is exists; is good; loves His creation; can be trusted; set the rules for living and has a specific plan for us
then people who fit into His purposes will be blessed or rewarded accordingly no matter their individual. I note
that many times in history God has used those who do not share the Christian faith for His purposes and that
many of His promises of blessing are not conditional. Eat well and you will be healthy, regardless of your own
individual walk of faith. Be good, kind, generous and loving to others on earth and you will in turn be loved and
appreciated by others is a similar concept – and one widely preached.
So people and businesses applying the principle to give, and to do this sacrificially are sure to do well.
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Influencers on giving

One of the saddest things that I observe about the Samoan people is their loss of freedom in giving. Three
types of things have influenced this as far as I can see. The authoritative (vertical), peer pressure (lateral)
and internal issues. They have combined to distort and kill a natural, and beautiful Samoan cultural attribute –
the propensity to give.
1. THE AUTHORITATIVE
The easiest to see and understand influence here is the influence of authoritative (from above) demands for
giving. While there are three control structures in Samoa (the central government, the church and the local
[matai] system of government), it is only really the latter two that matter here. The central government’s role in
influencing giving is called taxation. That’s another matter.
Both the church leaders and the local Matais tend to determine the nature, form, amount and timing of giving
of the people. This hierarchical, top-down structure is generally enforced as well. It is little known outside of
Samoa that many village and church leaders actually legislate church, and to some extent family giving. The
concept that a villager or family will be fined for not attending church is abhorrent to many, but is well known
here although rarely spoken about.
That tithe amounts are actually preset within a small section of society and enforced is also not well known, but
believe me it happens all the time. Boys will come to me saying something like, "I need $100.00 [for the church
donation]". When questioned it will emerge that their leaders had previously determined that this amount was
the requirement that week for each family. It happens all the time. That leadership manipulates to secure
obedience and a very solid funding stream in the midst of the poor of Samoa is beyond question. Matais too
have authority and use it when it comes to receiving gifts from people under their care. Enforced giving is not
real giving. It is simply a form of taxation.
2. PEER PRESSURE
Plenty has been written before about the way that Samoans do things for show. Tourists in the main cannot
know the true motivation of the smiles, the hospitality or even the restitution efforts of people desperate to
avoid shame. It’s not as simple as "well we’re all friendly people, here” all though there is definitely some truth
to that. Our Village Stay hosts genuinely appreciate the opportunity to host Palagi in the homes, but we limit
any one stay to three nights in a row. The main reason is that while a family can handle the stress of caring for a
guest for a day or two or three, the burden of living up to social expectations can be very high. Thus the giving,
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in this case of hospitality, while rewarded commercially is actually highly influenced by what others think. I
could talk a lot more about this with examples in many different areas of tourism and Samoan life, but while the
power of peer pressure is not always immediately obvious to the outsider it is very real, strong and sadly
undermines true giving.
The more astute traveller will say to me, "Dennis, I loved the experience, and they were great to me, but I
couldn’t help but feeling that they were all doing it because they had to!” Well, yes, unfortunately this is largely
true of much in Samoan life!
When travellers work this out (and most of them will eventually), the magic balloon of Paradise in the South
Pacific bursts. Returning to genuine biblical giving will return this magic to wherever sacrifical giving (basically
of freewill love and generosity) occurs.
3. INTERNAL MOTIVATORS
The third and most important influencer on giving is the complex range of internal motivators for giving. These
range from the pure to the selfish. Giving to get (be it for show, at faalavelaves, or leveraging relationships and
opportunities for personal benefit) abounds in Samoa and is the key issue that needs to be addressed within
people committed to change.
When we give in order to get a return, and many a pastor here preaches that if you give to God you will get
blessed, we are actually doing business. When we give to be seen to better than the rest (such as to have a better
looking church) we show our pride. When it is a cultural norms to give and we expect to get as a result of that
giving, we are simply performing a ritual.
On the other hand however, when we give selfessly, purely and simply because it’s the right thing to do,
something very special happens in the hearts of people around us and this is the aspect of giving that Samoa has
lost, and needs to regain before it will see any meaningful lasting change in the way others perceive it, which of
course impacts on tourism.

Palagi feedback

Please listen to this personal feedback message that my various guests have given to me over the last three and a
half years. It’s a paraphrased response and an amalgamation of several dozen people from all walks of life and
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many different regions of the world, not one single communication but it captures the essence of the Palagi
response to Samoa.
It’s a message that many of them would have liked to express, but don’t know how to say it, nor be sure if they
should they even say it, nor to whom even if they had found a way to say it.
It should be noted that we approach our guests (mainly the budget backpacker/voluntourist seeking real-life,
authentic and full engagement with the Samoan people and culture) a little differently to a typical resort owner
who is running a for-profit business.

Dennis, when we first arrived in Samoa you told me to make efforts to remain flexible and nonjudgemental. That was very good advice. We had to!
We’re grateful that you taught us how to slow down and relax, to understand the Samoan
culture and to see the two sides of Samoa. I admit that we did expect something different –
more like the picture postcard photos with white sandy beaches and friendly easy-going people
where nothing would be a problem, but when the other side of Samoa reared it’s head, we
understood things well.
Of course, there were aspects of our Samoan experience that were like a piece of Paradise – we
did enjoy the beaches we stayed at, and there were some people that couldn’t have been more
friendly but you were right and we did experience things that were not the best . . . [enter any
of the usual tourist complaints here].
To be perfectly honest, we loved our time here but are unlikely to return. There’s no one reason
for this, but while Samoa has a lot to offer, and we have learned a lot through our experiences
here, it’s been a mixed bag.
All the best with your ventures . . . etc.
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Note that while this is a typical response, a small percentage leave disillusioned and wouldn’t even speak this
positively. A small percentage would also rave uncritically and re-engage at a moments’ notice!
If I summarise the positive feedback it would be that people of Samoa made it but broke it at the same time.
The unique Samoan culture, lifestyle and environment have a very powerful positive impact on visitors. Of
course as we all know, the dishonesty, greed and the big pretence is a big turnoff.
There are many practical things that Samoa can do but the underlying key issue is that of the heart. If we truly
love our guests, want the best for them and mean it, these other things will quickly come into line.
Ego trips, competitive behaviour, pretence, greed and dishonesty will dissolve also when learn to give, and to
do so sacrificially.

Business Giving

I wish to talk about ways that businesses can fit into the giving mould. I do not mean that we should just give
everything away but to incorporate giving as a way of life, because we have first been given ourselves. Take a
family on the Western end of Lalomanu Beach who live opposite a lovely coconut tree, site of the photo on the
cover of my book, 'A little Slice of Paradise’. It costs $20.00 to park my car outside of her section of the beach,
so for the most part I bypass her part of the beach altogether as my Palagi guests hate the idea that they should
pay for this. I understand the Samoan ways though and that she is fully entitled to charge whatever she likes for
the use of 'her’ beach but if she was to give it to me, and to offer to take the photos for any guest that passed by
and stopped to chat and answer questions about the Samoan culture and offered a back massage, or a meal
tonight with her family and asked for a little donation, she would have much greater understanding, goodwill,
and probably a better, more marketable business and more income.
One of the most stunning experiences a team of my people had was at a resort we had visited for a few hours –
just a photography and information session with five people (not paying guests). Out of the blue, sitting around
their swimming pool talking about the resort, we were all brought a chilled facecloth and a small nip of ice-cold
lemon-grass tea. It was complimentary courtesy of the management. I guess the whole exercise probably cost
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the resort less than $10.00 to deliver, but the experience has stayed with me as a magic one (and I’m sure the
others with me) from the thoughtfulness and the fact that it was a gift16.
I’ve previously shown how being creative with giving (in the field of economics exchanging what we have for
what others have is called the 'gift economy17') can be used to generate business when it never existed before,
but the important thing I am getting at here is actually not what we give, nor who we give to, nor even how we
give, rather the heart and motive behind our giving, for when all said and done, THAT is what captures the
heart of the Palagi. Believe me, I’ve spent a lot of time in Fiji as both a tourist and visiting friends in rural areas
there prior to emigrating to Samoa, and it’s always genuine people that make the difference.
In this regard, Samoa is the great pretender, and Fiji wins hands down. Sure there are problems over there too
but Samoa has a lot of growing up and getting real to do.
I want to finish this difficult message with a short segment of my personal story detailed a lot more in my book.
Hopefully it will help others to grasp the important differences between giving for gain, and giving for benefit
and giving sacrificially. Tourism businesses in Samoa who learn how to apply these principles will never have
any problems with a 'crisis’!

My personal story

I came to Samoa on holiday with my daughter (I used to take my children on overseas holidays one-on-one,
mainly to Fiji and the Gold Coast) but following a sequence of events, including the 2009 Tsunami, a dramatic
personal encounter and some other circumstantial things, I believed that the Lord wanted me here. I established
the SWAP Foundation and attempted to work constructively with the industry and the powers that be, but in
the most part officialdom, gossip and adversity have prevented anything meaningful from happening to date for
SWAP. That’s a deliberate understatement but enough is said about it just for the moment. You’ll just have to
buy the book when it comes out if you want more!
SWAP is a Samoan registered Charitable Trust, a not-for-profit entity established among other things to assist
with tourism and foreign investment. In New Zealand I was connected, successful and was at the top of my

16

I note with great sadness that the resort in question has not done the same for quite a while. It will likely

indicate a subtle change in their management’s values.
17

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gift_economy
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field. In Samoa I am not, yet I continue to give. I give more than good advice. I actually bring hope and more to
those who can humble themselves enough to listen, and who are brave enough to act.
While it might matter to my bank manager (if I had one that is!) it doesn’t matter to me whether I make $100.00
a week or $10,000.00. I’m more concerned that the people that the Lord brings before me – be they guests or
those in the industry – get everything that I can help them with. That way I sleep well at night, others are
blessed and I have a very short account with God.
The day that one taxi driver at the airport, just ONE taxi driver does the same as me, that is recognises that it is
a privilege and not a right to have a client, is that day that I will stop driving out to the airport at all sorts of
ungodly hours of the day and night (to save my clients from the Mexican-style greeting "Taxi! Taxi! Taxi!” that
just teaches the Palagi tourist the truth that many Samoans just want their money). I will give that good man all
my airport transfer business, then I’ll do anything I can to help market and promote that dude’s business all
over the Internet. I’ll aim make him so famous and busy that he will be begging me to stop sending him
business! That’s the heart of the real Samoan hospitality that’s the key to applying wisdom, defined as knowing
the heart and mind of God in any particular situation. Note that it is not marketing, nor the STA, nor the
government, nor clever business ideas, nor expensive overseas experts.
It’s not hard to give a little bit of TLC, except on our egos.
The amazing and so very simple thing is that if we do it because it is good, right and proper; because we believe
the Good Book; because He first did the right thing for us . . . then surely He has plenty of ways to use us and
bless us, does He not? So here’s the message again:
The Lord is wishing to use Samoa to teach and bless the world through sacrificial giving, returning to her roots
of hospitality and the gift economy, but to do this now in faith, rather than for reasons of culture, religion or
economic benefit.
It’s possible that many will nod their heads and agree. I’ve pretty much had this almost automatic response
from wherever I’ve shared it in person, but the challenge is to engage and act. I’ve predicted throughout this
series on Samoan Tourism that nothing substantive will change. I still stand behind that prediction on the
surface but there is always the potential that some take up the cause and do the right thing, for the right reason.
To those who connect with the above message, may I suggest that look around you at your own business, staff,
family and friends and find others who are not after themselves but who do 'get it’. Go and work with them,
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and encourage them, ignoring the talkers, the dreamers, the ones with power and the ones just in it for
themselves.
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Tuila'epa on Samoa Tourism Crisis

P

rime Minister and Minister of Tourism, Tuila’epa
wrote to the members of the Samoa Hotel
Association on 6 June 2013.

His letter follows with my comments intertwined.

Dear Members,
Of late I noted with great excitement a sense of
awareness in the Tourist Industry to do something to
grow your industry, a kind of reawakening after a
long slumber, which to me is a very healthy development.

I agree that pain is usually a precursor to action. I do find this first sentence however a little patronising.
Tuila’epa is not liked widely – respected, yes. Liked, not really. A lot of this comes from his style, which can be
very offensive to the Samoan sensitivities. Some of his style is tongue-in-cheek. Some of it is deliberate windup. I’m not sure what it is here but it was a little odd to read it put this way! He does write though as he speaks
which makes it a lot easier to understand.
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Let me demonstrate why I am excited. A few weeks ago, a critic charged the Government that
is has failed miserably in developing business in Savai’i. The International port has been built
and no ship has berthed in it as of recent times. And my response was, Government builds the
infrastructure and the Private Sector takes over from there. It is not the business of
Government to keep spoon-feeding the business community. There is a limit to what the
Government can do.

Tuila’epa is right. What he fails to say though is that slapping up a development, being it a wharf, building or
tourism something or other without a good working relationship with the community is a failure to govern. He
works hard in the villages to retain power and keep in with the political power-base but as far as I can see he
drops the ball frequently when others on his team get in the way or drop the ball. Tourism is a good example of
this as far as I can see.

But 14 billion years ago, God Created the Universe. When Adam and Eve, our first Parents
were created, God gave them Paradise with a certain condition to observe. That condition was
not observed. When God asked what happened, Adam blamed Eve – "that woman you gave
me” Eve for her defence blamed the snake "the Devil”. From our first Parents the habit of
"finger pointing” began.

Again Tui has a good point but it’s a little like the pot calling the kettle black though and I’ve never heard him
apologise or admit failure or wrongdoing. Many will call him on this perceived hypocrisy.
In regards to the 14 billion years ago comment, where on earth did he dredge that figure up from? The bible
speaks about seven literal days of creation, a global flood only a few thousand years after that event and then
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recorded history of only 4,000 years. Any interpretation outside a world of up to 10,000 years old is extrabiblical and to preach this message from a supposedly Christian country is an anathema to the faith.

You will recall that Adam and Eve were then driven out of Paradise, and the indictment for
that very first sin was "you will earn your food through the sweat of your labour”. Adam’s sons
were Cain and Abel. Cain killed Abel though a minor difference of opinion and that murder
was the first in mankind. Thus the evils that we have today are not new.
This biblical story I am quoting has much connotation in the events in the Tourism Industry
in these past few days.
Several months ago, I requested one distinguished member of the Tourism Industry to prepare
certain statistics for my own information plus his views on the current status of the Industry. I
am thankful that the report has come now to me an hour ago and after reading it, it
strengthens my belief that if there is something that needs to be done urgently – it is the
needed change to the conservative mindset of the industry members. You need to be proactive
hence my thoughts to put to paper these thoughts to you all.

I’d go a lot further back than this and call the PM on the idea of "recent notification” of trouble in the industry.
I first spoke with his then Minister of Tourism Misa Telefoni in October of 2009 and advised him in writing
that the tourism industry would NOT bounce back as he was touting. My 3,000 word report was accurate, and
ignored. Sonja too is very aware of trouble within the industry!
I have sounded one constant message to the PM in person and in writing since Q2 2010 that if Samoa
continues to do what it is currently doing that it will continue to get what it has always done. Except for a year
in which I didn’t make contact with him, he has had accurate, serious and practical advice from this Palagi. The
PM has viewed many of SWAP’s ideas, activities and opinions over the last three years.
It is surely convenient that a recent report by a senior leader landed on his table. The truth is that there is a lot
more than what he has said and that politicians reserve the right to share the truth in a light that is favourable to
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themselves. Some of that opportunism is valid such as retaining some information for political purposes but
rest assured that the PM is no fool who has suddenly become aware of stress within the Tourism industry or his
department!

I shall begin by telling you what the Government does – the Government includes the STA,
MCIL, Customs, Inland Revenue, Telecommunications, Ministry of Works, Education
etc.etc.etc.

•
•
•

We build the infrastructure – you take over from there.

We give you incentives, either you take it or leave it. We cannot force you.

We build and improve telecommunications – so that you can market through the
internet.

•

We set up (with the help of our donor partners) educational facilities to educate and
train your workers and improve your services.

•

We invest heavily in transport (to fly in visitors to our shores). This week I will fly to
Hawai’i to talk to Hawaiian Air to extend its flights to-Pago-to-Apia to promote more
American visitors to our shores. In 1999, you will recall that we had 2 B737s and one
B767 planes

•

We actively spend moneys on hosting events in Apia – Regional conferences, sports
competitions, and UN Conferences and bring participants to fill your hotels

•

We also promote the hotel industry by proactively funding our sports men and sports
women for greater exposure of our country in the World’s most popular sports, e.g.
Rugby 7s and Rugby 15s.
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•

With the assistance of our donor partners, we make available development funds at
concession rates for development.

All good stuff.

These efforts cost billions of dollars. Sure the Government can take a horse to the waters but
we cannot force it to drink.

True!

The three hotel that I always marvel at their pro-activeness to improve their business are Aggie
Grey’s, Sea Breeze and Tanoa Tusitala. Why don’t you all copy their style? Aggie Grey’s
achieved world fame because she took the trouble to personally welcome and farewell their
clients at a time of the day when other hotel chiefs were asleep.

So simple – she cared; she gave the punter what they wanted; she worked! All three businesses quoted know
their stuff and to some extent do their own thing marketing-wise.

hy don’t you do what the Fijian Hotels do? They give attractive packages and they quote in
Fijian dollars!
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The Government cannot force you to do that. If you make your packages more attractive to
New Zealand and Australian visitors than your Fijian competitors, you will certainly get the
visitors and fill your hotel rooms.

This is a very simplistic concept and the PM misses so much here that it is not funny! The Prime Minister is not
the one who should be thinking these things through though. It should be the CEO working with the Board
and experts from the industry. Samoa does not need to copy Fiji but it does need to remove a lot of negativity
and introduce some positive well-thought-out innovative action.

The Government will continue to try and attract a big investor in a resort that can attract B747
flights to Samoa thus bring more visitors to fill your accommodations.

Personally I do not think this is the answer. As I say in this free eBook, making a small bad business bigger just
makes a bigger bad business most of the time. There are many other things that can and should be done first.

But you must play your role.

Yes, a good wakeup call from the PM and Minister of Tourism!
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The Government cannot do everything for you. The visitor industry has changed a lot since the
inception of the Internet. Wake up now and change you mind-set or you will sink because of
your failure to change.

Bam! In the face and very direct.

Tuilaepa Fatialofa Lupesoli’ai Sa’ilele Malielegaoi
PRIME MINISTER

I’m impressed with some aspects of this communiqué but this is the very thing that the CEO of STA can never
support effectively. While the PM angers people and rubs them up the wrong way frequently, he is respected
for his no-nonsense directness. She is not and thus the ball gets dropped right there.
The problem for Tuila’epa is that Sonja is 'his girl’ and the industry can’t work with her productively as they
generally don’t trust her. Again it comes down to the failure of his team down the chain of command and his
limited ability to follow through. The PM is constantly putting out fires in all the wrong places when he should
really be stoking fires in all the right places.
Responsibility for inefficiency must eventually come back to him, as it usually does. He is limited in his time
though and from what I can see he cannot really do justice to the portfolio. Status quo therefore remains and
will remain.
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I know the various constraints that the PM works under – political, cultural, bureaucratic and financial, but if he
really wanted to sort things properly, I believe that he could. Letters like this are good, but when there are
undercurrents and trouble within the ranks the many good words above remain hollow, for many in Samoa at
least.
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Samoa Tourism Crisis Questions

T

he CEO of the STA, Papali’i Sonja Hunter has responded to criticism from the media and those
within the Tourism industry with a "long letter18", but according to the Samoa Observer the following
questions remain unanswered.

They will very likely continue to be 'ignored’ for a long time, so my assistance follows:

Outstanding Questions 19

The questions outstanding are:
1. What do you think the biggest issue(s) facing tourism is at the moment?
Unquestionably the biggest issue facing Samoan tourism is limited vision, followed by differing degrees of lack
in marketing integrity, fragmentation, lack of creativity, and poor sense of reality. No amount of power politics,
strategic planning, law-making or the seeking of foreign investment will change the results Samoa is getting or
will ever get. Doing the same thing year after year and expecting different results is normally recognised as a
sign of insanity.
2. How does the STA define what a tourist is?
This is in some ways a trick question probably designed to entrap the STA because un-confusing the
VFR/Tourism market statistics will immediately expose the reality. The big elephant in the room here is that
VFR (Visiting Friends and Relatives) rules and always has done. The actual tourist industry is very small.
Published figures and commentary are carefully selected and are essentially propaganda designed to obfuscate
and paint a rosy picture. I just count the numbers of passengers embarking the planes; analyse the arriving
nationalities (Samoan/Palagi); look around me at the various resorts I visit; chat with real people coming and
18

http://www.dennis.co.nz/2013/06/sonja-hunter-on-samoan-tourism-crisis/

19

http://www.samoaobserver.ws/other/tourism/5578-tourism-head-admits-tough-times
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going and speak to the individual tourist operators direct. It’s more work, but it’s a much more honest, reliable
gauge of the industry. I want to know the truth and my take is actually based on reality as I see and hear it. This
approach has also never let me down yet and really gets up the noses of those with agendas and other interests!
This is real qualitative data.
3. Operators in the industry are calling the situation a "crisis”. Do you agree? Why / Why
not?
No politician or bureaucrat, especially in Samoa, would ever admit to a failure. As I explained in detail in the
free eBook 'Connecting the DOTS – analysing the Samoan Tourism Crisis' there is no crisis. Sonja is totally
correct though that "times are tough”. This is situation normal and will likely continue this way for years to
come.
4. In the same manner, the Prime Minister has brushed off these claims saying the
government has done all it can for the industry. In a recent interview he said "what seems
to be happening is the industry is fighting among itself and its members”. Do you agree
with this?
The Prime Minister is right. I explain more in the free eBook about what the industry is missing and does
wrong but government is not responsible for any industry that fails to perform or has unrealistic expectations.
What the PM has not acknowledged though (and will likely never do publicly) is that he has real and substantial
problems within his own department – both by failures and the very nature of the department (which is of
course a bureaucracy).
5. Francois Matel says that occupancy rates have not changed for six years. He quoted
figures from both the STA and the SBS saying that there is 29,000 people staying in hotels
year in and year out – that it hasn’t changed. How do you think this issue could be
addressed?
No government department that is seeking and receiving increased funding can accept figures that report status
quo! This would raise questions as to their effectiveness and in fact their very existence. Just as no man would
ever agree with his wife when she called his proud new vehicle a 'lemon’ but would instead point out all the
good points of his recent purchase, so too will the CEO address the positive things that they have achieved, and
perhaps intend to do/achieve.
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6. Going by these figures, do you think the marketing strategy of the STA needs to be
reassessed? If so how?
Yes, definitely! A major reassessment is vital if things need to change, but don’t expect that with the current
people in power. There are many areas of concern I have with existing leadership and policies within Tourism
in Samoa. Don’t get me started! Some of the biggies are – confused marketing messages – conferences, beaches,
culture, hotels in Apia, make up your mind! Then we try to take on the incumbents Fiji, Bali and the Gold
Coast head-on! We ignore the VFR market which is the easiest and most cost-effective to reach and encourage
with potentially massive ROI. Then we don’t do anything different year after year, waste marketing
opportunities, and pretend that the Tsunami is all history when it was a billion dollar godsend because of the
goodwill it created towards Samoa! We can’t measure the results of our current marketing efforts and the
budget is near enough to zippo for the most powerful communications and marketing system in the history of
mankind (the Internet). Don’t even think about any strategy for using it effectively and creatively! There’s a
confused traditional media advertising that has no measurement techniques and current industry systems favour
the government, marketers, wholesalers and retailers. If you want results in business you pay the salespeople.
Do this strategically at a country level and things will change! Just fire the advertising companies and fat middlemen who do nothing much then employ the people who will sell something with the same money and you’ll see
a massive turnaround within a month! As I detail in the free eBook, nothing should be done in marketing unless
it can be measured. Only a government can spend more; get less and then actually justify themselves! In
business that manager would get fired! Everything spent within the STA should be justified by measurable
bums on beaches/bed. If something doesn’t bring a measurable benefit – don’t do it. If it does bring benefit, do
it more! Internet technologies with modern systems and good creative use of those systems can report results
real-time. Don’t hold your hat in the department. Sonja doesn’t understand how to use the Internet creatively
and is fearful of risk-taking. She’s out of her depth. STA has made several strategic blunders since the 2009
Tsunami that I won’t go into here but I could write a book about them. The way forward though is to use
creativity in business, a government willing to listen and work with those in the industry, and good working
relationships. It would probably be a first for Samoa though!
7. If the number of people staying in hotels hasn’t changed – why are more resorts being
built? It seems odd when the demand isn’t there.
People build resorts for many reasons in Samoa. Profit or good business sense is not always a primary
motivator in a country recognised as doing things for show. Many a beach fale operator will establish a small
budget operation and then expect STA to deliver a miracle. This is unrealistic. It may be that the industry does
turn a corner at some point in the future though and those who invested and propped up their businesses
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during quiet times could benefit first in the future. This is normal business reality. I explain more in the free
eBook.
8. Mr Martel also says for the industry to be profitable there needs to be an increase of five
percent in real tourists not VFRs. Do you agree?
There are several assumptions in this question that may not submit to scrutiny very well. More business does
not always mean better business. Improving a small bad business is best achieved by making a small business
into a small good business. The same people spending more for example (value-adding), or the same numbers
but an operator spending less helps a business. If only a small percentage of people intend to return, then
building that one repeat-business sector and killing off the one-time visitors can increase long-term benefit to
the business, the industry and the country. If growth of 5% is desired – what of? It’s not an easy question to
answer and it impacts on the strategic purposes from each individual operator as well as STA.
9. In the same interview as the one mentioned above, the Prime Minister says the "tourists
are already here now it’s their turn to keep these tourists happy and wanting to come
back.” Going by what was said last night by the various tourism operators, do you agree
with this statement?
I agree. The PM is onto it, even though he will cover for STA. What will never be revealed by the STA is the
results of any honest exit survey in Samoa. Trust me, it is not pretty. More in the free eBook.
10. The Prime Minister also said that the tour operators are not doing their part to boost
the industry? Do you think this is true?
Yes, but only to a point. Samoa as a preferred tourist destination is very low on the radar. Some operators do
their own thing and pretty much ignore the STA. These guys build their own brands, work their own niches and
do comparatively well. It’s no coincidence that when they ignore the STA they do better because they limit the
talk and maximise the work and are the achievers. The problem though that I see is not that they do not
promote at all, it is that they do not do it well because they miss the key points of developing niches,
productising and working collaboratively. Add in the self-centricity that is common here, plus the limited smallthinking of most Samoan businesses and there is a massive loss of opportunity in marketing efforts. As I
mention in the free eBook, it is not impossible or difficult for individual operators to affect change, but it is
with the current egos involved.
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11. One of the reasons I feel the industry has suffered is the loss is due to the cutting of
the Sydney/Auckland – LA flight that passed through here. What has been done to address
this issue, say perhaps asking Air Pacific to run a flight direct from LA to Apia? If not, why
not?
This may have been one factor in the stress of the industry but a switched-on industry working with effective
leadership would have used it as an opportunity to build other relationships and even have prevented the
situation occurring in the first place. Responding positively two years after the event is better than not at all but
it proves the point that relationships are so poor and ineffective that a business (Air NZ) had to make such a
dramatic decision in the first place.

Comments

Media questions like this are good, to a point, but they actually miss the key issues that I detailed in my free
eBook. Government is not 'responsible’ per se for the industry alone, and the industry has a responsibility to
step up and do their thing, as the PM has said. STA certainly has some serious explaining to do in my books
though!
If the media want to really understand issues, including the performance of the various players – i.e. STA, the
SHA, and the industry, they should be asking questions relating to:
The vision that the government (and STA) have for the tourism industry. In the 3 1/2 years I have been
watching I have observed the STA playing politics very badly and ignoring much good advice. I explain more in
the free eBook, but while she has been there for yonks and probably holds a steady ship, Sonja is 'away with the
fairies’ in some departments, from what I’ve seen.
The role of the STA board in setting vision – who the board is leaning on for guidance and advice; the nature
of their relationship with the CEO and her team; their attitude and approach to the industry and how effective
this is (and has been in regards to the previous board). These issues get heavy but they are key ones about the
behind the scenes situation.
The actual nature of the relationship between the STA and others in the industry (namely the STA
Board/Minister, the SHA, the SSTA, and key industry players) under the term of the current CEO. To find out
the real situation here, just pick any three random tourist operators and ask them each one simple open-ended
question about the STA and their relationship with the industry. Then you will know the REAL story!
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New activities, promotions, ideas, technologies and concepts discussed or introduced since the 2009 Tsunami.
I’ve seen a couple of nice ones but I know of other good ones that have been stymied through politics and BS.
I predict that there will be nothing substantial or particularly smart coming from the STA with the current
leadership, but asking these questions about what is actually new will reveal the reality at present – nothing
much. These are key questions covering key issues and should avoid the usual negativity and knocking that
often occurs in Samoa.
The transparency of and processes for measuring expenditure. Prepare for a rude awakening trying to seek a
clear picture on what came in, from where, where it went and a measure of what it actually achieved. Concrete
block walls and lots of head banging will likely follow!
The role of the Christian faith in a high profile industry in a country supposedly 'Founded Upon God’. If
Christianity is the national religion and the current practices in Samoa are what the industry is proud of, then no
Palagi that I’ve had the privilege of escorting around here will EVER convert to Christianity after visiting
Samoa. Asking questions about faith in Samoa leads to religion, not faith with serious church attendance and
leadership issues; concerns with wealth distribution and monetary practices and a mix of emotions from
genuine concern, through bemusement to total disgust. Tourists get over the beaming Samoan smile very
quickly when they encounter a plethora of sins from greed, lust, arrogance, indifference and more at the coalface. I have an entire chapter of the free eBook on this subject, but should the Samoan people as a whole start
to really care about their guests and love them in the way that they seek to be loved, she will have a tourism
industry the envy of the world and bring the name of the Lord back into repute. Doubt it not!
Such inquiries will reveal the picture much better than questions that assume the Government is 'responsible’
for the tourism industry.
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Samoa Observer on Tourism Crisis

M

ata’afa Keni
Lesa, editor
of the Samoa

Observer, the main daily newspaper of Samoa responded to Prime Minister Tuila’epa’s comments to members
of the Samoa Hotel Association20.
My comments intertwine his.
The Samoa Observer seems to oscillate between a tabloid, white-knight for the down-and-out or those with a
gripe and a checksum for government depending on who is wielding the sword pen for the day. The phase of
the moon and availability of newsworthy items might also affect their output. While there are often more
questions than answers from the team, occasionally a pearl of wisdom slips through.
I think that Keni is too hard on the PM claiming that he is wiping his hands of the troubles in the industry,
when he tells them to get their act together, but he does ask good questions at the end of his piece as to the
'missing’ vision. Rest assured that I can easily fill that void if given half a chance!
Keni says:

On Tuesday this week, a letter from Prime Minister Tuilaepa Sa’ilele Malielegaoi to
members of the Samoa Hotels Association was published on the front page of your newspaper
[Samoa Observer].
He made some interesting points. Coming from the leader of this country, they warrant our
attention and scrutiny.

20

Tourism, Tuilaepa and those horses http://www.samoaobserver.ws/editorial/5406-tourism-tuilaepa-and-those-horses
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First, Prime Minister Tuilaepa told the membership of the Samoa Hotels Association to be
"proactive” and do some work.

They not only need to do some work, they need to do some quality work. That’s not quite as easy as grabbing a
machete and clearing land or building a resort. It requires experience, vision, creativity, commitment and a lot
more that is missing from the industry.

In doing so, he basically washed his government’s hands clean of the so-called 'crisis’ the
tourism industry is in, saying the government has done their bit for tourism.

No he didn’t. He never mentioned taking responsibility for any crisis, nor did he admit to any crisis. Putting
words into someone’s mouth then shooting down those words is called straw-man arguing and is disingenuous
at the least. I’m with the big-man on this one although in my books he doesn’t get off scott-free though for
other reasons.

"The Government cannot do everything for you,” he wrote. "The visitor industry has
changed a lot since the inception of the Internet. Wake up now and change your mind-set or
you will sink because of your failure to change.”

The PM is right. In some ways it is a faulty mindset but it comes from inexperience, is a cultural thing and yes, a
little immaturity if we’re honest!
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Well that’s a pretty shocking way to respond at a time when members of industry are looking
at what the government can do to help.
There is no doubt that tourism is struggling in this country for several reasons, which have
already been discussed on these pages.
But at a time when the industry needs strong and bold leadership to weather the storm, the
Prime Minister – who is the Minister of Tourism by the way – is basically saying 'tough luck,
you’re on your own.’
According to Tuilaepa, the Government has done its part. Among a host of things they’ve
done, he pointed out that they have provided the necessary infrastructure such as
telecommunication means, airlines and given incentives to encourage industry members.
"These efforts cost billions of dollars,” Tuilaepa said. "Sure the Government can take a
horse to the waters but we cannot force it to drink.”

Raising the matters of horses may be clever word-plays or some form of jesting or journalistic one-upmanship
that pretty-much goes over my head but the point remains that there is only so much the government can (and
should do) for one particular industry.
I would state my opinion that the government has failed to deliver and has been naive and lacking strategic
direction and more, but that is secondary to the principle that an industry must be responsible for its own
conduct FIRST. I remember sitting in an AGM of the Samoa Association of Manufacturers and Exporters
(SAME) when I first came to Samoa. They had received a reduced funding allowance from the government that
year down to $10,000.00WST. There was lament that Tourism got millions but they were reduced, probably
they gathered for non-performance.
I looked through their annual budget and observed annual expenditure of $8,000.00WST for their food at their
monthly meetings. At 80% of what they had been given spent on food, no wonder their industry was getting
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less from the authorities! I never attended another SAME meeting and found it difficult to see that sector
thriving with a poverty mindset like that.
If tourism doesn’t get their act together and shake a leg, as the PM says, he’ll put the funds available elsewhere
I’m sure, hopefully where they will generate value somewhere for Samoa.

What’s with the Prime Minister’s fascination with horses these days? First he calls some
government officials "kokemi solofanua le pelia” and now he’s calling members of the tourism
industry "horses.”
The more you read these little epistles from our Prime Minister, the more you’ve got to
worry about his thinking. Why not a pig, a cow or a cat perhaps?

Please? Only in Samoa would an editor speak about/to a Prime Minister like this!

In any case, believe it or not, if the state of tourism in Samoa today was to be that horse, it
could probably drink an entire lake. The horse is so thirsty it is dying. Surely, even the
dumbest of horses wouldn’t be silly enough to die next to a river.
The problem is that the horse cannot see the river. All it can see is barren land and a
confused jockey. What’s worse is that, if the government was to be the jockey, it appears the
jockey is just as confused as the horse.
So we’ve got a scenario now where both the jockey and the horse are confused. And when
push comes to shove, they will become enemies because they both don’t know where they’re
going. Whereas you’ve got one thirsty and frustrated horse dying to get to the water, the jockey
is so tired and confused all he wants to do is get on and ride the horse.
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If they don’t find the river, they will both eventually collapse and rot to pieces.
Which is something we don’t want to happen to our tourism industry.
Our fear at this stage is that judging from the Prime Minister’s letter, it appears the jockey
has run out of ideas about how to lead the horse to the river. Which is alarming.

We return to decent conversation now and Keni is starting to get the real picture. It is not that the government
is not doing anything, or that they have wasted precious resources (although I know for a fact that they have) it
is that they lack vision and creativity and the ability to lead.

First and foremost, the Prime Minister is the Minister of Tourism. Why is he blaming the
industry members for the poor state of tourism?
The bottom line is that the buck stops with the Government and the Minister. Taxpayers of
this country – including those poor hotel owners – have entrusted them with the task of
attracting tourists to Samoa.
It is why millions of taxpayers’ money and aid are pumped into the Samoa Tourism
Authority every year.

I have identified questions that should be asked by people interested in the performance of the STA. There are
glaring issues over leadership, performance and vision that DO lead back through the ranks to the CEO, the
Board and the Minister and yes, the buck does stop with him but he is no more responsible for "attracting
tourists” than they are to sell more of his newspaper.
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So instead of blaming everyone, why can’t the Prime Minister stop his little games and look
deeply within his Ministry to find out what is really going on? Why is it that it’s always
someone else’s fault?

Tuila’epa is a powerful political man utilising political tools at his disposal for whatever purpose he so wishes.
He’s NOT going to answer to "idiots” as he calls them just because someone calls 'crisis’. When the chips are
down, he will defend himself and his appointees, staff, administration, party and reputation unto death. The way
to deal with people who blame others is to find their weak spots, get the inside story and play politics in return
back better. Taking pot shots shows him that Keni and Samoa Observer are no real threat. Asking specific
knowledgeable questions however and the ball-game may change.
Finding serious specific issues with decision-making and publishing such corruption, or incompetence, and
calling a spade a spade in the face of obfuscation puts defensive bureaucrats and gun-shy politicians on the back
foot so that good things can then happen but those that want accountability and real action need to know their
specific target and think through how to achieve their goal.
David knew where to strike Goliath and went for the kill. Sniping in the dark only reveals ones’ whereabouts
and incompetence.

Give and take, the Prime Minister makes some valid points about what the industry
members should do. They too have a vital role to play and they need to pull their weight.
But Tuilaepa, his tourism staff are paid ridiculous sums of money by this country to develop
the tourism industry. If the tourism industry is dying, they cannot detach themselves and say
it’s not our fault.
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That is the height of irresponsibility and arrogance.

Agreed, it could easily be, but it is also reality.

This is a time when the tourism industry needs strong leadership. It needs people who can
stand up and say, 'right we are here because of this and that but now it’s time we do this to get
to where we need to go.’
Imagine how members of the Samoa Hotels Association would embrace such an approach
from the government? Imagine if the Prime Minister addressed them in a nice and positive
way, motivating them to look past the problems of today? It’s possible.

I don’t think it’s as simple as just the PM. He has appointed a CEO with a very poor capacity to build
relationships, teams and trust. Both of them will need to alter their approach in order to lead effectively.

Instead, this business of talking down and ridiculing people as if everyone are all just a
bunch of "idiots” has been going on for too long.
It has got to stop if the jockey wants the horse to perform to its full potential. Otherwise
constantly whipping a horse sees the jockey risk
getting bucked.
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The word to think about is vision. Where is the vision? Which direction are we going as a country? Who is
supposed to give those directions? Have you ever heard of the saying when the blind leads the blind?
With this I shout "Amen!” These are the key issues that Samoa finds it so hard to deal with. The PM does work
hard, but he is not a visionary at heart. I detail the difference between a true visionary and entrepreneur in my
free eBook – Connecting the DOTS – analysing the Samoa Tourism Crisis.
Answering these very questions of vision-setting, as well as risk-taking will help the industry to lift itself and the
government to achieve. It’s certainly not doing as well as it could.

Until next time!

A nice way to part.
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Sonja Hunter on Samoa Tourism Crisis

C

EO of the Samoa Tourism Authority (STA)
finally responded to claims of a crisis in the
Samoan Tourism industry and delivered a letter

to the Samoa Observer in which she states what STA has
done and is doing, and a little bit of what they will be doing to
build the Samoan Tourism industry.
My comments follow:
The letter is professional to a point, but flat. It lacks vision,
relevance and detail but is full of good, correct words, many
meaningless to the industry, which will very likely just yawn as
a result. It is no surprise – I predicted a defensive response.
That one mere document, weeks after the issue became ‘news’, is her response to a hurting industry speaks
volumes about her willingness to engage meaningfully and her capacity to build trust. They are both barely
measurable.

Progress is a process and tourism is everyone s business

Recent Tourism Market Research reveals that the top five desired characteristics that
influence most people in the selection of their holiday destination in the Pacific are:
1. good value for money;
2. Beautiful Beaches and Sea;
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3. safe and politically stable nation;
4. Quality Resorts and Hotels; and
5. Authentic culture.
These and nine other characteristics are used to measure Samoa’s market performance and
brand footprint in the source markets, and against those of our pacific island neighbours.

Sonja starts without acknowledging the industries concerns, not addressing the reason for her communiqué.
Poor form.
The points are interesting but she makes a massive assumption here that indicates the mindset of a bureaucrat –
that Samoa should compete with incumbents. I teach that we succeed in business when we are first, best or
different. All three will usually ensure success. Samoa Tourism wants to take others head-on who have been
there for decades and who are much better than what Samoa is – in virtually every aspect. This is pure strategic
suicide and a core reason why STA will never achieve their dreamed-for miracle, ever.

We rate highly in 2. Beautiful Beaches and 5. authentic traditional culture but not too well
with all the other top 3 characteristics. I disagreed with the researchers and claimed that we
should score highly only to be told that; ‘it is not about what we say it is, but is about what the
market perceives’. So Samoa still has much to do but has also progressed much work in
ensuring that the top 5 characteristics are established and well promoted.

Samoans get offended very easily. Realism is a struggle in a country of proud people concerned about
appearances, and their reputation. I understand this well and Sonja represents her culture very well and with the
epitome of dignity. Unfortunately however the Palagi and business reality are at the other end of the ball-park!
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It is this end of the playing field that I have come from, and getting Samoans to tell it how it is, giving the Palagi
what they want; plus be open, honest and pragmatic is a mission of Herculean proportions!
How you could argue that Samoa is value for money (1) compared to others like Fiji/Bali is beyond me.
Arguing that Samoa is ‘safe’ (3) is highly debatable and not a binary question (‘safety’ has many different aspects
to it) but political stability (3) is a two-edged sword. Corruption-free and stable would be something in Samoa
to shout about though! Quality (4) if it means a construction does exist in pockets here but if it means quality of
experience excluding the cultural thing, then Samoa struggles.

It is known that Tourism Development is of course in the hands of the Developers, but this
of course is guided by the tourism legislation and policy documents established through the
tourism sector consultations such as the Samoa Tourism Development Plan 2009 – 2013,
Tourism Workforce Development Plan 2012, National Tourism Climate Change Adaptation
Strategy, Samoa Accommodation Standards for Beach Fales; Samoa Accommodation
Standards for Hotels; Samoa Tourism Development Act 2012; and the recently passed Canine
Control Act 2013 with the Ministry of Police and Prisons to ensure a safer Samoa.

Sounds great! So everything is good then?
The industry will yawn and important governmental stuff will surely happen in due course! Most of this is just
big words that go over most of our heads. If it does me, then sure as eggs many of the tourism operators have
very little chance of grasping the significance. These are highly self-centric words that will have very little
impact. I do not however denigrate the activities she mentions.

Ongoing marketing development projects include the Samoa Tourism Website
www.samoa.travel which holds the number 1 or 2 spots on the 1st page of the search engines
for Samoa, and is the digital marketing tool that answers most overseas enquiries.
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It is the same website www.samoa.travel that has since its establishment in 2008 converted
interest to real sales for the hotels and tour companies.

I know a bit about websites. I know a lot about the STA website. That it is the same website as five years ago
may be a source of pride to the CEO. I would hang my head in shame and be crucified if I said that in any
commercial situation, let alone at a national level. I do not want to knock others but the website is the perfect
public face and presentation of the bureaucratic reality that it is old, bereft of ideas and proud of something
done in the past!
There are too many issues with the STA not understanding the importance, power and use of the Internet that
range from the Minister to the Board to the CEO and the Marketing Staff that I will just say this – the STA
needs help, badly, and fast. Sonja – you really need help!

A booking engine was added in late December 2009 to assist the small to medium hotels and
beach fale accommodation following a request from the owners to assist marketing efforts,
whilst the larger and Deluxe Beachfront properties benefited from the STA Samoa branded
Television, Newspaper, Magazine, e-zines direct marketing and/or travel trade coordinated
campaigns with the Tour Wholesalers or Travel Trade.

I don’t know what she means in most of this. The booking engine was a good development – in 2009! This is
2013 however and we measure progress in technology in quarters now, not multiples of years. She is so far
behind the curve that it is not funny!
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TOUGH TIMES

In our first Samoa Tourism Exchange in the last week of October 2008 (STE2008) the South
Pacific Tourism Organisation CEO informed our tourism industry that global events will
impact on tourism in the region, such as the Global Financial Crisis.

Excuse me? When was this? 2008? Five years ago somebody said something at one of their talk fests? Spare me
days! All this talk about the past is just insane! This is mid way through 2013 and the market is connected,
discerning and sophisticated. STA is not.

Since then Samoa like all the other nations who are dependent on tourism has continued to
do all possible within available resources to attract tourists for all purposes of visit, and
including efforts to attract the special interest niches such as the overseas film productions
(Survivor in 2009 and 2011); meetings and conferences, soft adventure sports such as fishing,
diving, golfing and of course leisure holiday travel segments as in family holidays, weddings,
honeymoons, school groups etc.

Defense under fire.

Whilst visitor numbers were increasing other events which impacted on tourism growth,
were the natural disasters with the tsunami in 2009 and Cyclone Evans recently in December
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2012. The government and the development partners are assisting with recovery efforts both in
reconstruction and marketing.

Great! So everything is going fine?

We also sometimes fail to acknowledge the source market conditions and the natural
disasters that have also affected their holiday travel plans with earthquakes, flooding and
tsunamis, cyclones, volcanic ash clouds etc.

This is the first point so far that I agree with Sonja unreservedly on (that people are not generally aware of the
extent of stresses in the source markets), but what we differ on however is the approach on how to deal with
this. A strategist looks at ways to capitalise on these issues as opportunities, rather than justify status quo, or
explaining away failure. I’ll give you just one example – the Christchurch earthquake. Do you know what it
would have done to the Samoa Tourism Industry if STA had done a quick whip around just a few key resorts
here in Samoa and secured just 5% of available unused inventory and given it to the people of Christchurch
after the earthquake?
HEADLINE: Lost a lot in the quake? The people of Samoa understand your adversity and want to help you out. Come over
here for [free/half-price] accommodation and we’ll [enter special offer here].
A hundred or a thousand opportunities could result from just one hour’s work and a bit of creativity and of
course the guts to do it – and I mean this in ANY niche, region, demographic or industry.
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Pleasant conditions and events in source markets also impacts on holiday travel as in the
case of the Rugby World Cup in New Zealand in 2011 and the changing of the New Zealand
school holidays that had all the New Zealanders staying back to enjoy the world event. This
impact was cushioned by the Survivor Reality Show filming in Samoa from the month of
March to September 2011.
The enjoyment of a longer summer in New Zealand by citizens this year rather than flying to
warmer climates for holidays had also affected travel numbers from our main source market.

I think Sonja has every right to highlight reasons why tourism is down. I appreciate hearing these from
someone who would know. In the context of a delayed, defensive position however these sound more like
excuses. They are not, but they will be seen by many as excuses. The difficulty Sonja has is that the STA does
not speak in the context of widespread credibility when giving the reasons for stresses on the tourist numbers.

The Geo-political events according to tourism reviews discourages anyone to travel as
people feel safer at home rather than fly into an area of civil unrest or of any kind of danger,
and Travel Advisers by Governments warn citizens of the dangers that they may encounter also
impacts on travel plans and ours points to fierce dogs and other unpleasant reported events.
Hence the government’s drive to pass the Canine Control Bill, which has since rendered
commitment from the traditional development partners will assist with the canine campaign
for a Safer Samoa.

I’m sure that she means Travel Advisories here, the advice given by governments to their citizens travelling
overseas. Any move to deal with roaming dogs, particularly in Apia is good. Again, Samoa’s way of doing things
may have issues with implementation for the follow through will rely on people doing the right thing in a timely
manner, but this is definitely a good move. What is more important however is that the Palagi report a different
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scenario over the next few years and that this is the reality. When there are NO dogs on the streets in Apia,
NONE and the Samoan people take action as a whole to rectify the matters then the issue has dissolved.
What is very likely to happen however is that the law will pass, there will be a short-term effort to sort the
matter out. Then the situation will revert to what has been normal for the people here for years. I refer doubters
to the situation where children roam the streets selling items face-to-face. It is illegal. It is rarely enforced. I
observe children openly attempting to sell items to my Palagi guests in front of Police Officers. I can show you
where the children frequent daily and identify who they are. The bottom line? Nobody cares enough to
intervene, neither the Police, nor the public. “Don’t care – not my problem” is the widespread sentiment here.
Until this attitude changes, the natural course will be a flurry of attention while it is a hot topic, then sadly, a
reversion to the widely accepted norm.

Competition to grow market shares has become even more vigorous as neighbouring islands
and larger destinations with tourist attractions or theme parks compete for the same
disposable incomes. Other competition for the individual disposable income includes the
increase of consumer demand for new household entertainment electronics such as the wide
flat screen TVs, IPAD Tablets and of course the wonderful lure of the new Touch Screen
Mobile Phones promoted by Apple and Samsung.

This may all very well be true. All the more need then for creative thinking, innovation and vision and
leadership.

THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
As tourism consultants often advise, ‘Products are Tangible, Services are Intangible, but
Experiences are Memorable.’
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The Government has done much to ensure all these as per the Prime Minister’s letter of
Thursday 06 June 2013 and still doing much more to ensure ongoing tourism development.

This is an important point that Sonja makes and is one that is sometimes missed or certainly not acknowledged
readily by critics of the STA, they do do things. They may be trying. The results of doing their ‘stuff’ may be
questionable, and their creativity, vision, efficiency & more may be limited though.

The Accommodation Sub-sector makes up for the larger portion of the Tourism sector and
the Samoa Accomodation Standards registered provides the following in the various national
regions.
[table provided]

The table provides accommodation stock prior to Cyclone Evans at various regions with 997
rooms in Apia from Budget to Deluxe Categories, 408 beachfront rooms from the Deluxe to
Budget in Upolu, Beachfront rooms in Savai’i accounts for 232 in the same hotel categories,
with 15 Budget Rooms on Manono/Apolima and Namu’a.
Leisure Tourists will always look for beachfront properties with great swimming because of
their ‘love of water’ and when the 300 rooms in rural coastal Apia and Savai’i in the Deluxe and
Superior category are full, they then either go elsewhere or to the Beach Fale properties.
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I’m not really sure what the significance of this is. It’s the sort of information that planners and bean-counters
might use though.

Everyone wants to be on the Beach. The Beach Fale properties have supplemented the
Beach experience demand and was our top selling products until the Tsunami.
Efforts to re-launch the Beach Fale FaaSamoa Experience is in the pipeline for the new
financial year commencing 01st of July 2013.

Much better late than never. I’d like to know how or what was planned though. I know that several of the
operators I have spoken to are effectively blacklisted by the STA and have not involved, in any way so I very
much fear a top-down traditional, high cost, low ROI marketing effort with little creativity.

There is an outcry to do something different and whilst there was much government support
to attract more meetings, incentive, conferences and exhibitions (MICE market) it was often
with a lesser budget when compared to the holiday market campaigns.

The new financial year will align more marketing budget to the Meetings and Conferences
market segment as well as the Special Interest Niche Events to complement the majority of the
hotel rooms of 997 that are located in the capital of Apia.
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Right, so in the almost 4 years I’ve been involved this is the fourth marketing message that I have heard from
the STA. One of the first rules in marketing is that you must have very limited messages and then hammer them
year after year so that they become known by all – both the local industry and the clients/prospects and then
they will eventually stick. STA is dreaming if they think that doing something “in the new financial year” will do
wonders for the tourism industry. Gestation times for business is even longer than for retail tourism. Businesses
are much less tolerant of the nonsense that goes on here, and their capacity to share experiences within their
own exceeds that of Trip Advisor by light years.
STA may be well intentioned here and may swing a few deals, perhaps even some nice ones, but they must be
very careful to listen to their stakeholders get it very right the first time or they will burn that market forever.
Key stakeholders such as Aggie Grey’s, Tanoa Tusitala and Sinalei need to ensure that they have a major input
into efforts to build this sector and keep the role of STA to that which they are good at, and realistic. Good
luck guys.

Cooperative marketing for new developments will also be allocated in the new budget and
especially for new beachfront deluxe and superior room properties.

I am pleased that the STA will be working with the new boys. This is a political move and Sonja uses big words
to explain that they will be using government money to help promote the one newest addition to the industry –
we all know who. It’s a shame though that we couldn’t be straight-up about it!

Recovery Efforts are being given priority and financial assistance has been established and more than
15 applications have been approved with another 15 in progress for approval by the end of next week
by the Tourism Sector Sub-Committee chaired by the Samoa Tourism Authority. Hotel owners have
been advised to contact the Recovery Efforts is being given priority and financial assistances have been
established and more than 15 applications have been approved with another 15 in progress for
approval by the end of next week by the Tourism Sector Sub-Committee chaired by the Samoa
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Tourism Authority. Hotel owners have been advised to contact the Samoa Hotels Association and the
Samoa Tourism Authority for more information on application for assistance.

Good work . . .

The link to Agriculture and Culinary potentials of Samoa will be more strongly established
by the launching of Samoa Cuisine Cook Book by Robert Oliver, and published and promoted
by publishers Random House in October when it hits the bookstores, with Zoomslide
Productions releasing the cooking episodes to 150 countries. This is a STA project assisted by
the New Zealand Government and the Women In Business Foundation and driven by the
Prime Minister as the Chairman of the Pacific High Level Organic Group and Minister of
Tourism.

This is the kind of activity that is good for Samoa and which STA should be more involved in. I support the
entire value-adding, flag-waving and clear benefit to the people and country of Samoa unreservedly. Now
comes the hard part . . . HOW will this generate business for the tourism industry Sonja, and HOW will you
measure that? What systems are in place to capitalise on the goodwill generated?
This is the area that STA and many in Samoa miss out badly on. We love doign things that are ‘good for Samoa’
and make us proud, but we miss building the opportunity to prepare for the commercial benefit. I would like to
see the design of the system that connects the flow of money from STA to the producers of the book, their
Samoan experiences, to TV programme to the bookings for events, offers, and bookings for experiences in
Samoa. As I say repeatedly, unless you can measure something in marketing – don’t do it.
Again, I’m not knocking the STA’s involvement, although claiming that a commercial enterprise is an “STA
project” may be a little rich, but when I can justify the measurable results of a clear vision, through a welldefined path from investment, through distribution, call-to-action and can justify then measurable results – then
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I will say, “Yup! That’s professional and effective!” Until then, I suspect though that it will be a great feel-good
activity and nice goodwill generator, but with little impact on the gound.

The First Class 5 Star properties category will boast new properties by next year as local and
moreover, foreign investment as more become committed to the first class hotel opportunity
as highlighted by government in investment promotions. There are more investors who have
become interested in Samoa.

I predict that there will be much more ongoing talk from politicians and a positive spin from the STA but little
that will affect existing operators. I would be interested to know how one five-star resort with sophisticated
distinguished clientele launching, who-knows-when, will bring in volume accommodation business to Apia, or
heaps of budget business to the hurting Beach Fales on the South Coast or the entire tourism industry on
Savaii. It’s like saying to Air New Zealand’s shareholders that Virgin Samoa has just leased a brand new Boeing
747 for use to/from Samoa. Ummm, great!

It is without a doubt that a qualified labour force is a key ingredient in the development of
tourism and STA continues to work closely with the Tourism Education and Training
providers such as the NUS, APTC, SBEC, PSC and of course SQA for the main purpose of
improving workforce skills and qualifications that will lead to excellent product presentation of
services, that are achieved through employer and employee innovation and initiatives and
delivering memorable experiences.
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Great. Keep doing that, please, and start teaching the kids how to speak English when their minds are supple
enough to learn a second language – at five years old – not ten or later when their minds are less able to cope
with learning a language.
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There are an array of tourism development projects that have been established to be funded
by the development partners which include Tourism Sector Governance; Marketing &
Research, Workplace Development and Product, Service and Infrastructure Development; and
Climate Change Resilience to name a few that development partners such as New Zealand and
the UNDP /GEF/MNRE have the tourism sector engaged.

Great, and they are?

Many years ago, when I was in this same position we marketed to holiday travellers only and
disregarded the VFR until 2007 when I returned to the same post to have in 2008 a keen Faavae
Gagaemoe a New Zealand born Samoan who told everyone within hearing distance not to
disregard the purchasing power of the disposable incomes of the overseas born Samoans from
around the world, spent on holidays in the Cook Islands and Fiji and in the theme parks of the
USA and historical and cultural sites of Europe. The UN World Tourism Organisation define
VFR as tourists who travel back to the country of their parents or ethnicity and tick VFR on the
arrival cards. In Europe they are not only known as VFR but the phenomenon is regarded as
Diaspora. VFRs usually stay with family for one or two nights before moving to the hotels for
the rest of their stay as do the families of our resident expatriates like the new New Zealand
High Commission and her staff do with their visiting friends and relatives.

Waffle.
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The Campaigns that we launch in the Source Markets attracts everyone because gone are
the days where the airlines had cheaper fares for specific Inclusive Tour travellers and full
revenue for everyone else. The new airfare structure is the same for everyone and capacity is
managed by demand and fares are increased as you purchase them closer to the date of travel.
Everyone now competes for the same airline seats on a first come first served basis.

OK. And? I find this history interesting but pretty irrelevant.

Times have changed and competition is vigorous, marketing costs have increased and more
people are looking for 1. value for money, 2. beautiful beaches, 3. safety 4. quality resorts and
hotels 5. authentic and traditional culture. We have them, we are working on strengthening
them in partnership with the Samoa Hotels Association, the Savaii Samoa Tourism
Association, and with the Government Ministries and Corporations.

These are poltical charged comments and are probably not the full picture. My questions to the industry about
the nature of the relationship between Sonja and others such as she mentioned here is the opposite to that
presented here. Taking the political-speak out of my words then and shooting straight, I call BS on the
partnership thing.
It is my clear understanding from multiple sources that both SHA and SSTA struggled for years to work
effectively with the STA under Sonja’s leadership and had serious difficulties. Having had plentiful personal
experience attempting to get the SWAP Foundation to work in partnership with the STA, there is only one
word to explain the phenomena of a “partnership with the STA” and it is: ‘oxymoron‘. My book, ‘A little Slice
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of Paradise – engaging with post-Tsunami Samoa’ has the gory details for those wanting the inside running on
this sad experience.

The Minister of Tourism in the same position 15 years ago had advised the Tourism
Consultants (Professor Doug Pearce and Dave Bamford) in three sentences when a name
change for the Samoa Visitors Bureau was recommended to be Tourism Samoa.
The Minister replied that it will be ‘Samoa Tourism’ because it is tourism for Samoa and not
Samoa for Tourism, and then he added that the Consultants add in the word Authority so that
the organisation will be responsible for tourism policy, planning and marketing because it
would be cost effective and easier to have the marketing team working along the planning
team and vice versa for better cooperation in ensuring that the tourism products developed will
be marketable for ease of introducing them in the tourist source markets and then in his third
sentence told everyone in the room that he was leaving for Parliament to present his budget
statement.

Waffle. A hundred and fifty words of it.

He still drives tourism development to date and as a Prime Minister still maintain an open
door policy for all who want assistance and still maintains his position that it is Tourism for
Samoa, to benefit the people. He ensured the passing of the Tourism Development Act 2012
which speaks of the same and turned the STA Board of Directors to a 100% private sector and
community representatives membership.
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Great – now how does a government department get businesslike?

STA in taking his example continues to offer the tourism industry the same open door policy
and had stated at all its consultations that open appointments were on Mondays from 11am to
1pm or to be booked after that with our Office. It has been the same ever since with our Office,
and consultations are beginning again as we review the tourism development plan 2009 – 2013
and develop a new five year plan from one for 2014 – 2018.

Hmmmm. Interesting! I never knew about the open door thing. It doesn’t sound kosher to me.
This is though a bit like the fox speaking to the chicken, “Please come in, it’s time for dinner!” Chicken to fox,
“No thanks! I’m not hungry.” Fox to chicken, “Yes but I am!” I can virtually repeat verbatim the same message
I hear from operator to operator throughout the country for the last 3 1/2 years, “They dont’ listen. They don’t
care.” Some will also say, “They don’t do anything!” and “They just tell us what to do and to make applications
for PSSF funding [or whatever] and then we hear nothing back from them.”
Interactions with STA under it’s current leadership style is not conducive to building trusting cooperative
working relationships. That can change if people humble themselves and (as they say here in Samoa) ‘come
down’ but it is unlikely to happen.

As we move towards the evaluation of our first Tourism Development Plan 2009 – 2013, we
hope that many will see that the STA Team with the Samoa Hotels Association and the Savaii
Samoa Tourism Association have indeed achieved positive outcomes and sturdy building
blocks upon which the next five year plan will be founded and for all to remember that
‘progress is a process’ and that tourism is everyone’s business.
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Sonja is correct that “progress is a process” but repeated use of the phrase in the context of discontent, very
questionable use of public funds, lack of accountability, extreme mistrust, widespread discontent with the STA
and a hurting industry that is seeking answers is probably one of the most foolish uses of an English meme that
one could find. It comes across as, and probably rightly, defensive, a cover, an excuse and a justification for her
performance.
Far better would be to employ some basic wise PR and good Media Training strategy, to empathise with those
hurting, then get serious about being creative, real and working with those who do have ideas and answers.

We thank all who have worked with us and welcome those who will start working with us
this week and we are keen to meet with anyone who wants to discuss the tourism statistics
with the assistance of the Samoa Bureau of Statistics.
Ia Manuia Samoa, ona e Faavae i le Atua!

I do rate this letter as a pass. It reads OK although when you drill down into it and ask questions, it comes up
with nothing meaningful. A leopard has a lot of difficulty adjusting its spots.
If I was in Sonja’s position I would have written the following letter:

Dear Editor
I am in receipt of your list of questions, which I will respond to directly in due course.
I understand that there are concerns from the industry. I have today appointed [enter highly
respected Matai/leader here] to collate and summarise the entire industries concerns within x
weeks.
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Taking his summary, and using government supplied statistics I will report on the state of the
industry and provide an open media conference within x days.

Doing this would have done several things:
Acknowledge that there are concerns; that they are serious and that she actually cares.
Pass the ball to others. Sure she will likely incur costs but the price will be worth peanuts to her in return for the
perceived value in people seeing her as open to feedback, not closed.
Retain the position of authority that she so desperately wants to protect. Putting herself in the position of a
CEO who will analyse and report to media based on real stuff lifts herself into a position of authority.
She commits to openness at a media conference, with a set timeframe of response, thus diffusing the gastly
situation where she fails to front, cancels a meeting with the media, and is seen as a scared, defensive and/or
weak leader with something to hide. Again, basic Media Training lesson number one – front-up, or give a date
to any delay and then front-up on that date.
The thing is that proud people cannot see reality. Honest people with nothing to hide can speak freely and
admit to not knowing everything. Dishonest, insecure or incompetent people out of their depth hide, obfuscate
and generally employ power-politics to protect their patch. In the media and public, it’s not whether or not she
is doing a good job or not – it’s the perception that matters.
I’m not going to judge her as a person, but her handling of the matter and the circumstances surrounding the
Samoan Tourism Crisis fiasco is to my way of thinking an ‘epic fail’ and another big missed opportunity to
bring credibility to her, her department and by association the Board and Minister.
I give her letter in this context though, a pass -just. Not really very helpful but at least a response.
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George Pitt on the Samoa Tourism Crisis

G

eorge Pitt of Rarotonga has written an
opinion piece in the Samoa Observer21,
"Tourism crisis solution – ban reporting

of it”.

There are some good words in his piece although I
object to some solutions he proposes.
My commentary follows.
George writes:

If we cannot admit we have a problem we never have need of a solution.

Ouch! This is hitting the bull's-eye in his first sentence. I agree and have preached this message from day one in
Samoa and this entrenched resistance to facing reality is the reason that nothing will change in the foreseeable
future here in Samoa. It is culturally inappropriate to admit that there is a problem. Bureaucracy and politicians
are the same the world over, with defensive and self-serving behaviour but they are even more so/the same in
Samoa, where to many death is perceived to be better than shame.

21

Samoa Observer, p12, 23 June 2013
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Samoa Tourism has been in crisis for sometime but smoke screened by climactic disasters
the country has experienced. Fudging the visitor numbers without defining the authentic
tourist has created the perception tourism was a growing economic driver.

George mentions two things here, both which I agree wholeheartedly. I can only talk from the Tsunami of
2009, when I first became interested in Samoa Tourism, however since then I have seen nothing but the signs
of an industry struggling with multiple issues, lacking in leadership and certainly unwilling to take the bull by the
horns. That it was this way before as well is very likely but I cannot endorse George’s comment personally
because I wasn’t here.
The second point however is agreed. I’ve spoken about this at length but the word "fudging” definitely has
validity, so much so that I ceased taking much note of STA’s propaganda years ago! What I would say by
observation and anecdote, that tourism related income would be in the order of 1/4 to 1/3 of GDP, so while it
may not be a strong driver it is certainly up there as a factor and definitely has potential. I think the government
is certainly right to continue to push tourism if economic growth is Samoa’s objective22.

Nothing will change until the Samoa Tourism Authority is totally overhauled. If things were
going great the CEO of Tourism would be claiming the credit. She has made a good job of
convincing her Minister the PM to verbally shift the blame onto the stakeholders.

I agree that there are some serious issues but it is not just the structure or performance of the STA, It is much
wider than that and George is falling into the trap of viewing the government or one of its departments as the
22

This is a two-edged sword and I have reservations about this whole mindset. In some ways the globalisation thing, with economies based on debt-based money and growth are

not in line with the biblical teaching or values.
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problem. It is a combination of cultural ignorance on marketing; inexperience in business; lack of creativity,
vision and effective leadership AND the STA and their current leadership.
On the matter of convincing her Minister the PM to blame the stakeholders, I believe that George is wrong. I’d
put my money on it being the other way around where the PM is covering for her. He does this willingly and
frequently with and for any department, Minister or person under his care that 'gets into trouble’ politically. He
will always step up to the mark, take responsibility and 'deal’ with the issue in the true manner of a Samoan
High Chief. Detractors call him on this trait with labels that appear derogatory, but in the Samoan context, you
have to hand it to Tuila’epa – he does lead.

The CEO’s support for the Survivor TV series to be given incentives and concessions
because there would be a great response of visitors as a result of it, was flawed. She failed
miserably to conduct due diligence and gave accommodators a false hope.

I think the real issue is not whether she did correct due diligence on the impact of Survivor Series but whether
the series being here was of benefit to the country. I would say, "Yes!” and wonder why anyone would say,
"No!” except for businesses that suffered directly as a result of Aggie Grey’s bumping them during the filming
series. Some hurt badly as a result. What I would agree with though is the thought that misrepresentation and
false hope occurred. Amen to that, but you learn to read the words of politicians and the STA with a bit of salt
after a while!

As far as content was concerned very little of the countries are visible except for sweeping
shots of an exotic nature. The real Samoa never got a peek as all other locations where the
series had been filmed.
Previous Pacific Island locations never experienced noticeable increases in visitors from the
USA or anywhere for that matter.
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I was interested to learn this, and on reflection it makes sense for unless there is a reason to buy, a product to
buy and a call-to-action at the time, then of course there will be no business. Survivor did nothing to attract
tourists and STA did nothing to work in with them marketing wise so you get what you sowed – zip! The lesson
from this is not so much to refuse future filming or subsidies, rather to be effective and take the opportunities
as they come. I have many creative ideas on how to springboard active sales from events like Survivor,
Personalised Number Plates, the Date Change and much more. Having wasted three years trying to share them
with those inside the circles of power, I will be now sharing them outside those circles.

A simple email to tourism offices to the other countries would have confirmed this.
The Cook Island’s jewel of Aitutaki where the television series was filmed wasn’t aware of
one single visitor influenced by the programme.
The only visitors were crew members who returned due to having an emotional connection
on the island.

George has now (probably) unwittingly hit upon one of my hot buttons and that is capturing opportunities and
systematising goodwill. Sales create a buck, but systems create wealth. Putting in systems to capture something
that is already in place is so much easier than trying to generate business from a barren or virgin market. This is
why working the VFR markets has a much higher ROI than tourists. This is why systems for tapping into
goodwill with voluntourism and developing niche markets are so important.
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Those who have criticised STA’s performance have felt the backlash from Sonja Hunter.

I’m not sure why George mentioned this here but it will be likely true – as far as I can see, the industry generally
doesn’t like or trust her and many seem to fear her. Perhaps it is animosity between the two from past
interactions, I’m not sure, but Sonja rules with a smile using her power with fear a ready weapon. She is open
about this and thus finds it hard to engender trust. I think that her going AWOL when sectors of the industry
were hurting and then responding defensively is actually quite mild, for her. Perhaps the backlash is yet to come
and the 'rebels’ should now watch their backs!

The undercurrent dissatisfaction with the STA CEO has been simmering for some time and
despite fear of repercussions, desperation has burst the bubble of discontent.

I’m in two minds about this. I know the role that the local tabloid has in blowing up one-sided stories into a
newspaper sales operation. I also know that not all of the people involved are out to 'get’ the STA or the SHA. I
don’t see a crisis. I actually see a situation as normal and reality kicking in for a few who have debts and
unrealistic expectations.

Samoa ought to take a leaf out of the Cook Islands book and remove the CEO and keep
doing so until they get one who makes a difference and gains the confidence of tourism related
businesses.
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I agree to the sentiment here from George (to seek accountability) but NOT the way to achieve it (knocking the
CEO off her perch). While her conduct and approach to the industry may be questionable and p*sses a lot of
people off, the current CEO has a lot of experience in the role. It doesn’t matter why for the moment, but the
PM has also put her there or been supportive of her reappointment. That speaks a lot to me.
I know that both she and the PM claim to be in power as a result of God’s hand. I know this in regards to
Tuila’epa as he was reported in the newspaper and no correction was forthcoming from him and in Sonja’s case
confirmed by a direct communication. In the situation where leaders lay claim to their position of power over
people and budgets to a higher authority (than mere accountability to the people) the people should respond as
the higher authority instructs. We should then support them and let the higher authority deal with or to them as
appropriate.
Of course people can ask questions; hold them to account; reveal dishonesty or sin; speak honestly but in a
country that claims to be Christian removing people (especially when they have just been reappointed) is a
failure to exercise faith; will backfire; will continue small-thinking and politics; all-in-all a real recipe for
persistent trouble. Far better to work with them and let the sunlight in. Sunlight as they say is the best
disinfectant.

The Tourism Board needs to take a look in the mirror and be restructured with know-how
people and not those who have been rewarded for political reasons.

Unfortunately George tackles a serious subject and takes a couple of cheap shots. Rewarding people for
political reasons may be prevalent but this may not always be a problem if the work is actually being done
professionally. Some of the most effective people are not the ones who know everything, but rather the ones
that know how to access experts and bring the various components into the equation for benefit of the agreed
goals. I actually do not care if XXX person is a friend of the PM, or CEO or whether they bribed their way into
a position if they can get the job done and do it professionally.
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In the case of the STA Board – I simply do not know. I’m not involved but I can see no sign of clear strategic
decision-making, nor much creativity, nor understanding of how to move things forward except continued
status quo from STA. Looking in the mirror is all very well and good, but who is going to take the lead? If the
Chairman of the Board is happy with things as they are then status quo will remain.
At a personal level, I know the value that the PM and Minister of Tourism places on political stabilty (read:
power), and that the CEO too places on retaining her position of power and industry within the industry.
Again, without fundamental change in approach from the top, nothing will change. The Board will only
respond to its leadership even if they are the smartest and best in the industry.
As well, that I am not involved in any way at government level raises eyebrows to the informed. It’s not for the
want of trying, believe-you-me as I detail in my book A little Slice of Paradise – engaging in post-Tsunami
Samoa.

The Cook Islands Tourism Corporation outperforms STA with half as much staff.

Ouch again! I can believe this. Feedback from the industry is that STA is inefficient, incompetent and many are
in it for themselves. Some of the comments from offshore that have filtered back to me have STA as a
laughing-stock.

Samoa’s biggest threat to their visitor numbers is its neighbour the Kingdom of Tonga.
Less than three hours flight time from New Zealand, they offer substantial attractions, even
more so than the compact Rarotonga.
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This is interesting to me, but in business we keep an eye more on our customers, bottom line and the future
than what others are doing.

If Tonga can get their internal act together instead of the bickering at the most senior levels
amongst themselves, they could become a challenge to Fiji, leaving Samoa and the Cook
Islands bringing up the rear.

I don’t have a problem with Tonga rattling a few cages – Samoa is Samoa and has a unique offering. Samoa
needs to get its act together though and this is pretty much a forlorn hope at present!

Service does not match the international prices charged in Samoa. Spoken English for one is
required in return for the high prices accommodators are charging.

Right, another hot button. One of the real problems I see is that there is a mismatch between talk/expectations
and delivering/reality. The reason that Samoans are not generally good at English is because they are taught
English too late at school. I’ve preached for 3 1/2 years that THE best thing that you can do for your children
as a Samoan parent is to teach them English from an early age, certainly at 5yrs in school. I know that some
respected leaders have said the same for decades and that it is a political issue. Educating people in their teens at
service and hospitality is great but it’s too little too late. Samoa is not serious about service the way a Palagi
seeks it or wants it – it never will be if children are start to be taught English 5 years into their schooling.
There’s more and there are some exceptions but George has just nailed a biggie here.
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Visitor satisfaction is low and it must be remembered unhappy people tell twelve times more
people of their negative experience then a satisfied customer.

I would disagree with a blanket negative statement like this. Our research has found that satisfaction levels are
mixed but are generally OK – somewhere in the range of 75% if pushed to quantify it. What is consistent when
you dig deeper though is that return business is very unlikely for the vast majority of visitors. I estimate less
then 5% of non-VFR intend to return. There are many reasons for this but STA’s vision setting and strategy
means nothing if we do not understand our market. I don’t think that they do.

Apia is an untidy and dirty town with beggars and child vendors, not forgetting the roaming
dogs.

There is still some validity in these observations but Apia is much nicer place now than it used to be. I don’t see
dogs as a major issue – sure they wander around a bit but none of our guests has complained and only a few of
them have noted them. Beggars are OK. People understand. Child vendors however is a very big issue. Guests
hate, just HATE getting accosted by a kid trying to sell them something.

In comparison, Rarotonga is very clean with no beggars, child vendors, dogs or dishonest
taxi drivers and everyone speaks English, not forgetting the clean, hygienic public toilets.
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This sounds like a Paradise!

Though not at fault, your own newspaper contributes towards distracting visitors who
research Samoa on the Internet.

I wouldn’t remove blame like that. Samoa Observer is a tabloid first and foremost. Everything about it comes
back to the money-making machine that it is. The more sensational and confrontational it is, the more they
make money – their prime raison d’être, doubt it not!

Samoa’s dark side regularly is headlined online.
Political corruption, Samoa’s dishonest and violent culture is globally presented.
Remember the stone throwing riot right outside Aggie Grey’s Hotel?
Students fighting in the central business district, regular violent killings and drunkenness,
youths beating up the elderly and robbed, tourists being raped, con artists preying on the
tourists, violent protests against the government, armed police firing shots to warn angry
villages, drug related incidents involving armed police raids, shooting drug offenders, prison
murders, armed prisoners escaping and high jacking public transport, theft by employees
epidemic, stone throwing groups injuring innocent people, armed bank robbery, killing of a
minister of religion outside a shop for food in broad daylight, locally made pornographic
images circulated through mobile phones, aid agencies like Red Cross unable to account for
relief funds, numerous sports organisations with suspect financial dealings, prostitution,
incest, chronic domestic abuse and violence, harsh village justice by Matais, illegal importing
of liquor, shop looting during cyclone, arson and so the list goes on.
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Why would a tourist want to visit Samoa after reading the Samoa Observer online?

It’s a good point well recognised by anyone familiar with the Internet. I do agree that the constant stream of
hard news stories particularly around crime, violence and corruption do get a bit nauseating. I prefer more
online than less, but in a way that people can measure reality better than just reading a tabloid. Anyone putting
good news stories online and sharing the real Samoa outside of the gutter has my vote!

Fiji’s Frank Bainimarama’s contribution to tourism is to ban negative reporting thus
keeping a lid on Fiji’s dark side.

You gotta hand it to that guy eh? P*ssed off a few noisy people in the process but got the results! Try that in
Samoa and see where it gets you!

If tourists coming to Samoa want an authentic Samoan experience, then the public need to
be taught that the Palagi visitor is not an opportunity to exploit and rip off.

This is not a short-term project and it would need nationwide support to achieve. Yet another programme or
advert on TV will do nothing substantive. Change like this needs to come from within, real people one by one
doing what the Good Book says, then reaching a tipping point, probably some years hence.
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Furthermore, the awareness programme should promote keeping the environment clean.

Agreed.

Tourism should cease using glossy photos of happy children in their promotional material as
it will spark interest in paedophiles.

Not sure that this is a major. Maybe so.

The Prime Minister was right when he said tourism starts with the first person a visitor
meets when they disembark from the plane or step off a liner.

True

The Cook Islands media awareness campaign, "Tourism is everyone’s business,’ has paid
off with improved public attitudes towards overseas visitors.
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Samoa does things more for what is in it for me, today, here, now. This message which is a call to individual
responsibility and community accountability would fall on deaf ears here.

Environment media campaigns regarding litter and rubbish dumping also have been
beneficial. There is a solution to tourism’s crisis but hard and unpleasant decisions need to be
executed to reignite a fresh start.

No campaign such as anti-littering will affect entrenched behaviour unless there is dedication to the matter
from the top and a serious buy-in from the community. It will not happen here.
I don’t think that there is a crisis and therefore there is no need for a 'solution’ nor a fresh start as such. Strong
leadership with good decision-making will result in a healthy industry. Poor leadership and decisions will result
in a struggling industry and status quo. People always get the leadership that they deserve so Samoa will likely to
continue to struggle on eating the crumbs off the rich-man’s table.
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SUMMARY

I think that George has nailed a few nuggets in his opinion piece and covered a few thoughts mentioned many
times. Blanket concepts though such as restructure, overhaul and get rid of are a little broad for my liking. Far
better to be specific and work with what we have – people and systems.
The other thing that is missing from all of this is the responsibility for private enterprise to step up and do their
own thing with or without a performing STA. This is the space that I have been in and it is a lot more
rewarding than trying to talk sense with proud, defensive people in politics or any government department.
I say again, without a lot of eating humble pie, nothing will change in Samoa Tourism.
I view this as realism, not pessimism and is spoken by someone not known for giving up!
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Postscript

I

encourage readers to think - for themselves. I encourage readers to
ask questions and keep on asking questions, and make no
assumptions. It's far too easy for leaders to fool the masses here and

that's a major risk. If people get the leadership they deserve
Independent thought, followed by intelligent action however, is godly.
In regards to questions of the tourism industry leadership23: Where did STA
spend their money? What do they achieve? How can they prove their claims?
What are the benefits of membership to the SHA? What is the cost/benefit
analysis of their membership or services? What do they each do and how can it
be more effective? What efforts are there for the industry to actively participate
in? What new initiatives have been undertaken since the Tsunami of 2009? What is the value to the country of a
visitor? What efforts have gone into building the VFR market and how does this compare with the tourist
market?
In regards to the government, from whom do they take their advice and what is it? Are they working with the
best and getting value for money? What is their vision?
In regards to bloating bureaucracy and bigger budgets and borrowing: What are the plans for repayment?
What assumptions are made in regards to the role of democracy and usury (both totally unbiblical concepts) in
the government of a country founded upon God?
In regards to change: Who is going to change and how? What changes are required to lift the industry? What
does the industry actually want anyway?

23

I have several other embarrassing questions, but they can never be answered, certainly not honestly, so others should initiate their own questions.
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They say that sunlight is the best disinfectant; so exposing corruption, stupidity, small thinking and
incompetence is good as long as it leads to change and positive action. Showing up fools is a waste of time as
their pride usually does that very well just by asking questions. It's far better to learn something and we can then
become wiser. The point of asking questions should be to understand, not to blame, for it is only from
understanding that good positive action can occur and progress is achieved.
Making a difference in the world always starts with one. I call it 'the power of one'.
No one person can change everything about Samoa Tourism all at once though. The 'crisis' talked about will
never evaporate and it will be impossible for one individual to generate a strong healthy tourism industry
because the industry is only representative of all the individuals within and change will likely take a long time, if
ever.
Wallies will always waffle forever. People can pontificate and do their meetings until the cows come home but if
individuals do not 'get it' and do something individually, nothing will change.
Legislators love laws but no matter how they throw their weight around if people individually do not change
lawmakers just make criminals of some and policemen or lawyers of others.
Politicians can borrow and throw money at their
people or their pet projects until we are in debt to
the eyeballs if they can but it won't make one iota of

Making a difference in the
world always starts with one

difference unless they truly 'get it' and individually
take responsibility for what they have been given
responsibility for.
Government departments will all seek increased funds from a decreasing budget and do what they can to justify
their existence. That's human nature, but it just takes ONE person in a leadership role to step up to the mark
and say, "OK. That's enough! No more! Let's get real about this!" and change will occur. Just one!
The bible talks about a large beast that was once killed off, yet comes alive again and people the world over will
willingly bow down to it. This beast exists today and it is democracy in the form of the big-business, Central
bankers and globalisation movement. People in power will cooperate with it and businesses will engage in
global enterprise as if nothing can stop them doing what they want. Keep reading the Good Book though and
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you will find that the business people of the world gnash their teeth in horrow and politicians of the day will
hide when it all crumbles.
Common knowledge knows that democracy is the best form of government. It's the same sort of knowledge
by the way that knows that the Japs sprung a surprise on American leadership at Pearl Harbour; knows that
the Federal Reserve has reserves and is a government agency; knows that Germany was the 'bad' guy in the
World War Two and that the Allies weren't; knows that exactly six million naïve innocent Jews all lined up,
then were tricked into all being gassed to death with a delousing spray; and knows that three (yes, three)
massive constructions in New York all fell into piles of dust after a few little smokey fires up their tops24. In the
Christian scene everybody knows (it's common knowledge) that God will be rapturing the good guys away and
we know that Jesus will be saving the planet when He returns to blast the bad boys from out of their bad
behaviour.
I posit that a lot of people will however know that they were led up the garden path by their leaders when the
beast of man's own creation, democracy and everything associated with it, crashes and implodes under the
weight of its own corruption, and the businesspeople of the day struggle to define their meaning and purpose in
life, and the politicians that were so confident are all in hiding. Any political leader that has taken their country
into debt will be badly vilified in those days.
Please don't laugh. The bible talks about
this very thing, and I wouldn't be very
surprised if the current generation will see
this very thing happen. I hope I'm still
around to see the fall of democracy, the

Any political leader that has taken
their country into debt will be badly
vilified in those days.

reduction in the power and purposes of a
corrupt global elite and the rise of common
sense as mankind reclaims the commons from leaders fast gone out of control.
I am certainly not a dominionist25 in the militant sense but I do see truth in the viewpoint that God gave
mankind dominion of the world and that He is awaiting us to realise how much of a meal we've made of it so
that He can get our real attention and do what He wants us to do. The Old Testament records the agonising

24

All of these are total bunkum by the way. Note that the phrase common knowledge started being used around the times of the witch trials of a few centuries ago, which

says a lot about the quality of 'common' knowledge!
25

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dominionism#Dominion_Theology
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'obey, rebel, repent' cycle in which His people kept on screwing up their lot, and it seems to me that the Lord
always awaited mankind to turn to Him before things ever really happened.
Rest assured that blind obedience to those who currently promote democracy26 (note also that the loudest are
those who benefit from it) and who use it to further their own political and personal objectives will result in
extreme dissatisfaction, to put it mildly.
Thinking of the current Samoan Tourism industry?
'Nuff said!
I want to paint a quick picture of two possible parallel developments in the Samoa Tourism industry. It's a
hypothetical picture but it's also quite possible. On the one hand we have a government driven industry that
seeks foreign investment, builds large developments from which foreign funds flow in, and then largely out
again. Big budgets, tax breaks, incentives and lots of perceived benefit but in fact quite small long-term benefit
resulting. A large bureaucracy presenting Samoa as the biggest and brightest as best as they can is situation
normal. On the other hand we can have genuine, 'small' people who all do their own thing the best that they
can, but without debt, doing what they are good at, just loving and helping other people from wherever they
come.
When the crash comes (and be very sure that it
will do one day27) and the government of the

. . . it will be the small people

day and the country can do nothing about it, it

without debt . . .[able] to help

will be the small people without debt, who
know how to do the right thing from their

others

individual conduct in the hard times who will be
poised and in a perfect position to help others
and keep the country going when the really hard times strike.

26

For the record I would note that Samoa's original system of Matai leadership and governance is much more closely in line with the biblical teaching of 'judges' than the beast

of democracy, that is totally man-made and a man-worshiping construction perfectly designed to enslave and enrich.
27

Most economists have concerns over increasing and out of control national debt. Most predict economic collapse but their timeframes and the nature of that collapse vary.

Biblical prediction is that mankind will worship manmade constructs, of which the capitalistic/democratic system has emerged as an enormous unquestioned force in the world.
Even though democracy has not one positive rap in the bible and a litany of bad raps, questioning it is becoming just as politically incorrect as asking questions of the Holocaust
numbers, or the proofs for evolution. It's a no-go area, but if it looks like a duck, walks like a duck and quacks like a duck, then it's a duck to me. Democracy, and the entire
economic engine of big-business and globalism is the beast of the books of Daniel and Revelation, wounded (the original Roman republic) yet arisen as a massive force in the last
century.
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In the Great Depression, individual farmers worked together to buy each others' farms when foreclosed upon
by crooked, aggressive and greedy bankers. Some survived but many did not. Those without debt had a better
chance. History is repeating itself, but this time the trouble will be of a global nature and it will be entire
countries pitted against the Central banks of the IMF, World Bank, BIS28 and of course Samoa's own Central
Bank - doubt it not! As with 100 years ago booms and busts are all contrived for the purposes of consolidating
wealth and power. This time they have the governments of the world complicit29 and it is of a much larger scale.
While it is probably too late by now with a government totally committed to the globalist juggernaut, Samoa is
still in a unique position to protect itself from the trading off of a large part of its sovereignty for filthy lucre. If
it doesn't succumb totally, and I'm hoping it won't entirely, its unique location culture and commercial, spiritual
and social opportunities can be its saving grace - a perceived South Pacific Island "Paradise", working in the gift
economy (i.e. interest-free Mutual Credit30), and in the power and wisdom of God, with a government system
opposed to the twin God's of 'economic progress' and 'democracy' (please read here: banks and big business).
This dream however can only come from one thing - individuals thinking and then acting wisely - doing the
right thing. And it's all in the bible, if you want a definitive source.
Thinking and acting for ourselves is a core biblical teaching but a foreign concept to Samoan culture that wants,
seeks, even demands first the will of their leaders, the support of family and relatives, and teamwork at all costs.
There's nothing wrong with calling for unity, and teamwork, and entrusting leadership with some things but
when there lacks vision, and the blind lead the blind, then individuals who think for themselves then act WILL
BECOME the leaders of their day.
Then the Samoan Tourism industry will have that something that commentators (like Anna Pollock and myself)
can be proud to talk about, help and promote. None of us may have all the answers, nor be right 100% of the
time, but we all have a contribution to make, some more than others.
Blessings,

28

Bank of International Settlements - the privately owned Central Banks' bank through which globalist agendas for the world monetary supply are managed.

29

Doubt me? Ask who owns the Central Bank of Samoa - who are its shareholders and to whom do its directors report to and from where they get their money. Ask then, who

owns the bank through which they settle with other Central banks (It's the Bank of International Settlements) and ask them in turn who owns them and whom they report to.
Then just connect the dots. It's not what you probably think!
30

Mutual Credit is practiced in Samoa within families and friends. Barter and MC are the forms of capital raising and trading that will reappear and thrive of necessity when

the government controlled money supply is still further restricted to crisis/depression levels. Again, rest assured that this will certainly be occurring.
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E&OE

T

his eBook has been based upon research conducted by myself, Dennis A. Smith, and SWAP
Ambassadors from 2010 to 2013.

The SWAP Foundation was active in liaising with government until Q4, 2011 when we withdrew from all active
dialogue following a series of political events involving the CEO of the STA and the Prime Minister/Minister
of Tourism. This series of events is mentioned more thoroughly in the book, 'A little Slice of Paradise engaging with post-Tsunami Samoa'.
Since then individual tourism operators have supplied information such as industry performance, updates,
feedback and opinion directly, plus of course the limited official documentation and the media. As such the
SWAP Foundation is effectively 'outside of the loop' of officialdom other than that available to the general
public.
It is possible that minor errors or misunderstanding may have occurred in the writing of this eBook.
Accordingly, corrections, updates or right of reply are invited and are very welcome.
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Your Comments

Y

our comments and feedback are welcome and may be added to later editions of this free eBook.
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SWAP Foundation

T

he SWAP Foundation is a Samoan Registered
Charitable Trust

The official Aims and Objectives of the SWAP Foundation are:
1) To educate, inform, teach and mentor Samoan entrepreneurs and
business people on:
a) Internet Marketing
b) Brand and Product Development
c) Good ICT practice
2) To train, educate and mentor Samoan entrepreneurs and business
people to encourage foreign investment into Samoan tourism &
Samoan tourism infrastructure
3) To encourage, support, promote and facilitate cross-cultural exchange and cross-cultural education between
indigenous Samoan and foreign cultures.

Contact Details:
Dennis A. Smith, CEO
Camp Samoa, Aleisa East, Samoa
P O Box 55, Apia, Samoa
Ph: +685 22777
Mob: +685 777-9999
www.swapsamoa.com
info@swapsamoa.com
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Also by the same author:
Internet UNMASKED!!
The Essential Handbook for New Zealand Business
and Not-for-Profits
By Dennis A. Smith
ISBN: 978-0-9582896-0-3
Breaking through the Internet gobble-de-gook, the
Internet is explained in a small business context.
This book is a "must-have" for all business and Notfor-Profits who have an Internet presence or who
are intending to.
Dennis commences with a thorough analysis of web
design, covering the basics of planning and finding
the right web developer. He then works through the
various development aspects: design, photography,
working with images, creating and maintaining
content, costing & scoping a project, and more.
While covering all the major components - such as E-Mail, Domain Names, and Hosting - Dennis and his
contributors really kick into high gear with their priceless ideas and advice on Web 2.0 technologies, creative
marketing, modern web-based structures, management advice and predictions for business on the web.
A very valuable resource full of tips and tricks from professionals who really enjoy

sharing

their expertise
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Lipstick on a Pig
By Dennis A. Smith
ISBN: 978-0-9582896-9-6
WARNING: This is not an ordinary
book!
"Lipstick on a Pig" presents a unique
kaleidoscope of philosophy, faith and
autobiography that presents biblical
truth and wisdom in a personal, fresh
and creative way.
Blending his business experiences with
the Christian faith, Dennis challenges
the reader to consider an exciting way of
living where the Judeo-Christian values
can become a natural part of living a
full, wholesome and enjoyable life. He
calls it VICTUS IN AMBITUS, a Latin
phrase loosely translated "living on the
edge".
This remarkable compilation of over 80 blog posts covers the gamut of life experiences, a plethora of valuable
concepts, ideas & themes, including the many "meaty" subjects mentioned on the front cover.
Lipstick on a Pig will have you thinking, pondering, empathizing, questioning, smiling and maybe sometimes
even chuckling, as he recounts his personal challenge of living life to the full'
Publisher: Gold Tick Services Ltd
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A little Slice of Paradise
Engaging with post-Tsunami Samoa
ISBN 978-0-9582896-8-9
"A remarkable journey of faith,
commitment and drama unfolds through
a book that is easy to read, and hard to
put down."
In this bare-it-all story of engaging with
his newly adopted country, Samoa,
Dennis interweaves his Christian faith
into enormously challenging experiences
as he adjusts to the "foreign" culture he
came to love.
Mixing with the people in power to the
local prison; from the business world to
the remotest village on the planet, he
tells how he has engaged with
antagonistic bureaucrats; dealt with
thieves, liars, and corruption; handled a
false arrest, a nasty assault and malicious gossip.
Dennis shares it all, aiming to write as accurately and generously as he

can about the

misbehaviour; the miracles; his reason for emigrating and more.
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